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BURROUGHS, D . J.

INTRODUCTION

Plaintiff Students for Fair Admissions, Inc. (“ SFFA” ) alleges that Defendant President

and Fellows of Harvard College ( Harvard ) discriminates against Asian American applicants in

the undergraduateadmissionsprocess to Harvard College in violation of Title VIof the Civil

Rights Act of 1964, 42 U . S. C . et seq. ( VI” ). Harvard acknowledges that its

undergraduate admissionsprocess considers race as one factor amongmany, but claimsthat its

use of race isconsistentwith applicable law .

II. PROCEDURALHISTORY

On November 17, 2014, SFFA initiated this lawsuit by filing a complaint that alleged that

Harvard violates Title VIby intentionally discriminating against Asian Americans (“ Count ) ,

usingracialbalancing (“ Count II” ) failing to use racemerely as a “ plus” factor in admissions

decisions (“ Court III” ), failing to use race merely to fill the last “ few places” in the incoming

freshman class (“ Count IV” ), using race where there areavailable and workable race-neutral

alternatives (“ Count V ), and using race as a factor in admissions (“ Count VI” ). [ECF No. 1

505] . SFFA seeks declaratory judgment , injunctive relief, attorneys fees and costs. Id .

at 119. On February 18 2015, Harvard filed its answer, in which it denied any liability. See

[ECF No. 17] . On April 29 , 2015 , several prospective and then- currentHarvard students filed a

motion to intervene. [ECF No. 30 Although the Court denied themotion to intervene, it

There is considerable variation in the terminology individuals use to describe their racial and

ethnic identities. This opinion uses the termsHispanic , African American , Asian American , and

white to describe the four racial or ethnic identities that account for themajority ofapplicants to
Harvard because those are the termsthe parties have used in litigating this case . The term Asian

American , as opposed to Asian , is used because SFFA alleges that Harvard discriminates against

United States citizens who identify as Asian American. Where “ Asian” alone is used, this

generally reflects the language used by others in their own analyses which are referred to herein

and may include Asian applicants who would notidentify as Asian American .
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allowed the students to participate in the action as amicicuriae ( friends of the court). Students

for Fair Admissions, Inc. v. President& Fellowsof HarvardColl. , 308 F. R . D. 39, 51– 53 ( D .

Mass.), ECF No. 52, aff 807 F .3d 472 ( 1st Cir. 2015 ).

On September 23, 2016 Harvard moved ( 1) to the lawsuitforlack ofstanding

and (2 ) for judgment on the pleadingsas to Counts IV and VI. [ECF Nos. 185, 187]. On June 2,

2017 , the Court found that SFFA had theassociational standing requiredto pursue this litigation,

because itwas an organization whose membership included Asian Americanswho had applied to

Harvard, been denied admission, and were prepared to apply to transfer to Harvard. Students for

Fair Admissions, Inc . . President & Fellows of Harvard Coll. (Harvard Corp .), 261F . Supp.

99, 111( D . Mass. 2017), ECF No. 324. On the same date, the Court granted Harvard ' s motion

for judgment on the pleadings and dismissed Counts IV and VI, namely the failure to use race

only to fill the last few places in the incoming freshman class and the use of race as a factor in

admissions. Students for Fair Admissions, Inc. v. President & FellowsofHarvard Coll.

(Harvard Corp . , No. 14 -CV - 14176 -ADB , 2017 WL 2407254 , at * 1 (D . Mass. June 2 , 2017) ,

ECF No. 325. 2

Followingthe conclusion of discovery , on June 15, 2018, the parties filed crossmotions

for summary judgment on the four remaining counts , [ECF Nos. 412 , 417 ], which the Court

denied on September 28 , 2018. Students for Fair Admissions, Inc. v . President & Fellowsof

Harvard Coll., 346 F . Supp . 3d 174 , 180 (D . Mass. 2018 , ECF No. 566 . The case proceeded to

trial on Counts I (intentionaldiscrimination) , II( racialbalancing), III(failure to use racemerely

2 Although discovery ended on May 1, 2018 , [ECF Nos. 363 , 364], the Court ordered
supplemental document productions during trialwhen it became apparent that Harvard had

modified its admissions procedures to provide admissions officers with more explicit guidance

on the use of racedespite seemingly contradictory testimony by various witnesses. See [ECF
No. 645 at 7 :20 – 19: 24 ] .
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as a “ plus” factor) , and V (race- neutralalternatives) , and from October15 through November 2 ,

2018, the Court heard testimony from eighteen current and former Harvard employees, four

expertwitnesses, and eight currentor former Harvard College students who testified as amici

curiae. On February 13, 2019, following the parties submissions ofproposed findings of fact

and conclusions of law and responses to each other ' s respective submissions, see Nos. 619,

620], the Courtheard finalclosingarguments.

The Court now makes the following findings of fact and conclusions of law in

accordancewith FederalRule of CivilProcedure 52 a ).

III. FINDINGSOF FACT: DIVERSITY, ADMISSIONSPROCESS, AND

LITIGATION

A . Diversity at Harvard

. Harvard s Interest in Diversity

It is somewhat axiomatic at this pointthat diversity ofall sorts , including racial diversity ,

is an important aspect of education . See Brown v. Bd. of Educ. , 347 U. S. 483 (1954). The

3 On October 30 , 2018 , the Court heard testimony from Dr. Ruth Simmons, the current President

ofPrairie View A & M University. President Simmonswas born in a sharecropper s shack on a
plantation in Grapeland, Texas. She attended primary and secondary school in a completely

segregated environment in Houston , and then DillardUniversity , an African American institution

supported by the MethodistChurch in New Orleans. PresidentSimmons was selected to spend

her junior year of college at Wellesley, where she studied alongside white students in the United
States for the first time. After graduating from Dillard University , President Simmons traveled

to France, where she studied as a FulbrightScholar. She then returned to the United States and

earned a Ph .D . from Harvard s DepartmentofRomance Languages and Literatures. President
Simmons held positions at Princeton University , Spelman College, and Smith Collegebefore

becoming PresidentofBrown University . She retired from BrownUniversity after eleven years
and returned to Texas, where she worked on nonprofit projects in the Houston area before being

persuaded to come outof retirement to serve as the presidentof Prairie View A & M . President

Simmons offered expert testimony on Harvard s interest in diversity . Her testimony andher life

story , perhaps themostcogent and compelling testimony presented at this trial, demonstrate the
extraordinary benefits that diversity in education can achieve, for students and institutionsalike.

See [Oct 30 Tr. 6 :11– 70 : 23] .
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evidence at trial was clear that a heterogeneous student body promotes a more robust academic

environmentwith a greater depth and breadth of learning, encourages learning outside the

classroom , and creates a richersense ofcommunity. See Oct 19 Tr. 185: 23– 187: 24 ; Oct. 23 Tr.

24: 13- 20 , 31:2– 34: 11, 59: 8 – 14 ; Oct. 30 Tr. 27: 20 – 28 8 . The benefits of a diverse student body

are also likely to be reflected by the accomplishments of graduates and improved faculty

scholarship following exposure to varying perspectives. See Oct 30 Tr. 28: 9 30 :11].

HarvardCollege smission, as articulatedin itsmissionstatement, is “ to educate the

citizens and citizen- leaders for our society and it seeks to accomplish this “ through . the

transformative power of a liberal arts and sciences education.” [DX109 at 1].4 In aid of

realizingitsmission, Harvardvalues and pursuesmanykindsof diversitywithin its classes,

including different academic interests ,belief systems, political views, geographic origins, family

circumstances, and racial identities. See Oct 17 Tr. 182:17 – 183 7 ; Oct. 23 Tr. 24 :13– 20] This

interest in diversity and the wide-rangingbenefitsof diversity were echoed by all of theHarvard

admissions officers , faculty , students, and alumni that testified at trial. SFFA does not contest

the importance of diversity in education, butargues thatHarvard' s emphasis on racial diversity is

too narrow and thatthe benefits of diversity can be better achieved by placing more

emphasis on economic diversity . See No. 620 231].

Consistentwith Harvard s view ofthebenefits of diversity in and outofthe classroom,

Harvard tries to create opportunities for interactions between students from different

backgroundsand with differentexperiencesto stimulate both academic andnon- academic

learning. [Oct. 23 Tr. 39: 3 – 17 ; Oct. 30 Tr. 25 :11– 26 : 6 , 27: 20 – 28 : 8 ]. Asexamples, student

living assignments, the available extracurricular opportunities, and Harvard s athletic programs

4 “DX” refersto an exhibit offered by Harvard.
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are all intended to promote a sense of community and encourage exposure to diverse individuals

and viewpoints . [Oct. 23 Tr. 39:18 23 ].

Harvard has evaluated and affirmed its interest in diversity on multiple occasions. See

[Oct. 17 Tr. 182: 4– ; see, e. g. , [ ; DX26; DX53]. recently , in 2015, Harvard

establishedthe Committee to Study the ImportanceofStudentBody Diversity, whichwas

chaired by Dean Rakesh “ Khurana Committee” ) . [ Oct. 23 Tr. 34 : 12 – ]. The

Khurana Committee reached thecredible and well-reasoned conclusion that the benefits of

diversity atHarvard are “ realand profound.” [PX302 at 17] . It endorsed Harvard s efforts to

enroll a diverse studentbody to enhance[ ] the education of students of allraces and

backgrounds [ to prepare[ ] them to assume leadership roles in the increasingly pluralistic society

into which they will graduate,” achieve the “ benefits that flow from [ students ' exposure to

people of different backgrounds, races, and life experiences” by teaching students to engage

across differences through immersion in a diverse community, and broaden the perspectivesof

teachers, to expand thereach of the curriculum and the range of scholarly interests. [PX302 at

1–2 , 6 ; also [Oct 23 Tr. 37: 14 38 :17]. The Khurana Committee “ emphatically embrace[ d ]

and reaffirm ed ] the University s long-held view that studentbody diversity - includingracial

diversity – is essentialto [its pedagogicalobjectives and institutionalmission.” [ PX302at 22 .

2 . Admissions Office s Efforts to Obtain a Diverse Applicant Pool

Harvard s Office of Admissions and FinancialAid ( the “ Admissions Office is tasked

with deciding which students to accept to the College and which to reject orwaitlist. [Oct. 15

5 “PX” refersto an exhibitoffered by SFFA.

6 Dean ofHarvard College Rakesh Khuranaattended SUNY-Binghamton and CornellUniversity
for his undergraduate studies. He received a Ph. D . in organizationalbehavior from Harvard

University. [ Oct. 22 Tr. 192: 17– 193:11] .
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Tr. 64 : 1– 70: 8 ]. Deciding which applicants to admit is challenging given the overall talent and

size of theapplicantpool. For example, there were approximately 35 , 000 applications for

admission to the class of 2019 . [Oct. 17 Tr. 184 :2 4 ] . Harvard , targeting a class size of roughly

1,600 students, admitted only about 2 ,000 of those applicants, based on its expectation that

approximately 80 % of admitted students would matriculate . [ Id. at 184:22 185 11]. Among

the applicants for that class, approximately 2,700 had a perfectverbal SAT score, 3,400 had a

perfectmath SAT score, andmore than 8 ,000 had perfectGPAs. [ Id at 184:14 21]. Clearly ,

given the size and strength of its applicant pool, Harvard cannot admit every applicant with

exceptional academic credentials . To admit every applicant with a perfect GPA , Harvard would

need to expand its class size by approximately 400 % and then reject every applicant with an

imperfectGPA without regard to their athletic , extracurricular, and other academic

achievements , or their life experiences. Because academic excellence is necessary but not alone

sufficient for admission to Harvard College, the AdmissionsOffice seeksto attract applicants

who are exceptional across multiple dimensions or who demonstrate a truly unusualpotential for

scholarship through more than just standardized test scores or high schoolgrades. [ Id. at

181: 12– 183: 7 .

Tohelp attract exceptionally strongand diverse annual applicant pools , Harvard engages

in extensive and multifaceted outreach efforts. Each year, roughly 100, 000 students make it onto

Harvard s “ search list through data , including test scores, that thecollege purchases from

which administers the ACT, and the College Board, which administers the PSAT and the SAT.

Harvard admitted 5 . 8 % of applicants to its class of2017 and 5. 7 % to its classof2018. [Oct. 15
Tr 157: 21 25 .

8 The American College Testing Company changed itsname to ACT in the 1990s.
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Oct 15 Tr. 130 : 2 – 131: 1; Oct. 17 Tr. 146 : 2 – 16 . High school students who make the search list

receive a letter that encourages them to consider Harvard and may also receive follow - up

communications. See [Oct. 15 Tr. 131: 5 – 134: 16; Oct. 17 Tr. 146: 3 12 PX55). Harvard also

uses the search list to target students as part of its extensive in -person recruiting efforts, which

includesHarvard admissionsofficerstravellingto over 100 locationsacross the United States to

speak with potential applicants and encourage them to consider Harvard . [Oct. 15 Tr. 131:13–

20; Oct. 17 Tr. 146:7 – 12 , 179:8 – 21]. The search list is also sent to Harvard s “ schools

committee ,” which is comprised of more than 10,000 alumni who help recruit and interview

applicants and help persuade admitted students to attend Harvard . [Oct. 15 Tr. 131:21 132 7 ].

In addition to recruiting students based largely on test scores, Harvard places particular

emphasis on communicatingwith potential low - incomeand minority applicantswhose academic

potential mightnotbefully reflected in their scores. Since the 1970s, Harvard has recruited

minority students, including Asian Americans, through its UndergraduateMinority Recruitment

Program (“ UMRP ) [Oct 24 Tr. 95 :15– 21]. The UMRP writes letters , calls , and sends current

Harvard undergraduates to their hometowns to speak with prospective applicants. [ Id. at 95: 12 –

102: 3 ] The program , led by a full-time director and an assistant director, employsbetween two

and ten Harvard students for mostof the year, with twenty - five to thirty students working for the

program during its peak season . [ Id. at 201:1 – 204 :22 ] .

Despite these efforts, African American and Hispanic applicants remain a relatively

modest portion of Harvard s applicant pool, together accounting for only about 20 of domestic

applicants to Harvard each year, even though those groupsmakeup slightlymore than 30 % of

the population of the United States. See [PX623 ; DX713 ] ; U . S . Census Bureau, QuickFacts ,

Census.gov, https // www . census. gov / quickfacts/ fact/ table /US/RHI225218 . In contrast, Asian

10
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American high schoolstudentshave accounted for approximately22% of totalapplicantsin

recentyears, although Asian Americans makeup less than 6 % of thenationalpopulation. See

[DX713 ]; U . S . Census Bureau , QuickFacts , Census. gov ,

https:/ /www . census.gov / quickfacts/ fact/ table/US/ .

Harvard s recruiting efforts also target low -incomeand first- generation college students

irrespective ofracial identity through a recruitingprogram that operates in conjunction with the

Harvard Financial Aid Initiative ( HFAI”) . Harvard ' s financial aid program guarantees full

funding ofa Harvard education for students from families earning$ 65, 000 or less per year and

also caps contributions at 10 % of income for families making up to $ 150 ,000 per year . [ Oct 24

Tr. 102:10 – 104: 19; PX316 at6 . Harvard , through the HFAIrecruitment program , employs

students whoreturn to their hometowns and visit high schools to talk aboutthe affordability of

Harvard and other colleges with need - blind admissions programs. [Oct 24 Tr. 144: 1 22 .

Today ,more than half ofHarvard students receive need-based aid . [ Id. at 150: 3 – 6 ] .

B . The Admissions Process

SeveralHarvard admissionsofficers testified generally about reviewing application files

as well as abouttheir review of specific files. The Court credits this testimony. They each

described a time-consuming, whole-person review processwhere every applicant is evaluated as

a unique individual. See , e. g., [Oct. 17 Tr. 205:6 223: 10 ; Oct. 24 Tr. 174 : 19 – 175:23 ] ; see also

[ DD1]. Admissions officers attempt to make collective judgments about each applicant ' s

personality, intellectual curiosity , character, intelligence, perspective, and skillset and to evaluate

each applicant' s accomplishments in the context of his or her personal and socioeconomic

circumstances, allwith the aim ofmaking admissionsdecisionsbased on a more complete

9 “ DD ” refers to demonstrative evidence presented by Harvard .

11
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understandingofan applicant s potential than can be achievedby relying solely on objective

criteria . [Oct Tr 16 : 15 – 22; Oct 17 Tr. 182:17– 183:7, 209: 16 – 223: 10 ] ; see, e.g., [Oct. 18 Tr.

22:9 48 4; DX293].

1. The Application

Students apply to Harvard either through the early action program or the regular decision

program . Allapplicationsare reviewed in thesameway regardlessofwhether a studenthas

applied for early action or regular decision . [Oct. 18 Tr. 15 :5 10 [PX1 The Admissions

Officemayaccept, reject, orwaitlistapplicants, or, in the case ofearly action applicants, defer

them into theregular decision applicantpool. [Oct. 18 Tr. 124: 14 125 9 . Studentswho apply

for early action are admitted at a higher rate than regular decision applicants . [Oct. 25 Tr.

242: 19– : 17].

Students apply to Harvardbysubmitting the CommonApplication or the Universal

College Application. [Oct. 17 Tr. 186 : 1 10 ; Nov. 1 Tr. 27:13– 19 . A complete application

generally includes standardized test scores, high school transcript( s), information about

extracurricular and athletic activities, intended concentration and career , a personal statement,

supplemental essays , teacher and guidance counselor recommendations , and other information

abouttheapplicant, includinghigh schoolandpersonaland family background, suchas placeof

birth, citizenship, disciplinary orcriminalhistory, race, siblings namesand educations, and

10 Harvard eliminated its early action program for the classesof2012 through 2015, in part to

improve the socioeconomic diversity of its students. [PX316 at 15 [DX728] . Eliminating
early action , however, did not have the expected effect on class diversity , and Harvard ' s peer

institutions largely continued with their early action and early decision programs. [ PX316 at 15 .
Harvard became concerned that it was losing someof the most competitive applicants to other

colleges that offered early decision or early action and decided to reverse course and reinstate its

early action program for the class of 2016 . Oct 17 Tr. 163: 9 164 1; Oct. 18 Tr. 89 : 13 – 91: 19 ;

Oct. 22 Tr. 100:6 – 101: 15, 185:2 – 186 : 8; Oct. 23 Tr. 158: 14 160 19 DX39 at 4 .

12
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parents' education, occupation, and marital status. See, e.g., [DX195, DX262, , DX293,

DX527, , SA3, SA4] . can also supplement their applications with

samples of their academic or artistic work , which may be reviewed and evaluated by Harvard

faculty. [Oct 17 . 189:5 – 14 ; Oct. 18 Tr. 31:21–32: 13 ]; see, e.g., [DX276 at 41; DX293 at 42] .

Applicantsmay, but are not required to, identify their race in their application by discussing their

racial or ethnic identity in their personalstatement or essaysor by checking the box on the

application form for one ormorepresetracial groups ( e. g. American Indian or Alaskan Native,

Asian, Black or African American , NativeHawaiian or Other Pacific Islander, orWhite) and

may also select or indicate a subcategory of these groups. See Oct 18 Tr. 52 :8 – 14; Oct. 26 Tr.

98 :2 – 6 ; SA2 at 4; SA3 at 8 ]. If applicants disclose their racial identities, Harvard may take

race into account, regardlessofwhether applicants write aboutthataspectoftheir backgrounds

or otherwise indicate that it is an importantcomponentofwho they are. [Oct 26 Tr. 91: 17 –

92 1.

2 . Alumni and Staff Interviews

Most applicants interview with a Harvard alumnus. [Oct. 15 Tr. 128 :2 – 6 ] . Harvard

selects alumni to interview candidates based predominantly on geographic considerations .

Alumniinterviewersare providedwith an InterviewerHandbook that describestheadmissions

process. [ Id . at 127: 9 128 1] ; see [DX5] . Although interviewers have broad discretion in

decidingwhereto conductthe interview, what information to requestin advance, andwhat to

11“ SA” refersto evidence offered by studentamici.

12 Harvard could electnotto receive information aboutapplicants ' race forall applicants or some
racial subgroups. In fact, Harvard no longer receives information about applicants' religious
affiliation, Oct 19 Tr. 186 :7 – 187: 18 ], although it does continue to receive some information

about applicants religions and beliefs from applicants who choose to about their religious

identities in their essays or their personal statements, id at 246 : 247: 17 ] .

13
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ask , Harvard specifiesseveral questions that alumniinterviewers should not ask and also

instructs alumninot to adviseapplicants on their chances of admission, given that “ this analysis

can only be accomplished with full access to all thematerial in an applicant s file and through

the extensive discussions shared and comparisonsmade through the Committee process. ” [DX5

at 30 – 34 ]. Alumniinterviews generally last from 45 minutes to an hour. [Oct. 17 Tr. 218 : 25 –

219: 9]

Alumniinterviewersdo nothave allofthe information that is availableto admissions

officers at the time of admissions decisions, but their evaluations can be uniquely helpful to

admissionsofficers, asalumni interviews are often an applicants sole in - person interactionwith

a Harvard representative. [ Id . at219: 17 –220: 10] Alumniinterviewers complete an evaluation

form that requests numericalratings for applicants in academic, personal, and overall categories

that align with the rating categories later used by Harvard admissions officers . See [PX88 at 50 –

52] . Alumniinterviewers also score applicants in a single category that captures

extracurricular and athletic activities, community involvement, employment, and family

commitments, while admissionsofficers score applicants in separate extracurricularandathletic

categories. See PX88 at 51; SA1at 29 see also infra Section III. B . 3. Ratings generally fall

between 1 and 4, with 1 beingthe strongest. Theratings criteriaused by alumni(i.e. when to

13 Alumniinterviewersmay ask studentsabouttheir standardized test scores, interests, and high
schools, butalumnigenerally do nothave access to teacher recommendations, counselorreports,
and transcripts, allofwhich arecritical to admissionsofficers' evaluation of applicants. [Oct 17
Tr. 218:25– 219

14 Alumni ratings for applicants personal and overall qualities may be reprinted by admissions
officers on the summary sheets that sit at the front of application files. See . 17 Tr. 219: 10–

13; DD1at 15 ; e. . [ DX276 at 1]. Someapplicants are scored by admissions officers before
alumniratings are available. See Oct 24 Tr. 119: 7 – 25 .

14
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rate applicants 1, 2 , 3 , 4, or worse for the various rating categories) roughly correspond to the

criteria used by the admissions officers. Compare [ at 5 7 ], with [PX88 at 50 –52 .

Beyondprovidingnumericalratings, alumniinterviewerswrite commentsexplaining

their ratings on the interview evaluation form , which is then placed in the applicant s file. See,

e. g., [SA1at 29] . Although the Interviewer Handbook contains a section on distinguishing

excellences including“ ethnic . . . factors,” alumni interviewers are not explicitly told to boostthe

ratings they assign to applicants based on race or ethnicity . [DX5 at 11]. Alumni interviewers

are , however, told to “ [b ] e aware of, and suspect, your ownbiases” and that awareness of one s

biases is importantbecause “ no one can really be objective in attempting to evaluate another

person . . . Id. at 35 .

In addition to alumni interviews, which are offered tomost applicants , a small percentage

of applicants interview with an Admissions Office staffmember. Oct 19 Tr. 177:14– 19 .

Although some staff interviewsare offered on a first come, first served basis, manyapplicants

secure staff interviewsbecause they are well- connected or particularly attractive candidates, or

because they are from a part of the country where an alumni interview may beunavailable . [Oct.

17 Tr. 219: 14 – 220 12 ; Oct. 19 Tr. 175:8 – 181: 14 . Students who have staff interviews tend to be

among the strongest applicants and are admitted at a comparatively high rate. See [Oct 19 Tr.

178:24– 182: 18] American applicants are less likely to have a staff interview than

white, African American, or Hispanicapplicants. [PX619]. Among applicants who receive a

staff interview , 59 % of African Americans, 48% of Hispanics, 53% ofwhites and 44 % of Asian

15 Less than 3 % of all applicants , butmore than 20 % of recruited athletes , legacies, applicants on

the dean s or director' s interest lists, and children of faculty or staff (“ ALDCs ) receive a staff

interview . [PX619] . Approximately 52 % ofall applicants and 79 % ofALDC applicants who

receive staff interviews are admitted . .

15
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Americansareadmitted. [ Id. ]. The loweradmissionrate for staff- interviewed Asian Americans

is driven primarilyby the fact that Asian American applicants are less likely than African

American and Hispanicapplicants, and far less likely than white applicants, to berecruited

Athletes, Legacies, on the Dean s or Director's interest list, orChildren of faculty and staff

(“ ALDCs” ) , all ofwhom are advantaged in Harvard s admissions process. See [id. ]. 16

3. Application Review Process

i . Admissions Office and Personnel

The Admissions Office is tasked with deciding which applicants to admit and which to

reject or waitlist. See Oct 19 Tr. 160: 111 of Admissions and Financial Aid William

Fitzsimmons, Admissions Director MarlynMcGrath,18 and Financial Aid Director Sally

the Admissions Office, which has approximately seventy employees,

including the forty admissions officers who read applicant files and directly participate in the

process ofdeciding which applicants to admit (the “ Admissions Committee”). [Oct. 17 Tr.

180: 3 –13; Oct. 19 Tr. 232:18 Harvard s admissions staff is a diverse group of individuals

thatincludes Asian Americans. [Oct. 18 Tr. 20: 22 –21: 2 . Severaladmissions officers testified

attrial and forcefully denied the suggestion that racialanimus or conscious prejudice against

16 ALDCsare disproportionatelywhite, with 8 % ofwhite applicantsbeingALDCscompared to
2 . 7 % ofAfrican American, 2 . 2 % ofHispanic, and 2 % of Asian Americanapplicants. PX619 .

17 Dean Fitzsimmons began working in the Admissions Office in 1972 as an Assistant Director

of Admissions . He later served as Director of Admissions and worked for the Harvard Fund
beforebecoming Dean of the Admissions Office in 1986 . Oct 15 Tr. 123 :6 124: 13 .

18 Director McGrath received a Ph . D . in 1978 and became a Residential Dean atHarvard the
same year . She also worked in academic planning for the Faculty of Arts and Sciences at

Harvard , before becoming the Director of Admissions in 1987. Oct 19 Tr. 156 :6 – 157: 8 ] .

19 Director Donahue recently retired from her leadership role but continues to assist the

Admissions Office , includingby reading applications. [Oct. 19 Tr. 242: 11 17]. Director

Donahue did nottestify at trial.

16
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Asian Americans infect Harvard s admissions process. See, e.g. , [Oct 24 Tr. 175 :11 17 .

Consistentwith this, the Court finds no persuasive documentary evidence of any racial animus or

conscious prejudice against Asian Americans.

There is significantturnover in the Admissions Office, which frequently hires relatively

young admissions officers who leave to pursue other opportunities after a few years . [ Oct. 19 Tr .

233: 4 240 3 see [DX25 at 117– 20 ] New admissions officers go through an orientation

process that includes trainingon evaluating applicants and how to consider race. [Oct 18 Tr.

187: 13– 188 : 18; Oct. 19 Tr. 43 18 44 2; Oct 24 Tr. 139: 7 –24, 222 12– 223 14]. The training

utilizes a casebook that contains lightly edited application files from past years, and new

admissionsofficers are guided on how to evaluate andscore applicantsbased on those files. See

[Oct 19 Tr. 257: 2 – 20]. The first fifty or one hundred application files reviewed by a new

admissions officer are also reviewed by a more senior admissions officer who gives feedback to

the less-experienced colleague as part of the training process. See [Oct. 16 Tr. 13: 16 – 20; Oct 24

Tr. 139:18– 22] . The Admissions Office holds an annualretreat that sometimes includes

professionaldevelopment sessionson evaluating applicants, and admissions officers receive an

annualtraining from Harvard' s general counselthat covers thepermissibleuse of race in the

admissions process. [Oct. 19 Tr. 45: 12 – : 10] . The Admissions Office has nothistorically

provided new admissions officers with any written guidance on how to consider race in the

admissionsprocess, although Harvard amended its admissions reading procedures in 2018 for

the class of 2023 to explicitly instruct admissions officers that they “ should not take an

applicant s race or ethnicity into accountinmaking any ofthe ratings other than theOverall

rating” and that for the overall rating “ [ t ]he consideration of race or ethnicity may be considered

only as one factoramongmany.” [ PX723 at 3 (emphasis omitted) ]; see Oct 16 Tr. 19: 12– 17]

17
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ii. ReadingProcedures

Applications are divided into geographic dockets based on high schoollocation. [Oct. 16

Tr. 8 :2 – 20 ; DX5 at 16 ). A subcommitteeof the full Admissions Committee is responsible for

the initialevaluation of applications within each docket. [DX5 at 16 17] . Docket

subcommittees generally include a senior admissions officer who serves as docket chair and

three to six additional admissions officers. [Id. at 17] . Each subcommitteemember is

responsible for readingallapplications from a subset ofthe docket high schools. [Oct. 17 Tr.

204 : 6 : 5 . Because the same reader and subcommittee review allapplicants from the same

high school, admissions officers develop a familiarity with their respective high schools ' grading

practices , academic rigor, and recommendation styles, allofwhich help them to fairly and

consistently evaluate applicants, both from particular high schools and across high schools

within their docket . [ Id . ; see [Oct 24 Tr. 110:17– 111: 17 ].

Applicationsare initially reviewed by an admissions officer or “ first reader” who assigns

the applicant ratings based on reading procedures that are updated on an annual basis. See PX1;

DX5at 17]. Exceptfor therecentchanges to the readingproceduresto providemoreexplicit

guidance on the use ofrace, the substantive guidance on rating applicants has remained largely

the samein recent years. [Nov. Tr. 123: 19– 124:21, 128: 19 –129:10 168: 16 –172 25] see

[PX720; PX721; PX722; PX723; DX742; DX743; DX744]. Firstreaders, and any subsequent

readers, assign an overall rating; fourprofile ratings: ( 1) academic, ( ) extracurricular, (3 )

athletic , and (4 ) personal; and at least three school support ratings that reflect the strength of each

teacher and guidance counselor recommendation submitted on behalf of an applicant. [Oct. 17

Tr. 206 :14 8, 217: 15 218 3 ]. Application readers may also rate the strength ofany

additional recommendations submitted by an applicant. [ Id. at218:4 10 . The ratings generally

18
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range from 1 to 4, with 1being the strongest rating. [Oct. 16 Tr. 10 : 19– 11: 17; Oct. 17 Tr .

207: 13– 16] . Ratingsof 5 and 6 are also available and indicate eitherweakness orspecial

circumstances, for example where family responsibilities preventtheapplicant from participating

in extracurricularactivities. [Oct. 16 Tr. 10:2111: 1 PX1at 5 – 7 ]. Admissions officers may

also use ” stronger) and (weaker ) signs to fine tune a rating, with a rating of 2 + being

stronger than a rating of 2 , which is stronger than a rating of 2 – [Oct. 16 Tr. 11: 11 17 see

[Oct. 18 Tr. 31:2 – 8 ] . Each of the profile ratings assigned by the first reader and any subsequent

readers are preliminary and used as a starting point for any later consideration of the applicantby

a docket subcommittee or the full Admissions Committee. [ Oct 17 Tr. 221: 6 – 19 .

The academic rating reflects the applicant s academic strength and potentialbased on

grades, standardized test scores, letters of recommendation, academic prizes, any submitted

academic work , and the strength of the applicant s high school. See [ id. at 209: 16 210: 14 ; Oct.

19 Tr. 55: 4 9 ; Oct. 24 Tr. 113: 5 12]. An academic rating of indicates summa cum laude

potential, a genuine scholar, and near-perfectscores and grades inmost cases) combined with

unusualcreativity and possible evidence of original scholarship ; an academic rating of 2

indicatesmagnacum laudepotential, superb grades, and mid- to high- 700SAT scores or a score

above 33 on the ACT an academic rating of3 indicates cum laudepotential, excellent grades,

and mid -600 to low -700 SAT scores oran ACT score of 29 to 32 ;and an academic 4 indicates

adequate preparation, respectable grades, and low - to mid-600 SAT scores or an ACT score of

26 to 29. [PX1at5 6

Theextracurricularratingis an assessmentof an applicants involvementin activities

during high schooland his or her potential to contribute to the extracurricular student lifeat

Harvard. [ Oct. 17 Tr . 212 :4 213 1 . Itmay also account for family or personal circumstances
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thathave limitedtheapplicant' s participationin extracurricularactivities. [ Id. at207: 13– 23] .

An extracurricular ratingof 1 indicates national- level, professional or other truly unusual

achievement that suggests an applicantmay be a major contributor at Harvard; an extracurricular

rating of 2 indicates strong contributions to an applicant shigh school in one or more areas, such

as being class president or achieving recognition for extracurricular accomplishments on a local

or regional level; an extracurricular rating of 3 indicates solid participation butwithout special

distinction; and an extracurricularratingof4 indicateslittle or no participation. [PX1at 6 ] .

An athletic rating of 1 indicates that an applicant is a recruited athlete, an athletic rating

of 2 indicates strong high school contribution and possibly leadership roles in athletics, an

athletic rating of 3 indicates active participation , and an athletic rating of 4 indicates little or no

participation in athletics. [ Id. ).

The personal rating reflects the admissions officer's assessment ofwhat kind of

contribution the applicantwould make to the Harvard community based on their personal

qualities . Oct 17 Tr. 213:22– 1; Oct. 18 Tr. 39 :1 25 . Although the reading procedures

have nothistoricallyprovided detailed guidanceon whatqualities shouldbeconsideredin

assigning a personal rating, relevant qualities might include integrity , helpfulness , courage,

kindness, fortitude , empathy, self-confidence, leadership ability maturity , or grit. See Oct 17

Tr. 213:22 214 19; Oct. 19 Tr. 227:6 228:2 ; Oct. 24 Tr. 117: 4 24 ]. For the application cycles

that werethe subjectof the statisticalanalysis performed in this case, thereadingprocedures

specified that a personalrating of 1 meant “ outstanding, ” 2meant“ very strong, ” meant

“ generally positive, and meant “ bland or somewhat negative or immature.” [ PX1at 6 ; PX71

at 6 ] . The personal rating criteria, perhaps in response to this lawsuit, were overhauled for the

classof2023, and the readingproceduresnow explicitly state that an applicant or
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ethnicity should notbeconsideredin assigningthe personalrating andencourageadmissions

officers to consider qualities of character” such as “ courage in the face of seemingly

insurmountable obstacles, leadership, ” “maturity,” “ genuineness, selflessness , ]humility,”

“ resiliency, ” “ judgment,” citizenship, ” and “ spiritand camaraderie with peers. ” [ PX723 at5 .

The overall rating reflects the admissions officer s impression of the strength of the

application, takingaccountof all information available at the timethe rating is assigned. [Oct.

18 Tr. :12– 15; Oct. 19 Tr. 49 :3 – 15 ; PX1at 5] . An overall rating of 1 is exceptional and a

clear admit an overall 2 reflects strong credentials , an overall 3 indicates good credentials , and

an overall 4 indicates respectable credentials. [ PX1at 5 ; DX744 at 3 ]. 20 Admissions officers are

permitted to take an applicant ' race into account when assigning the overall rating [Oct. 17 Tr.

221: 3 – 5

Applicants are also assigned school support ratings that indicate the strength of their

teacher and guidance counselor recommendations. [Oct. 17 Tr. 217:15–218: 10; Oct. 18 Tr.

204: 3 . A schoolsupport rating of 1 indicates strikingly unusualsupport, a 2 indicates very

strong support , a 3 indicates above average positive support, and a 4 indicates somewhat neutral

or slightly negativesupport. [PX1at 7 ] Teacher and guidance counsel recommendationsmay

inform the profile ratings, for example if a teacher discusses a student s academic or

extracurricular commitments , but the schoolsupport ratings are distinct from the profile ratings

and do not impacttheprofileratings in a formulaic manner. See [ Oct. 31 Tr. 36: 10– 37: 16].

Harvard also considers whether applicants willoffer a diverse perspective or are

exceptionalin waysthat donotlend themselvesto quantifiablemetrics. Harvardmay give

20 The summaries here reflect the Class of 2018 readingprocedures. Although the ratings
guidelines are routinely revised, the guidelines and readingprocedures for the classes of 2014
through 2019 do notdiffer in material respects.

21
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applicants a “ tip ” for “ distinguishing excellences ,” such ascapacity for leadership , creative

ability , and geographic , economic , and racial or ethnic factors. See Oct 17 Tr. 191: 8 – 200:20 ;

DX5 at 9 – 11]. The Admissions Committee gives some applicants large tips for non- academic

reasonswhere an individual s talents orbackground suggests thatadmitting them will be

especially beneficial to the Harvard community . See [DX5at 11] . ALDCs are the four most

notable groups of applicants , other than racialminorities, who receive such tips. [Oct 17 Tr.

12: 10 –14: 23, 198 :22 20117; Oct. 18 Tr. 48: 14 –21; Oct 23 Tr. 204:10– 16; PX104; PX106 ;

PX111]. Recruited athletes receive a tip in the admissions process because they are being

recruited by one ofHarvard s varsity sports teams and are presumably exceptionally talented , but

legacy applicants , those on the dean s or director's interest lists, and children of faculty and staff

obtain an admissionstip that is primarily or exclusively a product of family circumstances.

Harvard s objective in giving tips to applicants based on criteria other than individual merit, such

asto legacies and the children of its faculty and staff , is to promote the institution and is

unrelated to the racial composition of those applicant groups . [Oct 17 Tr. 198: 22 – : 11].

When reviewingan application, “ first readers” generally begin with theapplication

summarysheet, which is a two to three page documentthat is prepopulatedwithmuch of the key

information about an applicant, including the applicant s high school, citizenship , test scores ,

GPA, class rank , and race. E .g. [DX195 at 2] . The summary sheet also contains blank spaces

for ratings and notes, to be filled in by the first reader and a potentialsecond reader. [Oct. 18 Tr.

22: 18–23: 3 ; e g. [DX195 at 2 – ] . After reviewing an application file, the first reader rates the

strength of the teacher and guidance counselor letters ofrecommendation , assigns the academic ,

extracurricular, athletic, personal, andoverallratings to the applicant, andwrites any notes about

the applicant. [Oct. 17 Tr. 206 : 24 207: 12 ]. The readerthen sends the application to the docket

22
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chair if itmerits furtherreview , atwhich point the docketchairwill review the file, recordhis or

her own ratings of the applicant based on the same criteria, and addwritten comments. See Oct

19 Tr. 250:12 2512] ; e g. [DX195 at 2 – 3 ]. Even ifthe first readerdoesnot pass an application

on for further review , the application and the first reader s scoring remain available to all

admissions officers and may be discussed later in the admissions process. [Oct. 18 Tr. 12: 1 13,

16 : 7 – 17:5 . Although docket chairs are frequently the “ second reader, ” other admissions officers

may also serveas a second reader as circumstancesrequire, for examplewhen the firstreader is

new to the AdmissionsOffice. [Oct. 17 Tr. 206: 1 13] .

CommitteeMeetingsand AdmissionsDecisions

After the application for the early action or regular decision cycle have been

reviewed by the early readers, the docket subcommittees meet as a group to collectively evaluate

the applicationsin their dockets and comeup with a listof recommendedadmits for the full

Admissions Committee . [ Id . at 204 :10 12 Oct. 18 Tr. 12 14 – 13: 5 . The subcommittees

considerearly admission applicants in November andmeetagain to considerregulardecision

applicants in late January or February. See [DX41]. First readers act as the advocate for the

applicants whose applications they initially reviewed . [Oct. 16 Tr. 8 :7 9: 2; Oct. 17 Tr. 204: 10 –

12]. Subcommittees generally go through their docket ofapplications high school by high

school, with the first readers for each high school presenting the applicants they view as

legitimate contenders for admission. [Oct. 18 Tr. 9: 20 – 10: ]. All applications on a

subcommittee' s docket, includingthose that the firstreadersview as legitimatecontendersand

those that they do not intend to present to the subcommittee , are included in a binder which helps

the subcommitteemembers compareand contrastapplicants. [ Id . at 108: 8 – 11: 25 ]. In some

subcommitteemeetings, summary information aboutthe applicantunder discussion, including

23
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race, isprojected on a screen so that it canbeeasily viewedbyallsubcommitteemembersduring

the discussion of that applicant . [Oct 24 Tr. 191:23– 192: 24 ] . The subcommittees make

recommendations on applicants , including to admit , waitlist , and reject, and may also place

applications on hold to await additional information or defer an early decision applicant to the

regular admissions pool. [Oct. 18 Tr. 12: 14 – : 5 . Subcommittees may take race into account

inmaking these initial recommendations. [Oct. 24 Tr. 128: 12 25 . The initial recommendations

arenot final, and the application review process is fluid. Itis common for some applicants who

are not initially recommended for admission by a subcommittee to be admitted, and for some

applicantswho are initially recommended for admission to bewaitlisted or rejected, especially

wheremore informationaboutan applicantbecomesavailable laterin the admissionsprocess.

[Oct. 18 Tr. 13:6 15] .

As the process progressesand after thesubcommittees decidemoredefinitively which

applicants to recommend for admission, the fullAdmissions Committee, comprised ofall forty

admissions officers who read applications,meets to collectively decide which applicants to

admit. [ Id. at 13:18– 21] . Additionally , there is a standing committee, which includes faculty

members, that assists the AdmissionsOffice in its review and evaluationofapplications, and

those facultymembers are also invited to attend the fullAdmissions Committee meetings. [ Id. at

13: 19– 14:8 ] The full committee meets in late November and early December to discuss early

action applicants and inMarch to consider regulardecision applicants. [ Id . at 14 : 9 11 DX41].

Almost all applicantswho are recommended for admission by the subcommittees are

discussed by the full committee. [Oct. 18 Tr. 15: 17 19 Additionally, every admissions officer

has access to every application file andmay call the full committee s attention to applicants who

havenotbeen recommended by a subcommittee . [Id. at 12 : 1 13, 16 :7 9 . Applications are

24
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projected on a screen while the full committee discusses the applicant, and the full application

file is available to committeemembers electronically. [ Id. at17:6 11] . At the timeof the full

committee meeting, there is often more information available to the full committee than was

available to the application s earlier readers and the applicable subcommittee because additional

high school grades , alumni interview evaluations, and other information frequently becomes

available later in the admissionsprocess. [ Id . at 17:12– 20]. The full Admissions Committee

makes decisions by in -personmajority votes. [ Id. at 17:21– 18 :2 .

In makingadmissionsdecisions, Harvard s goal isto admit the best freshman class for

Harvard College, notmerely a class composed of the strongest applicants based solely on

academic qualifications . [DX5 at 9 10 . Although the reading procedures reflect the traits that

Harvard looks for in applicants, Harvarddoes notdecidewhich applicants to admit based on any

formula. See Oct 17 Tr. 221: 20 – 223:6 ] . AstheInterviewer Handbook describes:

The Admissions Committee values objective criteria, but holds a more expansive

view of excellence. Test scores and grades indicate students ' academic aptitude

and achievement. The Committee also scrutinizes applications for extracurricular

distinction and personal qualities. Students' intellectual imagination , strength of
character, and their ability to exercise good judgment these are other, critical
factors in the admissions process , and they are revealed not by test scores but by
students ' activity outside the classroom , the testimony of teachers and guidance

counselors, and by alumni/ae interview reports. Seeking evidence of these three

criteria academic excellence, extracurricular distinction , and personalqualities

the Committee readswith care all the components of each applicant s file : the high

school transcript, standardized test scores, extracurricular activities, personal

statement teacher and secondary school recommendations, and the personal

interview report.

Attempts to define and to identify precise elements ofcharacter , and to determine
how much weight they should be given in the admissionsprocess, require discretion

and judiciousness. Butthe Committee believes that the “ best freshman class is
more likely to result if we bring evaluation of character and personality into

decisions than ifwe do not. Webelieve thata diversity ofbackgrounds, academic
interests, extracurricular talents , and career goals among students who live and

learn together affects the quality of education as much as a great faculty or vast
material resources.
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[ DX5 at 10 .

The Admissions Office sets a target numberof students to admit based on theroughly

1,600 spots available each year and the expected matriculation or yield rate for admitted

applicants. See Oct 15 Tr. 160: 18 – 161: 5 . After thefullcommittee completes its review of all

applicants recommended for admission, Harvard often needsto remove somestudents from the

admit list to reach its target number of admitted students. [Oct 23 Tr. 191: 1 4] . When it

becomes necessary to reduce the list of prospective “ admits ” , the Admissions Committee uses a

“ lop process” in the closing days of the full committee meetingsthat involves discussing

candidates again and then ” some from the admit list. [Oct. 24 Tr. 130 : 22 – 131: 10; Nov.

1 Tr. 244 : 3 245 15 ].21 In aid of this, a potential lop list is prepared thatmay contain the HFAI

status, athletic rating, legacy status, gender, and race of the applicants whom the committee is

expected to consider lopping . [Oct 24 Tr. 131: 16 ] Dean Fitzsimmons then informs the

Admissions Committee ofthe characteristics ofthe admitted class,which may includeracial

composition, andthe committee decides, as a group, which students to lop off the admitlist

based onmanyfactors, which may include race. See [ id. at 196: 1 200: 16 ].

After the Admissions Committee concludes the fullcommittee meetings, applicants are

notified whether they have been admitted, wait -listed, or rejected, or in the case of early action

students, whether they have been deferred into the decision process. See Oct 18 Tr.

124: 16 –125 : ). Additionally , some applicantsmay be offered deferred admission or “ z- listed

meaning they are offered a spot in the class following the class year for which they applied .

[Oct. 19 Tr. 167:25 – 168:23].

21Some subcommittees engage in a similar lop process, as they selectstudents to be
recommended to the full committee for admission. [Oct. 24 Tr. 130: 22 – 131:6 ] .
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Application Review Process [DD1at 4 .
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4 . Harvard' s Use ofRace in Admissions

Throughout the admissions process, the Admissions Office leadership tracks the racial

composition of the applicant pool, the students recommended for admission to the full

committee, and the students admitted the full committee. The composition ofapplicants and

admitted students helps the Admissions Office see how well its efforts to achieve a diverse class

are working byshowing, for example , whether Harvard is seeing increases in applications from

studentswith thebackgrounds that it hasplaced a special emphasis on recruiting, and whether

minority studentshavebeen admittedin numbersthatwill likely lead to a raciallydiverse

entering class. See Oct 18 Tr. 81:20 –82 18 ] .

To do this tracking, Dean Fitzsimmons, DirectorMcGrath, and a few otheradmissions

officers receive “ one-pagers” that provide a snapshot of the projected class and compare it to the

prior year. [ Id . at 80 : 2 – 5 ; Oct. 23 Tr. 178:21 179 10] . The one- pagers contain statistics on

applications and admission rates by gender , geography , academic interest, legacy status,

financial aid circumstances , citizenship status, racialor ethnic group, and on recruited athlete

status and applicants flagged as disadvantaged . [Oct. 18 Tr . at77 :5 78 2 ]; e.g [PX165 at 2 ].
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The racialbreakdown shown on the one -pagers is provided based on three methodologies , the

old methodology, the new methodology, and the federal government s Integrated

Postsecondary Educational Data System ” (“ IPEDS” [Oct. 18 Tr. 78 : 3 13 ] ; e.g. [PX165 at 3 ],

with the Admissions Office preferringthenew methodology [Oct. 18 Tr. 81:6 – 19 85 :5 ].

Dean Fitzsimmons shares the breakdown of the admitted class asreflected on the one

pagers with the full committee from timeto time. [ Id. at 80:6 – ; Oct. 19 Tr. 195:21– 196: 16 ].

For example, at the startof the full Admissions Committeemeetings, he usually states how many

students are being recommended for admission by the subcommittees and how the breakdownof

the class compares to the prior year in terms of racial identities and otherdemographics. [Oct.

24 Tr. 83: 7– 16; Oct. 26 Tr. 104: 22– 106 14 . The leadershipof theAdmissionsOfficemonitors

thebreakdownof the class as the full committee meetingsprogress and through the lop process.

See [Oct 23 Tr. 181:4 – ] . Although there are no quotas for subcategories of admitted students ,

if at somepoint in the admissions process it appears that a group isnotably underrepresented or

has suffered a dramatic drop off relative to the prior year, the Admissions Committee may decide

to give additionalattention to applications from students within that group. [Oct. 19 Tr. 198:23–

200: 10

22 The new methodology better reflects the racialdiversity that results from students who identify

with multiple racial groups than the IPEDSmethodology . [Oct. 18 Tr. 83: 17 ]. Harvard
has found the IPEDS methodology less reflective of the actual diversity of its class because, for

example, it classifies all applicants who identify as Hispanic as only Hispanic irrespective of

other racial groups they may also identify with . [ Id . at 84: 10– 24 ]. This avoidsdouble counting
but results in the underreporting of the representation ofminority racial and ethnic groups
because many students identify with two or more racial groups. [ Id at84: 10 – 85 7 ].

23 Harvard also shares statistics on admissions by racewith the Association of Black Admission

and FinancialAid Officers at theIvy League and Sister Schools to learn about the practicesof
other schools. [Oct 24 Tr. 83: 17 – 85: 17 ] .
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In addition to giving the Admissions Office someperspective on whether it is admitting

a diverse class, the collective racial composition of applicants and admitted students helps

Harvard better forecast its overall yield rate because different racial groups historically accept

offers to attend Harvard at differing rates. [Oct. 15 Tr. 160: 18– 162:7 ] . Asexamples, admitted

Asian American students usually matriculate at a higher rate than white students , while admitted

Hispanic, African American, Native American, and multiracialapplicantsmatriculate ata lower

rate. [Oct 18 Tr. 80 :21 815 see [PX324] . Because of these variationsin yield rates by racial

group,Harvard uses the racialmakeup ofadmitted students to help determine how many

students it should admit overall to avoid overfilling orunderfilling its class. [Oct. 15 Tr.

162: 1 15

In addition to monitoringthe likely racialmakeup ofthe admitted class, admissions

officers use race in evaluating applicants and assigning an overallrating. [Oct. 17 Tr. 221: 3

Oct. 18 Tr. 49: 20 – 50 : 3, 186: – 25 . Although racemay act as a tip or plus factorwhen making

admissions decisions, it is only ever one factor amongmany used to evaluate an applicant. [Oct.

18 Tr. 49: 10 – 16 , 167: 2 – 169: 24 ; see [DX5 at 11]. Race is only intentionally considered as a

positive attribute . [Oct 16 Tr. 22: 18 23 4 ; Oct. 18 Tr. 197: 5 – ] ; see [Oct 30 Tr. 80 :1 .

Admissionsofficersarenotsupposed to, and donotintentionally, take a student' s race

directly into accountwhen assigningratingsother than the overall rating, butHarvard s reading

procedures did not instruct readers notto consider race in assigning those ratingsuntil 2018,

when Harvard amended the reading procedures for the class of 2023 to providemore explicit

guidanceon the appropriateuse and non-use ofrace. See Oct 18 Tr. 49: 20–50:3 ; Oct. 19 Tr.

252:21 253 13; Oct. 24 Tr. 121:21 122 4, 140: 6 – 25 ; Nov. 1 Tr. : 3 125 11; PX723 at 1, 3 .

Further, someadmissions officers maytake an applicant s race into accountindirectly, for
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example when an applicants race has influenced other personalqualities that the admissions

officerbelieves will add to the Harvard community. [Oct. 19 Tr. 48: 11 49: 1; Oct. 24 Tr. 138: 1–

10] .

No admission officerwho testified perceivedHarvard to be engaged in discrimination

against Asian Americans. For example , Senior Admission Officer Charlene was asked

what her reaction was to the allegation that Harvard discriminated against Asian Americans. She

responded :

I think now just concern. It s not what I know our office to be. It' s notwho I am .
. . I would never be part of a process thatwould discriminate against anybody, let
alone people that looked likeme, likemy family, likemyfriends, likemydaughter.
And so I ' m actually really grateful to be able to behere to sharemylittlebit ofmy

experience on the admissions committee . . . m nothere to say that it s perfect,
but I know thatwedon ' t discriminate against anyone.

[ Oct 24 Tr . 175 :11 22 .

To summarize the use of race in the admissions process, Harvard doesnot havea quota

for students from any racial group , but it tracks how each class is shaping up relative to previous

years with an eye towards achieving a level of racial diversity that willprovide its students with

the richest possible experience. Itmonitors theracialdistribution ofadmitted students in part to

ensure thatit is admittinga racially diverse class that willnotbe overenrolledbased on historic

matriculation rateswhich vary by racial group. Although racial identitymay be considered by

admissions officers when they are assigning an applicant ' s overall rating, including when an

applicant discloses their race but does not otherwise discuss itin their application, race hasno

specified value in the admissions process and is never viewed as a negative attribute .

24 Ms. Kim is a senior admissions officer, the assistant director of financial aid , and the director
ofHarvard ' s first-generation program . She graduated from the University of California at

Berkeley and received a master' s degree from New York University . She began working in the

Admissions Office in 2008 . [Oct 24 Tr. 125: 12 25, 141: 18– 142: 1] .
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Admissions officers are not supposed to , and do not intentionally, consider race in assigning

ratingsother than the overall rating.

C Preludeto this Lawsuit

. TheUnz Article

This lawsuit followed magazine and news articles that raised the specter of Asian

American students beingpenalized in college admissions based on their racial identity .

Harvard' s responseto thatcontroversydemonstrates Harvard' s concern abouttheperception that

its admissionsprocess was raciallybiasedbutalso thecomplexity of the statisticalevidence upon

which the allegationshere arebased.

On oraboutNovember28, 2012, RonUnz a Harvardalumnus, published an article titled

“ TheMyth of American Meritocracy” in The American Conservative (the “ Unz Article” ).

[PX218]. Unz asserted that elite universities were biased against Asian Americans and

employed “ defacto Asian quotas” as evidenced by a gap between Asian American

representation among America ' s most academically accomplished high school students and their

comparatively low representation at elite colleges . [ Id . at 9 . The Unz Article ,which itself

included language thatsuggested certain unsavory biases, not attract much attention until

approximately onemonth laterwhen David Brooksof the New York Times published an article

that promoted the Unz Article as one ofthe bestmagazine articles of the year and argued that

stagnant Asian American representation atHarvardbetween 1995 and 2011 smelled like a quota

system . See Oct 17 Tr. 24 :19– 25: 17] . The twoarticles together and their allegations of racial

25 The article relies in parton data based on perceptions about the proportion of nationalmerit
scholarship semifinalists from California whose names seem to be Jewish.” [PX218 at 12 .
Although the Court recognizes that this article mighthave interested some sociologists, it was
not unreasonable for someHarvard admissionsofficials to view the article as profoundly anti
Semitic ” and, as a result, to view it as less than serious scholarship . [Oct 17 Tr. 158 :2 – 159:10].
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biassparked concern among Harvard s leadership and some of its alumni, who encouraged

Harvard to respond to the allegations. See id at 25:8 – 37 : 25 ; PX227; PX238] .

2 . Analysis by Office of Institutional Research

i Mark Hansen s AdmissionsModels

Followingthe 2012 Christmas and2013New Year s holidays, DeanFitzsimmons

attempted to develop a response to the Unz Article , including soliciting input from Harvard s

Officeof InstitutionalResearch(“ OIR” ) . [Oct 17 Tr. 37: 14 38: 16 ; Oct 23 Tr. 208: 13 :21;

PX230; PX236 ; PX238 ]. 26 part of OIR s initial evaluation ofthe statistical evidence ,

research analyst Mark prepared four rough logistic regression models, using data on

applicants and admission outcomes for the classes of 2007 through 2016, to projectHarvard' s

admitted classes using a limited set of variables , including applicants race. [Oct. 24 Tr. 14 : 5 –

26 OIR is a university-wide office that provides statisticalanalysis in response to requests from
across Harvard University and sometimes on its own initiative when it anticipates a need for

such work . Duringtherelevant time period, the office typically had approximately 30 ongoing
projects and receivednumerousadditional ad hoc requests each year. [Oct. 19 Tr . 126 :5 23 .
OIR s objectivewas and remains to offer accurate, timely , and digestible research that is tailored

to diverse audiences with the goal of promotinginformeddecision -making and furthering the
core missionsof the university . [Oct. 18 Tr. 210 : 9 – 14; PX465] .

27Mr. Hansen studiedmathematics atBostonUniversity before obtaining a master s degree from
Harvard ' s Graduate Schoolof Education. was hired as a managementfellow by OIR in the
summer of 2010 and was promoted to research analyst in 2011. Heleft OIR in the summer of
2013 to work forMIT' s Office of InstitutionalResearch. [Oct 24 Tr. 10: 19 – 11:25 .
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24 ] ; see [PX12 at 32– 35 ]. His most expansive modelused applicants academic index ,29

academic rating, legacy and recruited athlete status, personal rating, extracurricular rating,

gender , and race as inputs to predict the admitted class. See [ at 33 ] The classes projected

by this modelhad racialdemographics that approximated the actual class based on the

probability of admission assigned to applicants by the model. See id at 34 – 35 ] . Mr. Hansen s

less completemodels, which did not include variables for racial identities, projected admitted

classeswith far more Asian students than Harvard' s actualadmitted classes, suggesting either

that racial tips resulted in fewer Asian students beingadmitted or that factors correlated with

Asian identity thatwere notincluded in Mr. Hansen smodels were significantly affecting which

applicantsHarvard chose to admit. See [ id. at33 – 34 .

28 At trial, SFFA emphasized a 17 -page draft presentation, repletewith blank spaces and
typographical errors, thatMr. Hansen prepared in February 2013 but did not circulate to others.

See ]. In this draft presentation , Mr. Hansen summarized his findings as follows:

Athletes and Legaciesexplain the difference in raw admitrates for Asian and White

applicants.

Asian applicantshavehigheraverageratingsand test scores (excluding the personal
rating).
Differences exist in the raw admit rates of Asian and White students with similar
test scores and academic indices. Even top scores and ratings don t guarantee
admission.

Personalrating is importantinmodelsof the admissions processand drive some of
the demographic differences we see.

2 of the information in the draft presentation , including the above summary , was
never shared with the Admissions Office. See PX12]. Further, it does notappear that anyone

affiliated with Harvard other than Mr. Hansen , saw the draft report prior to this litigation. [Oct.
19 Tr. :14– 22 Oct. 24 Tr. 50: 14 .

29 The academic index is a metric that providesan indication of overall strength by taking
account of standardized test scores and high school grades. [Oct. Tr. 84 : 9 .
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Mr. Hansen smodels could lead a casual observer to conclude that race plays a

significantly larger role in Harvard s admissions process than itactually does. Themodels

incorporate far fewer variables than those prepared by the parties economic experts for this

litigation and omitmany variables that are important to theadmissions process. Compare [PX12

at 33 ] , with [ PD38 at 26 ]. Even Mr. Hansen s mostcompletemodelalmost certainly suffers

from considerable omitted variablebias in light of the likely correlation between race and

importantvariablesthatMr. Hansen did not include. Mostnotably, hismodelscontainno

controls for socioeconomic andfamily circumstances that correlate with race and also affect

admissions decisions. See [PX12 at 33 ] . Given these deficiencies in themodels, they are

entitled to littleweight for thepurposeofdeterminingwhetherHarvard discriminatesagainst

Asian American applicants, particularly given the availability of the experts far more

comprehensivemodelsand the testimonyofferedby factwitnesses in this case. See Oct 19 Tr.

19: 19– 20 :8 . . Hansen smodels do suggest, consistent with other evidence, that Asian

Americans applicants excelin academic metrics; that tips for legacies and recruited athletes

result in morewhite students being admitted; that a projection ofHarvard' s class based only on

theprofileratings, academicmetrics, andathlete and legacy statuses is incompleteand resultsin

a projected class that is vastly less racially diverse than the one Harvard achieves; and that ,

absent any consideration of race,Harvard s classes would have drastically fewer African

American and Hispanic students. See [PX12 at 33 34 .

30 PD ” refers to demonstrative evidence presented by SFFA .

31 The Court notes that Mr. Hansen smodels suggest that any increase in Asian American admits

would come largely at the expense of African Americans and Hispanics.
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A limited selection of slides depicting Mr. Hansen s logistic regression models were

included in a February 25, 2013, presentation forDean Fitzsimmons that focused on and

included much more information on the reintroduction ofHarvard s early action program and an

analysis of issues related to the accessibility and affordability ofa Harvard education . [Oct. 17

Tr. 83 : 24 – 84 : 16; PX12 at 32 – 37 ] . The slides on Mr. Hansen smodels thatwere shared with

Dean Fitzsimmons included a statement that they were “ preliminary and for discussion, ” and

they were not presented or understood as evidence of discrimination . See [Oct. 17 Tr. 83:24

84: 16 ; PX12 at 32 – . Dean Fitzsimmons concluded thatMr. Hansen s models were

incomplete, and he elected notto discuss those slides or the information they contained with

Harvard s leadership at thattime. [Oct. 17 Tr. 84 : 3 1]. More than a year later,Mr. Hansen s

modelswere sharedwith Dean Khurana, shortly after he became the dean, in advance ofa “ high

levelmeet- and- greet typemeeting” that was intended to generally familiarize Dean Khurana

with OIR swork . [Oct 23 Tr. 44: 3 45: 6 10 : 12 – 17] ; see [PX41at 50] Dean Khurana

also found Mr. Hansen s models incomplete and viewed them as a puzzling approach to

understanding Harvard' s admissionsprocess. [Oct 23 Tr. 47: 4 18].

ii Low - Income Admissions Models

Following the February 2013 meeting with OIR , Dean Fitzsimmons requested that Dr.

Erin Driver-Linn32 and Ms. Erica Bever33 further analyze the effect of low - income status,which

Dean Fitzsimmonshoped and expected would confirm thatHarvard wasproviding a tip to low

income applicants. [Oct. 17 Tr. 172:22– 173:21]. This analysis was intended to respond, at least

32 During the relevant period , OIR was led by Dr. Driver-Linn, who holds a Ph.D . in social

psychology from Harvard. [Oct. 19 Tr. 69: 9 – 70: .

33Ms. Bever joined OIR in 2007 and transitioned to the Admissions Officewhere she now

serves as a senior admissionsofficer and the director of research. Oct 18 Tr. 200: 7 201 1 .
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in part, to criticism that elite colleges, likeHarvard, were not doing enough to attract low - income

students. See [PX26 at 2 ] . OnMay 1, 2013,Ms. Bever, Dr. Driver-Linn, andMr. Hansen sent

Dean Fitzsimmons a summary of their initial findings in a memorandum titled “ Harvard College

Admissionsand Low IncomeStudents. ” [ Id. . Their analysis found thatHarvard students from

lower incomebackgrounds generally have lower SAT scores but that they are admitted athigher

rates when controlling for their SAT scores. [ Id. at 2 – 3, 6 – ].

After reviewingthe distribution ofSATscores by family income, OIR memorandum

discussed the need to model the admissions process to better evaluate whether the Admissions

Office was providing a tip to low - income students, given that the relationship between income

and admission, controllingonly for SAT scores, could have been the result of a relationship

between income and other factors, such as race . [ PX26 at 3 – 4 [ PX28 at 4 indicating that

applicantswith family incomesof less than $60, 000 accounted for 25 % ofHispanic, 24 % of

African American, 18% of Asian American, and 10 % ofwhite applicants ] . As OIR smemoto

Dean Fitzsimmonssummarized:

The differences [ in students ' SAT scores by income could be related to other

factors important in the admissions process . In order to control for those potential

issues, we implement a logistic regression model to predict the probability of

admission , controlling for demographic characteristics and a variety ofmetrics used

to asses qualification for admission . Demographic characteristics include gender

and race/ ethnicity . Qualifications used in admission include academic index,

academic rating, extracurricular rating, personal rating, athletic rating, and legacy
status

This approach has several limitations;we picked a small set of variables thatwould
factor in admissions decisions. The selection of a wider set ofvariablesmight result

in a better fittingmodel, one that accounts for more of the variation in individual

applicants and their potentially unique contributions to the entering class. For

example, the model does not capture exceptional talent in art or music explicitly

(although ratings may capture some aspect of these attributes). In addition , our

model is limited to main effects, not examining interactionsbetween variables. Our

analysis should notbe considered exhaustive.
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[PX26 at 3 ]. To the extent that OIR s initialanalysis suggested thatHarvard was providingan

admissions tip to applicants from low - incomebackgrounds, that tip appeared less significant

than tips for legacies and recruited athletes . See [ id . at 8 – 9 . explained that:

To get a sense of the size of the admissions advantage conferred to low -income

applicants relative to other groupsofapplicants, the so -called “ thumb on the scale,
we include low - income status in a second logistic regression model. . . . The

variables with the largest effects on the probability of admission are athletic rating,

personal rating, and legacy status. Compared to athletes and legacies , the size of

the advantage for low incomestudents is relatively small.

[Id. at 3]

Thememorandum also noted that“ Asian applicantswith an academic 1 or 2 are admitted

12 of the time compared against an admit rate of 18 % fornon-Asian applicants” and provided

a chart illustrating this disparity. [ Id. at 4, 9] Further, thememo stated that certain “ issues”

should be considered before sharing the analysis publicly, including that there are “ demographic

groupsthathavenegative effects, although the only demographic group for which OIR s

analysis returned a negative coefficient was “ Asian.” [ Id . at 4 ]. Although the model returned a

negative coefficient for Asian applicants , neither OIR nor Dean Fitzsimmons viewed the report

as indicativeofdiscrimination. [Oct. 17 Tr. 109:15– 19 Oct. 19 Tr. 152: 22– 153 15] .

After receivingtheMay 1, 2013memorandum , Dean Fitzsimmonsasked OIR to examine

the effect of Asian racial identity on admissions outcomes to confirm that the low - income tip

was being fairly and consistently applied to allgroups , but he did not ask OIR to further examine

the effect of beingAsian on admissions outcomes across the board . [ Oct. 17 Tr. 127 :22 – 128:12,

129 :13 17]. OIR added an interaction term for Asian and Low Incomewhich allowed the model

to return coefficients that accounted for the possibility that the tip for low income varied by race.

See [PX28 at 7 –8 ]. On June 3 , 2013, OIR shared with Dean Fitzsimmons its additional analysis ,

[Oct 17 Tr. 129:13 130 13 ], which showed a coefficient for the interaction term of “ Asian and
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Low Income” that waspositiveand statistically significantbutof a lessermagnitudethan the

negative coefficientfor Asian identity, see [PX28at 7 ; PX29]. This updated analysis suggested

that although low - income Asian American applicants wereprovided a tip relative to their higher

income Asian American peers, the magnitude of that tip might notovercome the negative

relationship between Asian racialidentity and admissions outcome, when holding constant some

variation in the profile ratings, gender, and applicants academic index. [ Id. at 7 see also

[DD10 at27 ]. Nevertheless, the data reassured Dean Fitzsimmonsthat theAdmissions Office

was “ treating Asian Americans in an evenhanded manner. [Oct. 17 Tr. 134:3 – ]. Aswith Mr.

Hansen s February 2013 models, OIR sMay 2013 models suffer from significant omitted

variablebias, and themagnitudeofthenegativecoefficientforAsian applicantsisrelatively

modest consideringthe number and significance of omitted observable and unobservable factors.

See [PX28 at 7] . Asa result, the OIR analysis is weak evidenceofbiasagainst Asian American

applicants, particularly relative to themore thorough econometric analysis that has been doneby

the parties economic experts in connection with this litigation.

Dean Fitzsimmons - inference of actual discriminationbased on therelatively modest

negative Asian coefficientwas reasonable given the limitations of OIR s model and his own

experiencewith and confidencein the AdmissionsOffice s process. Dean Fitzsimmonsdid not

ask foradditionalanalysis based on OIR s results, nor did hemake any changes to Harvard' s

admissions process in response to that analysis, because his review of the data did not lead him

to believe that the Admissions Officewas biased against Asian American applicants. [Oct. 17

Tr. 137: 138:

3. The Ryan Committee

In April2014,Harvard learned of a website thathad launched with the url

harvardnotfair .com . Harvard s staff recognized that the website was being promoted by some of
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the same individualswho had financed Fisher v . University of Texasat Austin , 570 U . S . 297

( 2013) (“ Fisher ” ), and 136 S . Ct. 2198 (2016 ) ( Fisher II” ). [Oct 23 Tr. 211: 7 – 15 see

[PX283]. Apparently in response to the prospect of litigation, Harvard University formed a

committee to examine race-neutral alternatives to its race-conscious admissions practices (the

“Ryan Committee ” ). See [Oct 22 Tr . 13:14– 19, 129: 13 – 130:17] . The Ryan Committee , chaired

by Jim Ryan, the Dean of theGraduate SchoolofEducation, includedmore than two dozen

members from across the university. [Oct. 16 Tr.69: 3 – ; Oct 22 Tr. 13: 20 – 14 : 2 ]; see [PX300;

PD19] . The committee s work never really got“ off the ground owingat least in part to its

broadmembershipand the conflicting scheduling demandsofmany committeemembers. Oct

16 Tr. 69: 10 –70:15; Oct. 19 Tr. 76 : 8 –77: 10 ]. After meetingonly a few times, itdisbanded in

December 2014, shortly after this lawsuit was filed. [Oct. 16 Tr. 70: 2 – 6 ; PX316 at 2 ; [ ECF

No. ]. substantive analysis of any race- neutral alternatives examined by the Ryan

Committee was entered into evidence. See [Oct. 19 Tr. 77: 14 24 ( I believe the team did some

work, underprivilege. . Underdirection ofcounsel” ] .

4 . The Khurana Committee

In 2015, following the filingof this lawsuit and the disbandmentof theRyan Committee,

Harvard established the Khurana Committee, officially titled “ the Committee to Study the

Importance of Student Body Diversity ,” which was chaired by Dean Khurana. [Oct 22 Tr.

210:23– 211:21; PX302 at 22 . The KhuranaCommittee“ sought to examineand restatethe

34 In addition to Dean Khurana, themembers of the Committee to Study the Importance of
Student Body Diversity included Mahzarin R . Banaji, the Richard Clarke Cabot Professor of

Social Ethics; Emma Dench, the McLean Professor of Ancient andModern History and of the
Classics ; Yukio Lippit, the Harris K . Weston Associate Professor of the Humanities; David R .
Pilbeam , the Henry Ford II Professor ofHuman Evolution; and, Jonathan L . Walton , the

Plummer Professor of Christian Morals and Pusey Minister of theMemorial Church. Oct 23
Tr. 35 : 14 – 18; PX302 at 22 .
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benefits that the College derives as an institution, and for its studentsand faculty – from

student body diversity of allkinds, including racialdiversity . ” [PX302 at ]. TheKhurana

Committee s report, referenced supra at Part III. A , was prepared with the assistance of counsel

and in the face of litigation, but nonetheless reflects an extensive and thoughtful examination of

the benefits of diversity to Harvard College. [Oct 22 Tr. 211: 10 – 212 11]. The committee

concluded its reportby stating

We emphatically embrace and reaffirm the University s long-held view that student
body diversity including racial diversity – is essential to our pedagogical

objectives and institutionalmission. It enhances the education ofall of our students ,

it prepares them to assume leadership roles in the increasingly pluralistic society
into which they will graduate , and it is fundamental to the effective education of
themen and women ofHarvard College .

[PX302 at22]. In February 2016 , Harvard sFaculty of Arts and Sciences voted unanimously to

adopt the report. [Nov. 1 Tr. 198: 19 – 24 ]. Although the Khurana Committee was keenly aware

that itwasaddressing a question that “ the Supreme Court has asked public institutionsof higher

educationto answer in connectionwith the considerationof an applicant s race in the admissions

processes as one factor amongmany in an individualized review ,” its focus was limited to

Harvards interest in diversity, rather than the viability ofrace-neutralalternatives. See PX302

at ] .

5. The Smith Committee

In June 2017,Harvard established the “ Committee to Study Race Neutral Alternatives in

Harvard College Admissions,” chaired by MichaelSmith , the Dean of the Faculty of Arts and

Sciences, with Dean Fitzsimmonsand DeanKhuranaserving as the othercommitteemembers

(the “ Smith Committee” ). [PX316 at 1, . The Smith Committee evaluated whether race

neutralmeans, singly or in combination, would enable Harvard to achieve its diversity -related

educational objectives. [Id. at 8 9 Prior to 2017, Harvard had repeatedly expressed the
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importanceof its race-consciousadmissionspolicy and its understandingthat diversityacross

multiple dimensions was critical. See generally [id. . Harvard had not, however, conducted a

detailedempiricalanalysisof the viability of race-neutralalternativesfor at least fifteen years.

See [Oct 16 Tr . 66 : 21 67 6; Oct. 19 Tr. 194:3 – 195:3 ].

The Smith Committee worked with Harvard ' s attorneys and had access to the analyses

doneby theexperts in this case. [PX316 at 3 ]. The committee held seven meetings between

August 2017 and April 2018 and then issued a report thatwas drafted by Harvard s attorneys.

[Oct. 23 Tr. 65:20 4 ; PX316 at 1, 3 . It examined allof the race-neutral alternatives proposed

by SFFA , and additionally considered eliminatingpreferences for athletes and the use of test

scores in the admissionsprocess. See [PX316 at 6 18]. The Smith Committee concluded that

no workable race -neutral admissions practices could, at that time, promote Harvard s diversity

related educationalobjectives while also maintaining the standards of excellence that Harvard

seeks in its student body through its whole-person, race-conscious admissions program , and

recommended that Harvard reexamine the issue in five years . [Oct. 22 Tr. 133:21 134 15 ; Oct.

23 Tr. 126:25 –127:6, 134: 15– 19; PX316 at 18 19

IV . FINDINGSOF FACT: NON-STATISTICAL EVIDENCE OF DISCRIMINATION

Aswillbemore fully discussed, theparties rely heavily on statistical evidence related to

the admissions process. Additionally , to corroborate its statistical evidence , SFFA makes several

other arguments in support of its contention that Harvard discriminates against Asian American

applicants

A . Sparse Country

First, as discussed above,Harvard uses a search list,which is primarily compiledbased

on potential applicants , SAT, or PSATtest scores to help Harvard market itself to a

diverse array ofhigh school students. The ACT, SAT, or PSAT score that students need tomake
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the search list variesby gender, high schoolGPA, geography, and race. See Oct 15 Tr. 136 : 5 –

139:21; PX2 ]. For example , to make Harvard ' s class of 2018 search list, a white male high

school student from outside“ sparse country needed an SAT score of 1380, while black,

Chicano, Hispanic , Native American, and Puerto Rican students needed only an 1100. See

[PX2 see also [PX50 .

AsSFFA points out, there are some anomalies in thesearch list selection criteria that are

difficult to explain . Asan example, assumingan applicant reported a sufficiently high GPA, for

the class of 2018, Harvard lowered the SATscore required to make the search list to 1310 for

students from “ sparse country ” who identified their race as white , other , or unidentified while not

simultaneously loweringthe required score for Asian American students from the samestates to

the same level. Consequently , Asian American students from the same states needed to score

1350 or 1380, depending on their gender, to make the search list. See [Oct. 15 Tr. 150 :3 9 ;

PX2; PX50]. Some Asian American students therefore did notmake the search list, when white

students from the sameareawho had similar grades and SAT scoresdid . See Oct 15 Tr.

151: 22 – 152: 2] SFFA , while recognizingthat the listis a marketing tool, would have the Court

consider this “ sparse country ” disparity between the scores required for Asian Americans and

whites to make the search listas evidence of Harvard s intent to impose more selective

admissionscriteria on Asian Americans for thepurpose ofartificially suppressing Asian

American representationat Harvard.

35 Sparse country for the purposes of the PSAT search includes twenty predominantly rural
states: Alabama, Alaska, Arizona, Arkansas, Idaho, Louisiana,Maine,Mississippi,Montana,
Nebraska, Nevada, New Hampshire, New Mexico, North Dakota, Oklahoma, South Dakota,
Utah, Vermont, West Virginia, andWyoming. [Oct. 15 Tr. 144:25 – 147:20; PX2] .
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Notably, however, in some of the same years thatHarvard did not lower the sparse

country SAT search list score for Asian Americans commensurate with the lower requirement

for whites , it selected Asian Americans for the search listbased on lower ACT scores than

similarly situated white students from more urban states. See [Oct 17 Tr. 151: 13– 152 4; PX2].

Overall, the inconsistencies in the search criteria do not seem to be linked to efforts to advantage

or disadvantageany particularracialgroup, and itwasunclear from the testimony at trial

whether these variations were accidental or intentional. Atroot, although beingplaced on the

search list results in recruitmentand iscorrelatedwith a higherlikelihoodofadmission, the

search list is fundamentally amarketing toolthatdoesnot affect individualadmissions decisions.

[Oct. 15 Tr. 129:24– 132 : 25 .

B . TheOCR Report

SFFA nextpointsout that the specterofHarvard discriminating against Asian Americans

in its admission process has been raised before. The argument is, at least in part, thatrepeated

instances of smoke should heighten concerns about a fire .

In the late 1980s, Harvard faced allegations of bias against Asian American applicants in

its admissions process that culminated in a 1990 report by the United State Department of Justice

Office ofCivilRights (“ ” ) (“ OCR Report” ) . [PX555 at 2 , 15– 16 TheOCRReport

reached an “ overall conclusion thatHarvard did notdiscriminate againstAsian American

applicants to its undergraduate program in violation of Title VI of the Civil Rights Act, ” but its

findings indicated thatsome admissions officers took race into accountwhen assigning the

personal rating during the period preceding the 1990 report. See [ id . at 45 46 . Further, The

OCR Report found recurring characterizationsofAsian American applicants thatwere broadly

consistentwith stereotypes, noting that:
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In addition to examining the ethnic reader ' s comments, OCR concern for the

potential stereotyping of Asian American applicants prompted a review of reader

comments for negative characterizations which could have an impact on the

admissions decision and ratings. On its face, reader comments revealed several
recurring characterizations attributed to Asian American applicants. Quite often
Asian American applicants were described as being quiet/ shy, science/math

oriented, and hard workers. For example, one reader s comment embraced all of
these in describing an Asian American applicantwhen she wrote:

A ] pplicant seems like reserved , hard -working aspiring woman

scientist/doctor.”

While such descriptions may not seem damaging, OCR was conscious that
problemsof minority” stereotypescould negatively impactAsian American
applicants as a whole. This concern was also raisedwhen OCR's file review came

upon comments such as:

“ He s quiet and , of course, wants to be a doctor . . .

suggestingthatmost or all Asian American applicants“ want to be a doctor.” Or

morepointedly:

“ [ A ]pplicant s scores and application seem so typical of other Asian
applications ' ve read: extraordinarily gifted in math with the opposite

extreme in English.”

OCR noted that in a number of cases, Asian American applicants were described
as“ quiet, shy, reserved , self-contained , soft spoken and that these characteristics

were underlined for added emphasis by the reader. While white applicants were
similarly described, OCR found such descriptions ascribed to Asian American

applicantsmore frequently . In some cases these comments actually originated from

the interviews, teacher or counselor recommendations, or self-descriptions given
by the applicant .

OCR recognized that reader comments were also sometimes echoes of other

reviewers' commentaries related to the applicant. OCR also noted a few cases in

which the readers referred to an applicant as “ a classic V . N . [Vietnamese bootstrap
case ” or “ a classic BC /NC (blue collar /non -college background) Asian American

from the inner-city . ” While itwas clear from the context of the statement that the
readers were not criticizing the applicants , and that there was no negative intention ,

the comments do suggest a tendency to stereotype by calling the applicants
“ classic . ”

[ Id . at 24 – 25 . Followingthe conclusion thatHarvard did notdiscriminate against Asian

American applicants and despite some ofthe specific findings , Harvard did nothold a meeting or

44
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otherwise require that its admissions officers modify their evaluation practices to avoid actual

stereotypingorthe appearanceof stereotyping [Oct 16 Tr 59: 17 24 ].

In the instantcase, theadmissionsofficerswho testified at trialuniformlyasserted that

they do not and have not directly considered race in assigning ratings, other than the overall

rating. 36 The Court credits the admissions officers testimony and concludes that Harvard has

made clear to its admissions officers in more recentyears that they should not use race in

assigning the profile ratings. Harvard perhaps should have instituted an explicitwritten policy

stating which ratings could take race into account before 2018, but that error has now been

remedied. See [PX723 at 3, 5 .

C . Recent Allegations of Stereotyping and Bias

SFFA also points to morerecentexamplesof admissions officers referring to Asian

American applicants as “ quiet, ” “ hard worker, bright ” but“bland ” “ flat ,” or “ not exciting. ”

See, e. g., [DX50 at186 , 178, 693, 1040, 1062].

Harvard' s admissions officers are tasked with carrying out a particularly delicate job in

that they are instructed to considerrace in the admissionsprocess, includingfor applicantswho

36 Senior AdmissionsOfficer Christopher Looby s deposition testimony isthe sole instance in
which an admissions officer allegedly admitted that racewas directly used in assigning a

personalratingbetween the 1990 OCR Report and the present. SFFA relied on Mr. Looby s

deposition testimony in its opening argument, stating, “ he lltell the truth that he s been using

race in the personal rating for ten years.” [Oct. 15 Tr. 27:22 – 24 . Looby joined Harvard 's

financial aid office in 2008 and has been reading admissions files since approximately 2010. See

[Oct. 18 Tr. 148: 16 – When asked during his deposition ifhewould take a student s race
into account when assessinghis or her personal qualities, ” Mr. Looby answered that “ just like

with the academic rating, it s one factor ofmany I consider.” [ . at 182: 8 19 also [Looby
Dep. 51: 12 – 17 , June 30, 2017 ] . Mr. Looby testified at trialthat misunderstood the deposition

question, and that hemeantto state that he used race as one factor in assessing an applicant' s
overall rating just as he considered the academic rating in assigning the overall rating. [Oct. 18

Tr. 185: 19 23 ]. His response to the deposition question appears to have been a misstatement,
and the Court concludes that MrLoobymeant to indicate athis deposition that he would
consider the academic rating and race in assigning the overall rating, not the personal rating. See
[ id at 182: 18 – 184: 8 .
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have indicated a race or ethnicity but have not elaborated on the importance of that identity ,

without engagingin unlawfuldiscrimination. This job is especially sensitive due to the lengthy

history of discrimination against many racialminorities in the United States, including Asian

Americans, aswell as Harvard s own history of discriminating against Jewish applicants

beginning in the 1920s. Oct 24 Tr. 188 :17 25 ; Oct. 29 Tr. 34:22 35 13, 161:17– 162: 16 ; see

Korematsu . United States, 323 U . S. 214 ( 1944) , abrogated by Trump v. Hawaii, 138 S . Ct.

2392 ( 2018)

Itis true that Asian American applicants continue to face both positive andnegative

stereotypes, such as perceptions that they are timid , hard -working, and are inclined towards

medicine and science. See Oct 29 Tr. 56 : 1–56 : 20 ] . It is also truethat Asian Americans have

significantly highermedian incomes (perhaps indicative of the strong work ethic inmany Asian

American communities ) and are more likely to hold science, technology , engineering , and

mathematics occupations than theUnited States populationmore broadly. Therefore, in

reviewingapplicant files andcommentsmadeby admissions officers, the Court is sensitiveto

the challenge of differentiating among discriminatory comments that evidenceactual

stereotyping, animus, or racism and comments abouta particular applicant that may incidentally

37 Although Asian Americans tend to have higher incomes than Americans with other racial
identities, the evidence suggests that Asian American applicants to Harvard are more likely to
come from modest socioeconomic backgrounds than white applicants . [PX28 at 2 – 5 .

38 See Anthony Martínez & Asiah Gayfield, The Intersectionality ofSex, Race, and Hispanic
Origin in the STEM Workforce 8 (U . S . Census Bureau, Social, Econ ., and Hous. Statistics Div ,
Working Paper No. 2018 - 27, Feb. 2019), https: // www .census. gov/content/dam / Census/ library

/working papers/ 2019 / demo/ sehsd -wp2018 -27.pdf;Kayla Fontenot, Jessica Semega & Melissa

Kollar, Income and Poverty in the United States: 2017 at 2 – 5 (U . S . Census Bureau Current

Population Reports, Sept. 2018 ), https:/ /www .census.gov/ content/dam / Census/ library /
publications/2018 /demo/ - 263.pdf; Liana C . Landivar Disparities in STEM Employmentby

Sex, Race and Hispanic Origin at 2, 7 , 12 , 16 (U .S . Census Bureau Am . Cmty . Survey Reports,
Sept. 2013), https //www2. census. gov/ library/publications/2013/ acs/ acs -24.pdf.
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reference a stereotypical characteristic, like “ hard working,” but which may also reflect an actual

strength or weakness of that particular applicant.

SFFA has notshown that any applicant was referred to by these types of descriptors

because of their race or that there was any sort ofsystemic reliance on racial stereotypes. The

docket binder that contains notes to the effect that several Asian American applicants were

“ quiet or “ flat” also includes notes for white , African American , and Hispanic applicants who

werealso described as “ quiet,” , ” or “ understated.” [DX50 at 620 , 1054]. In the

absence of a pattern ora morepervasive use ofstereotypes, the Court accepts that there are

Asian American applicants who were “ quiet” and that the use of this word with regard to such an

applicantwould betruthfuland accurate rather than reflectiveof impermissiblestereotyping.

In addition to SFFA concerns aboutAsian American applicants beingreferred to as

“ quiet and like, SFFA also points outthat there is a statistical relationship between race and

the use of the term “ standard strong, which some admissionsofficers use to indicate a strong

applicantwho is nonetheless unlikely to be admitted becausehe or she is notsufficiently

distinguished within Harvard' s exceptionalapplicantpool. [Oct 25 Tr. 133: 20– 134: 1] . Asian

Americanswere labeled “ standard strong more frequently than white applicants, and

significantly more frequently than African American or Hispanic applicants . See [ at 135: 4

10] . In a sample of 10 % of theapplicants to the class of2018, admissions officers noted that 255

studentswere “ standard strong. [ Id . at 134 : 6 11]. Not one of the 255 standard strong

applicants in the sample was admitted. [ Id . at 135: 16– 18]. The standard strong applicants

included white applicants , 114 Asian American applicants , 12 Hispanic applicants , and 3

African American applicants. [ Id . at 134:23– 135: 3 ]. Approximately 15 % of Asian American

applicantsin the original 10% samplewere labeled standard strong, compared to 12% ofwhite
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applicants, 4 % ofHispanic applicants, and 1 % of African American applicants. [ Id . at 135: 4 10

PD38 at 41 . Additionally , the Asian American applicants considered standard strong averaged

higher academic indexes, math SAT scores and academic ratings than standard strong applicants

from otherracial groups. See [Oct 25 Tr. 135: 4 – 9 ] seealso [PD38 at 41.

These statistics on the use of “ standard strong ” are consistent with the profile ratings

Harvard admissions officersassigned to Asian American applicants and white applicants, which

show that Asian American applicants excelled, on average, on academic and extracurricular

ratings, butwere weaker when evaluated on personal and athletic criteria . See [PX621; PX622].

There is not a significant difference, however, between thewhite and Asian American applicants

who were labeled “ standard strong ” as reflected by the sum of their profile ratings. See Oct 31

Tr. 94 : 16 – 97:18]; see also [DX709]. Further, thehigher proportion of standard strong Asian

American applicants is consistent with the fact that Asian American applicants to Harvard s class

are disproportionately unlikely to beamong the weakest applicants: less than 21% of Asian

American applicants received an overall ratingof 4 orworse , compared to 24 % ofwhite

applicants, 41% of Hispanic applicants, and 52 % of African American applicants. [PX621]. As

such , it is notsurprising that a higher proportion of Asian Americans than white applicants were

labeled standard strong.

In addition to the use ofphrasesthatalignwith stereotypesof Asian American applicants

and the use of the words“ standard strong, has identified a few instances inwhich

Harvard s Admissions Office s leadership acted in a manner that SFFA argues shows some

degreeofracialbias. Although the Court concludes thatnoneof these incidents reflects any

actualbiasagainst Asian Americansby Harvard s admissions officers, they do merit brief

mention
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In April 2012, DirectorMcGrathwas asked to respondto a letterto PresidentDrew

Gilpin Faust from an elderly alumnus. See [PX461at 3– 6 ]. The alumnus letter argued that

Harvard should beadmittingmore students from Massachusetts, proposed admissions quotas

based on religious affiliation and skin color, and stated that Harvard has a large numberof

orientalstudents .” Id. at 5 ] . DirectorMcGrath wrote a polite response, stating that the

alumnus comments on the importance ofattracting a strong representationofstudents from

Massachusettsresonateswell in the AdmissionsCommittee, ” but also that Harvard“ hasbecome

more representative ofthe ethnic and economic diversity of the country and the University

believes, better positioned to makesignificant contributions to the country .” [Id . at 1 . Director

McGrath s carefully crafted response rejected a proposal that was inconsistent with Harvard s

values and did not endorse the suggestionsmade inthe letter,while seemingly trying notto

alienate its author

In a January 2014 exchange, Director McGrath senther daughter, who served as an

alumniinterviewerfor Harvard, a listofthe top applicants from Utah prepared by the alumni

interviewers for that state, noting that shewas “ sending this along for your amusement. Pure

Utah. ” [PX265] . In responding, DirectorMcGrath s daughterwrote back, “ Hahaha. Very

Thorough ! ! I also love that the top -tier list is , as you ve told me before, all Asians except for a

couple . . Id. . The email, which reflectsamusementatthe unusualdegree ofthoroughness

of the Utah alumni interviewers, doesnot reflecta negative view of Asian Americans. 39

39DirectorMcGrath testified that she thought itnotable that the Utah schools committeeputall
Asian Americans at the top of their listbecause it “ confoundsthe stereotype thatmanypeople
haveof thepopulation ofUtah.” Oct. 19 Tr. 221: 3 – 11] .
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In sum , comments on application files and Admissions Office correspondence do not

suggest any pervasive bias against Asian Americans among Harvard s admissions officers orits

admissionsleadership, norhas the Court identifiedany individualapplicantwhom itcan

determine was discriminated against or intentionally stereotypedby an admissionsofficer,

including by the use ofthe words “ standard strong.

V FINDINGSOF FACT: STATISTICALANALYSISFINDIN

A Sourcesof StatisticalEvidence

In addition to testimony based on the lived experiences of witnesses , the parties

introduced statistics and econometric models through expert witnesses. This statistical evidence

is perhaps themost important evidence in reaching a resolution of this case, given SFFA heavy

reliance on the data to makeout its claims. Harvard presented its statistical evidence primarily

through ProfessorDavid Card , and SFFA presented its statistical evidence primarily through

Professor Peter Arcidiacono. 40 Both Professors Card and Arcidiacono are very well-qualified

experts, but they fundamentally disagree aboutwhether the statistics show that Asian Americans

are discriminated against in the Harvard admissions process. Their disagreement results from

differencesin their respectivestatisticalmodelsofadmissionsoutcomes, basedon their inclusion

of differentapplicants anduse ofdifferentcontrolvariables. Therefore, decisionsby the Court

as to which applicants and control variables belong in the admission outcomemodel are pivotal.

40Harvard ' s expert ProfessorDavid Card , and SFFA ' s economist, Professor Peter Arcidiacono,
are both highly respected economists. Professor Card is an economics professor at the
University of California at Berkeley, where he teaches undergraduate and graduate level
economic courses. Hehas published numerousarticles and books and is a winner ofthe John
Bates Clark Prize. 30 Tr. 73: 7 – 76 : 2; DX133). Professor Arcidiacono is a professor of

labor economics atDukeUniversity. Heteaches undergraduate and graduate- level economic
courses and has published numerouspeer reviewed articles. His research is focused on labor

economics, and more narrowly, higher education . [Oct. 25 Tr. 14:7 – 17: 14 .
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In sum , asdiscussedmore fullybelow , Professor Arcidiacono excludes ALDCs from his

model despite the fact thattheymakeup about 30 % of each admitted class, analyzes the data in

aggregate rather than independentlymodeling each admissions cycle , excludes certain variables

that hecontends are unreliable and have unexpected effects on the model, selectively interacts

certain variables, omits the personalratingbased on his finding that it is influenced by race, and

then, based on that data and approach, concludes that Asian Americans are discriminated against

in the admissions process. See [Oct. Tr. 62: 9 63 :25 ; Oct. 30 Tr. 145: 15 – 148: 11; DX695 ;

PD38 at 45 . Professor Card creates an independentmodel for each admissions cycle, includes

the personal rating because he concludes that it does not reflect race and, in any event, includes

information that is important to the admissions process such that omitting it skews the outcome,

includes the othervariables that Professor Arcidiacono omits, and does not interact variables.

Using this approach, he comes out with a very slight , andnot statistically significant, negative

coefficient for Asian American identity and concludes, based on that data and approach, that

Asian Americans arenot discriminated against in Harvard' s admissions process. See [Oct 31

Tr. 172: 19– 173: 15; DX695; DD10at 34–35] .

The statistics and econometric models used by Professors Arcidiacono and Card were

generated using primarily data produced by Harvard in this litigation . Consistentwith this

Court 's orders , Harvard provided applicant -by-applicant admissions data for more than 150,000

domestic applicants to Harvard s classes of 2014 through 2019,41 as well as aggregate

41Because this lawsuit concerns only allegations of discrimination against United States citizens

or permanent residents, foreign applicants were removed from the data set. Further, transfer

applicants and those who submitted incomplete applications or for whom Harvard s database
was for someother reason incomplete were also removed. [Oct. 25 Tr. 25 : 3 24 ;Nov. 1 Tr.

99: 12 – 100: 10] Statistics on applicants ” referred to by these findings of fact are therefore based

on data for the approximately 150, 000 domestic applicants to Harvard' s 2014 to 2019 classes for

whom Harvard ' s database contained a single , complete record. See [PD38 at 1] .
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information for theclasses of2000 through 2017 and a sample of actualapplication files and

summary sheets from the classes of 2018 and 2019 . [Oct 25 Tr. 23 :8 – :13; PD38 at ]. For

each applicant to the classes of 2014 through 2019 , Harvard ' s database includes hundreds of

variables relatingto each applicant sdemographic characteristics, personalbackground,

geographic information, test scores, high school grades, ratings assigned by Harvard' s

admissionsofficers, and Harvard sadmissions decision. [Oct 25 Tr. 23 : 16 –24 : 8 ; Oct 26 Tr.

73: 22 74: 2 ]. On behalf of SFFA, Professor Arcidiacono supplemented this data by merging it

with College Board data on applicants high schools and neighborhoods. [Oct 25 Tr. 24 : 9 12 .

The parties dispute whether ALDC applicants should be included when computing

admissionsstatisticsand modelingHarvard s admissionsprocess. ALDC applicantsare

admitted at higher rates than the applicant poolmore broadly . SFFA argues thatbecause ALDC

applicants are granted significant tips that are notavailable tomost applicants , they are not

typical. [ Id. at27: 2 25, 29: 4 30 7] . SFFA thereforepresented numerous statistics based on

non- ALDC applicants which it identifies as the “ Baseline Dataset.” [ Id. at Tr . 27: 2 – 25 . The

BaselineDataset excludes approximately 7,400 ALDCs, leaving a totalof 142,728 applicants in

the dataset. [Oct. 25 Tr. 30 :8 – 31:3 ; PD38 at 1– 2] . SFFA has also presented data based on a

subgroup of dataset applicants that include legacies, dean s and director's listapplicants, and

children of faculty and staff (“ LDCs” ), butnot recruited athletes, which SFFA refers to as the

“ Expanded Dataset.” [Oct 25 Tr. 40: 17 417].

Although ALDCs represent only a small portion of applicants and are admitted or

rejected through the sameadmissions process that applies to other applicants, they account for

approximately 30 % of Harvard' s admitted class. [Oct. 30 Tr. 153:6 – 154:8 , DX706 ; DD10 at 38,

40] Forreasonsdiscussedmore fully infra atSection V . F , theCourtagreeswith ProfessorCard
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thatincluding ALDCs in the statistics and econometricmodels leads to moreprobative evidence

of the alleged discrimination or lack thereof. Nevertheless, the Courthasreferencednumerous

statistics based on data that excludes someor allALDCsbecause SFFA used those metrics at

trial.

In addition to statisticsbased on Harvard sadmissions database, Harvard presented

statistics on the racialmake-up of its admitted classes from 1980 to 2019 , [Oct. 31 Tr. 119:23 –

124:6 ; DX711; DX713 ; DD10 at 100 04 , and SFFA used statistics based on an analysis of 480

sample application files, two-thirds ofwhich were selected bySFFA and one- third by Harvard,

[Oct. 25 Tr. 24:21 24 Both Harvard and SFFA also relied on statistics and models thatwere

prepared by OIR before this lawsuitwas filed . See, e. g., [PX9; PX12 ; PX21].

B. Admission Rates and Ratings by Race

Asian Americans were admitted to Harvard at slightly lower rates than white applicants

in the years leading up to this lawsuit, with between 5 % and 6 % of Asian American and between

7 % and 8 % ofwhite applicantsbeingadmitted to the classesof2014 through 2017. See[ PX319

at 15– 16 see also [PD38 at 20 ].42 The admissions rates differmore significantly among certain

subgroups, butthe admissionsrates for Asian American ALDCs are generally similar to or

higher those for white ALDCs 88. % of Asian American recruited athletes, 48. 1 % of

Asian American children of faculty or staff, and 47. % ofAsian Americans on the dean s or

director s interest lists are admitted, compared to 88. 1% , 47. 9 % , and 43. 1% ofwhite applicants

in those groups, respectively. [PX634 . Asian American legacies are admitted at a rate of

42 Overalladmissionrates for Asian American applicants are lowered slightly because they are
underrepresented amongALDCs, who are admitted at a rate of43.6 % or nearly eight times the

5. 5 % admissionsrate for non- ALDC applicants. [Oct. 30 Tr. 154: 17– 155: 19; DX679; DD10 at

39]
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35. 2 % , as are white legacies. [ Oct 25 Tr. 121: 7 – 122 4 ; PX634 . SFFA s economicexpert,

Professor Arcidiacono, acknowledges that Asian American ALDCswere likely notdiscriminated

against.43 [Oct 25 Tr. 122: 16–12317, 126: 1 8 . Non-ALDC Asian American applicantshave

admission rates thatare similar to white applicants, although the admission rates relative to

whites varies by year from between 0.2 percentage points lower to 0.9 percentage points higher.

[ Id at68:2 – 70 : 2; PD38 at 20 ]. 44 With theexception of 2019where the admission rates favored

Asian American applicants, the differencesin admission rates fornon-ALDCwhiteandAsian

American applicants was notstatistically significant. See [PD38 at 20 The gist of SFFA

argument, however, is not that Asian Americanswere excluded altogether, butrather that the

non - ALDC Asian American applicantswere stronger than the non-ALDC white applicants and

should have been admitted at a higher rate. 45

43 Although its expertagrees that Asian American ALDCswere not discriminated against, SFFA

continues to argue that they were , butthat the strength of their applications overcame thebias.

The Court ultimately finds that excluding ALDCs distorts the analysis.

44 The highest annual admissions rate for Asian American applicants relative to white applicants,

and the only year for which the admission rates for Asian American and white applicants

differed to a statistically significant degree , was the class of 2019 , which was selected after the

allegations of discrimination that led to this lawsuit emerged . [Oct. 25 Tr. 68 : 2 – 22; PD38 at 20

45 As reflected by thedata, Harvard does not systematically exclude Asian Americans, nor does
SFFA claim that it does. Asof 2016 , the United States population was approximately 60 % white
and 5. 9 % Asian. U .S . Census Bureau, Quick Facts, Census.gov, https //www . census. gov /
quickfacts/ fact/ table/US/RHI225218. Among applicants to Harvard' s class of 2019, 21. 2 % were

Asian American and 57. 6 % were white. [DX713]. Among those domestic applicants who
Harvard admitted , 40 % of the class identified as white and 24 % identified as Asian American . It

is entirely possible , andnotwithout historical precedent, that an admissions process could
discriminate against Asian Americans (or Jews) despite their over -representation in a class as

compared to the generalpopulation. The Court nonetheless includes these numbers to givesome
context to the overall admissions data.
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Asian Americanswould likely be admitted at a higher rate than white applicants if

admissionsdecisionsweremadebased solely on the academic and extracurricularratings.

Among ExpandedDatasetapplicants, morethan 60 % ofAsian American applicants received

academic ratingsof or 2, compared to 46 % ofwhite applicants, 9 % ofAfrican American

applicants , and 17 % of Hispanic applicants . [Oct 25 Tr. 49 :17–50 :5; PX623 ]. Overall, strong

academic applicants are particularly abundant, with a higherpercentageofapplicants(42 % )

scoring a 1 or 2 on the academic rating as compared to the percentthat score a 1 or 2 on any

other rating. [DD10 at 4 ]. Asian American applicants stronger academic ratingsbroadly align

with their stronger performance across a rangeofqualitative indicatorsofacademic strength .

[Oct 25 Tr. 41: 18 ; PD38 at 4 7 ]. Asian American applicants also average relatively high

extracurricular ratings. More than 28 % of Expanded Dataset Asian American applicants receive

an extracurricularratingof or 2 , comparedto 25 ofwhite applicants, 16 % of African

American applicants, and 17 % ofHispanic applicants. [Oct. 25 Tr. 52 :12– 22; PX623] .

Although Harvard admissions officers do not believe that Asian American applicants, as

a group, haveworse personal qualities than other applicants andHarvard alumni interviewers

assign personal ratings of 1 or 2 to Expanded Dataset Asian American and white applicants with

a similar frequency , [Oct. 23 Tr. 204: 1 ;Oct. 24 Tr. 138: 11- 16 ;Oct 25 Tr. 55:7 – 12], Harvard

admissions officers assign Asian American applicants personal ratings that are, on average,

slightly weaker than thoseassigned to applicants from other racialgroups, [PX623] Among

Expanded Dataset applicants, 22. 6 % ofwhite applicants receive a personal rating of 1 or 2 ,

compared to 18% of Asian Americans, 19.4 % of African Americans, and 19. 1% of Hispanics.

46 24 of applicants receivean extracurricular rating of or 2 , 21% of applicants receive a

personal rating of 1 or 2 , and 10 % of applicants receive an athletic rating of 1 or 2 . [Oct 30 Tr.

86 :25 –88:2 ; DD10 at ].
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[ Id . . The statisticsare similar forBaselineDatasetapplicants, with 17. 6 % of Asian Americans

receiving a personal rating of 1 or 2, compared to 18 .7 % of Hispanics, 19% of African

Americans, and 21. 3 % ofwhites. [Oct 25 Tr. 55: 13– 22; PX621].

At least a partial cause of the disparity in personal ratings between Asian American and

white applicants appears to be teacher and guidance counselor recommendations , with white

applicants tending to score slightly stronger than Asian Americanson the schoolsupport ratings.

[PX621; PX623; PD38at 4 5 , 10 . AmongExpanded Dataset applicants, 31. 9% ofwhite

applicants received a “ teacher ” rating (the rating for the first of two teacher recommendations

submitted ) of 1 or 2 compared to 31.6 % of Asian American applicants. [PX 623 ]. For the

“ teacher 2” rating( the rating for the second teacher recommendation) , 33.6 % ofwhite applicants

received a rating of or 2 compared to 32 . 3 of Asian American applicants. [ Id. ). In the

ExpandedDataset, 27. 4 % ofwhite applicants and 26. 4 % of Asian Americanapplicantsreceive a

guidance counselor rating of 1 or 2 . [ Id. ). Although these differencesmay appear slight, they are

significant in that the stronger high school academic and extracurricular performance of Asian

American applicants on averagewould lead one to expect that those applicants would receive

stronger teacher and guidance counselor recommendations than white applicants .

On average, Asian American applicants are also assigned lower athletic ratings,

particularly compared to white applicants, who average especially strong athletic ratings. See

[PX621; PX623 ; DX692 at 2 ]. Among non- recruited athlete applicants , only 5 % of Asian

Americansreceivedan athletic rating of 2 , compared to 14 of whites, 7 % of African

Americans, and 8 % ofHispanics. [PX623] . When recruited athletes are included in the

calculation, the disparitybetween white and Asian American applicantsreceivingstrongathletic
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ratings increases, with white applicants receiving athletic ratings of or 2 at roughly three times

the rate of Asian American applicants . [Oct. 30 Tr. 96 :25 97: 19; DX692 at 2; DD10 10 .

. Descriptive Statistics

In addition to theregression analyses used in this case, Professors Card and Arcidiacono

also offered descriptive statistics that support their respectivearguments on the question of

discrimination . In constructing these statistics, both experts used the samedataset consisting of

applicants to the classes of 2014 through 2019 (except that Professor Arcidiacono prefers to

remove ALDCs) . Professor Card uses the dataset to compare admission ratesby racial group for

applicants who scored and 2s across similar numbersofprofile ratings. He, on behalf of

Harvard, uses thismultidimensionality analysis to argue that the statistical evidence does not

supporta conclusion that Harvard discriminatesagainstAsian Americans relativetowhites.

Meanwhile, Professor Arcidiaconouses an academicdecile analysis in which hedivides

applicants into deciles based on applicant academic index score and then shows that Asian

Americans in the top academic decilesarereceivingstrongpersonaland overallratingsat lower

rates than applicants from other racial groups with similar academic qualifications. He, on

behalf ofSFFA, argues that the lower average overalland personal ratings for Asian American

applicantswho havesimilar levels ofacademic strength to non- Asian American applicants

suggestthatHarvard is engaged in a discriminatoryadmissionsprocess.

. Professor Card Multidimensionality Analysis

Professor Card statistical analysis shows that the studentsmost likely to be admitted to

Harvardare those that do well acrosstheprofile and schoolsupportratings, ratherthan merely

excelling on just one rating. In coming to this conclusion, Professor Card analyzed the

relationship between race and applicant strength acrossmultiple profile ratings, which he terms

an analysis of “multidimensionalaccomplishments.” [Oct 30 Tr. 89: 3] Only 7,000 applicants
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per year , or roughly 27% , receive a rating of 1 or 2 in at least two profile ratings, and only 7 % of

applicants receive ratingsof 1 or 2 in three or all four profile ratings. [ Id. at 89: 19 90: 17;

DX672 ; DD10 at 5 ]. The 7 % ofapplicants who score highly in three or four of the four profile

ratings are seemingly themostmultidimensionalunder Harvard s scoring system ; 70% of those

applicants are admitted and make up 46 % of all admitted applicants. [Oct 30 Tr. 93 : 15– 94:12;

DX672; DD10 at 8 ]. The 20 % of applicantswho receive two profile ratingsof 1 or 2 account for

38 % of admitted students. [Oct. 30 Tr. 93: 15 94: 12 ; DX672 ; DD10 at 8 ]. Meanwhile ,

applicantswith oneor no ratings of 1 or 2 account for 73% of applicants butonly 15% of

admitted students. [DX672; at 8 ]. White applicants are slightly more likely than Asian

American students to receivethreeprofileratingsof 1 or 2 , with approximately 900 or 9 % ofall

white applicants receivingthree such scores relative to 500 or 8 % ofallAsian American

applicants. [Oct. 30 Tr. 95: 18 – 96 : 10; DX692 at2 ; DD10 at 9 ] .

Professor Card has also offered support for his conclusion that white applicants are

disproportionately strong in non-academic traits by removing allacademic inputs from hismodel

of admissions probability to rank applicants to Harvard. See[ Oct Tr.69: 20 –71: 5; DD10 at

77]. By doing so , he creates a “ non- academic index, ” and his analysis shows thatwhite students

do disproportionately well in this metric,with 12% ofwhite applicants ranking in the top decile

compared to only 7 8 % of Asian American applicants. See [Oct. 31 Tr. 70: 17 – 19; DD10 at 77 ].

ProfessorCard smultidimensionalityanalysis thus suggests thata partial cause of the race

related disparities in admission rates, when controlling for academic performance , is that Asian

American applicants disproportionate strength in academics comes at the expense ofother skills

and traits that Harvard values. See [DX692at 2– ].
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TheCourt notes, however, that the profile ratings arenotequally distributed in termsof

the number of , 3s, or 4s assigned, nor are they equally correlated with an applicant s

chancesofadmission. For example, beinga recruitedathlete (and thereforereceiving an athletic

rating of ) vastly improves an applicant s of admission, with 86 % of recruited athletes

typically admitted and Asian Americans especially underrepresented in that group. [Oct 25 Tr.

31: 11–23; PD38 at 2 ] . Although Harvard highly valuesapplicantswho will contribute to its

varsity sports, it alsoadmits a significantnumberof applicantswho do not participate in high

school athletics, and who therefore receive an athletic rating of 4 or lower. [Oct 25 Tr. 28: 21

29: 8, 31: 11– 23; PD38 at 10]. Academic , extracurricular , or personal ratings of 4 or lower are

relatively rare and more likely to result in rejection than an athletic rating of 4 or lower. [Oct 25

Tr. 52: 6 –54: 12; PD38 at 8 10 % ofadmitted non-ALDC applicants are scored as athletic 4s

or lower, while less than 1 % ofadmitted BaselineDatasetapplicantsare scored as academic,

extracurricular, or personal4s. [Oct 25 Tr. 52:23 – 53 :13; PD38 at 10]. Further, personalratings

of 1 are exceptionally rare and are to fewer than 10 applicants in a typicalyear,whereas

athletic, extracurricular, and academic ratings of 1 aremore common, though they are still each

awarded to less than 1% of applicants. See [PX623; PD38 at 2 ].

Although the profile ratings are not of equal importance, arenot assigned on a set curve,

and do nothave any assigned mechanical weight , receiving multiple ratings of 1 or 2 is strongly

correlated with admission. [Oct. 30 Tr. 88: 12 – 89 :3 , 90 :18– 92:12; DX672; DD10 at 6 , 8 ] .

Because the number of and 2sawarded in each of the four profile ratings every year vastly

exceeds thenumberofstudents Harvardcan admit, Harvardtendsto admit applicantswith

multiple profile ratings of 1 or 2 who are also significantly distinguished in some other way

which , as discussed supra at Part III.B . 3, may include accomplishments or characteristics that are
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remarkable even when measured against a very accomplished applicantpool or that are likely to

be underrepresented in Harvard s class.

To summarize , Professor Card uses hismultidimensionality analysis to show that the

Harvard admissionsprocess favors applicants who score well across theprofile and school

support ratings and to counter the argumentthat Harvard' s admissions process is biased based on

a comparison of admission rates for students who are similarly - situated academically. Professor

Card is correctthat an analysispredicated on an applicants academic profile ignoresstatistical

disparities between racial groups across other dimensions that favor non- Asian American

applicants. Most notably, white applicants are significantly more likely to havemade strong

high schoolcontributionsto athletics, and this disparity counteracts the effect thatAsian

American applicants' relativeacademic and extracurricular strength would otherwise have on

their admission rate. ProfessorCard s analysis showsthat strengthacrossmultipledimensions is

highly correlated with admission to Harvard and results in fewer admitted Asian American

applicants

That beingsaid, because Professor Card smultidimensional analysis gives equal weight

to each profile rating, it overvalues the athletic rating which favorswhite applicants, despite the

fact that it is seemingly less important than the academic , , and extracurricular ratings

for obtainingadmission to Harvard, at least for applicantswhoarenotrecruited athletes. See

[DX692 at 2 ]. Further, because the multidimensionality analysis uses all theprofile ratings, any

bias in the ratings, including in the personal rating, is baked into his analysis .

2. ProfessorArcidiaconos AcademicIndex Decile Analysis

In contrast, for his descriptive statistics analysis, Professor Arcidiacono compared

applicants by analyzing the relationship between race and various ratings, including school

support, academic, extracurricular, personal, and overall ratings for applicantswho are
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academically similarly -situated — that iswho fall into the same academic index deciles . For this

analysis, he splits Baseline Dataset applicants into ten equally sized groupsbased on their

academic index, which reflects the strength of an applicant's standardized test scoresand high

school grades, with “ Decile 10 containing the 10 % ofapplicants to Harvardwho had the

strongest academic index scores and “ Decile containing the applicantswith the weakest

scores. See [ PD38 at6 ]. The deciles reflectonly numerical academic metrics in contrast to the

academicratingsassigned by Harvard, which incorporatean assessmentofacademic potential

and other non-numerical factors. [ Oct. 22 Tr. 137: 12 24]. ProfessorArcidiacono' s deciles show

that Asian American applicants are disproportionately represented in the top academic deciles.

See Oct 25 Tr. 44 :12 –48: 8 ; PX624; PX626; PD38 at6 – 8 ] . More than a third of Baseline

DatasetAsian American applicants fall in the strongest two academic index deciles, while

African American and Hispanic applicants are underrepresented among applicants with the

highest academic indexes. [Oct 25 . 47 : 22 48: 5; PD38 at 8 ].

Professor Arcidiacono s academic decile analysis shows a racialdisparity in applicants

personal and overall ratings that appears to favorwhite applicants based on a comparison of

applicants within the same academic decile. See [PD38 at 16 , 18 19 . For example , among

Baseline Dataset applicants, 22. 2 % of Asian Americans in the top decile of applicants by

academicindex ( i . e. those with the strongesthigh schoolGPA and standardizedtest scores)

receive personal ratings of 1or2 , compared to 29. 6 % ofwhites, 34. ofHispanics, and 47% of

African Americans; similar variances by race are also present for students in the second and third

strongest academic deciles . [ Id . at 19 . Similarly , only 12.9 % of Baseline Dataset Asian

Americans in the top academic index decile receive an overall rating of 1 or 2, compared to

15. 6 % of whites, 27. 4 % of Hispanics, and 47 % ofAfrican Americans. [ Id. .
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Professor Arcidiacono' s decile analysis also shows that the disparitiesbetween Asian

American and white applicants school support ratings aremagnifiedwhen comparingapplicants

within the sameacademic index deciles. Among non-recruited athletes, white applicants are

only approximately 1 percentagepoint more likely to receive teacher or guidance counselor

ratingsof or 2 than Asian American applicants. [PX623]. White applicants in the top

academic deciles, however, receive school support ratings of or 2 at a rate that is 4 to 6

percentage points higher than Asian Americans in the same academic deciles. [Oct . 26 Tr.

37: 25 ]

In sum , Professor Arcidiacono bases his decile analysis on the academic index, which

only accounts for test scores and grades — criteria in which Asian American applicants are, on

average, especially strong . Heargues that the personal rating is compromised, that the athletic

rating is notthat important, andthatAsian American applicants do wellon the limitedmeasures

that remain and should therefore be admitted at a higher rate than they are. This approach likely

over emphasizes grades and test scores and undervaluesother less quantifiable qualities and

characteristics that are valued by Harvard and importantto the admissionsprocess.

. Overview of Logistic RegressionModels

Professors Card and Arcidiacono both believe that the descriptive statistics discussed

above help to provide context , butalso agree that logistic regressions are the most useful

econometric tool in evaluating the probable effect of race and other traits on Harvard s

admissions process. See [Oct 25 . 79: 11–83:24; Oct 30 Tr. 101:5 –17] . Their respective

logistic regression models seek to isolate the effects of race through models that include, and

thereby control for, other variables that affect the modeled outcome. Oct 25 Tr. 215: 12 – 19;

Oct. 30 Tr. 176 : 18– 179: 3] .
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TheCourt notes at the outset that although logistic regression models are seemingly the

best available econometric tool, they cannot capture all of the factors that Harvard considers and

can therefore account for only partof the variation in admissions decisions, or other modeled

outcomes. See Oct 25 Tr. 80 :13 24 Oct. 30 Tr. 114: 10 – 23]. Further, no modelisperfect, and

models can be affectedby biases that areinherent in the control variables that they use. See

[Oct 25 Tr. 91:17 92 11, 215: 16 – 19 To limit the impact of variables affected by bias,

variables that are themselves impacted by the independent variable of primary interest,which is

race, should generally be excluded from regression models. Including such variables dilutes the

implied effectof racebyallowing that effect to be partially captured by the race- influenced

variable itself . See [id. at215: 19 Nov . 1 Tr. 77 :22 78 4 . Excluding variables for this

reasonmay, however,make a model less accurate because italso results in the removalof

information relevant to themodeled outcomes.

Here, although Professors Arcidiacono and Card both endorse the use of regression

models, they disagree on whether the personal ratingshould be included as a control variable.

Professor Arcidiacono contends that personal ratings are themselves affected by race and that

they should therefore not be used in the admissions model. [Oct 25 Tr. 99: 11- 18 ]. Professor

Card argues that the personal rating variable should be included, and thereby implicitly contends

that racecorrelateswith personalqualitiesthat affect personalratings, butthat race doesnot

itself affect the personal ratings assigned admissions officers, or at least that any causal effect

ofrace on the personal rating is insignificant relative to the value of the variable in controlling

for a race-correlated , butnot directly race- caused relationship. [Nov. 1 Tr. 79: 9 14] .47 Further,

47 Directly race -caused means a cause internal to the Harvard admissions process, as distinct

from the potential for an effect of race on inputs to that process.
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the personal rating captures other relevant characteristicsunrelated to race thatwillnotbe taken

into account at allby themodeling if the personalrating is excluded, such as the extent to which

an applicantdemonstrates character, leadership ability, self- confidence, grit, orother distinctive

qualities thatmightbenefit the Harvard community .

Logistic regressions result in two metrics that are relevanthere: “ coefficient and

“marginal effect. ” Coefficients indicate how much weightthemodelsuggests each variable has

in determiningthemodeledvariable(here, admissionsoutcomeor an assigned rating) , holding

the other included variables constant. [Oct 25 Tr. 76: 22 78 8 ]. To generate a coefficient for a

discrete variable such as race (e.g . where an applicant is white, Asian American , African

American, or Hispanic), amodelomits oneof those characteristicsto create a baselinegroup

( . g. white applicants) and the coefficientsthatthemodel generates for the included groups( e. g .

Asian American, African American , and Hispanic) then indicate the implied effect of each of

those characteristics on the dependentvariable ( e. g. admissions outcome) relative to thebaseline

group, holdingconstant the control variables thatare included in the model( e. g. academic rating,

disadvantaged status, parental occupation, etc.). [ Id . at 77 :24 – 78 :8 ]. In the experts ' models, a

positivecoefficient is associated with a higherprobability ofadmission or a stronger rating, and

a negativecoefficientisassociatedwith a lowerprobabilityofadmission or a weakerrating. [ Id .

at 77:3 78 23 ]. The Court has and will continue to note when race appears “ statistically

significant” in an analysis, which indicates thatthe coefficient for someracialgroup isof a

magnitude that would occur infrequently due to random variation if race and the modeled

variable were not related when controlling forthe other variables included in themodel. It is

criticalto understandthat a statistically significantvariable in an econometricmodelis not proof
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of a causal relationship. A statistically significant coefficientmay be the result of random

variation, omitted variables, orother flaws in themodel.

A marginaleffect is a measurementof the change in the projected outcomeof themodel

(e. g. oddsof admission to Harvard) that is associated with changinga given variable, while

holdingother variables constant. Themagnitude ofthe change in probability will depend on the

other variables. For example, a modelmightnot suggest a large effect on an applicant s

probability ofbeingadmitted based on being African American, asopposed to beingwhite, for a

studentwho isacademically unprepared (i. . race won' tmakea difference for an unprepared

student), but mightimply a significantly increased probability of admission associated with

being African American rather than white for an applicant who iswell-prepared . See [id at

78: 24 – 80 : 6; PD38 at 25 . An averagemarginal effect is the average of the marginal effect

associatedwith the variableofinterestfor that group. For example, onecould calculatethe

averagemarginaleffectof African American racial identity relative to white identity on the odds

ofadmission or of achieving a given ratingby averaging the probability changes attributable to

thecoefficientfor African American identity in a relevantmodel. See Oct 25 Tr. 21:18– 22: 17 ,

80:8 – 12 , 96 19 97: 24 ; PD38 at 24 –25 31 . Again , itmust be understood that the average

marginaleffectreflectsan averagestatisticalrelationshipbetweena variableof interest (such as

race) and amodeledvariable (such as admissionsoutcome), and that relationshipmay ormaynot

be causal in nature .

Professors Card and Arcidiacono each prepared models ofthe admissions process in

which the dependentvariable is the admissionsdecision (admitted or rejected). [Oct 25 Tr.

216:22 – 217:7 ; Oct. 30 Tr. 101:15– 17]. Their admissions models are broadly similar and predict

the probability ofadmission for domestic non -transfer applicants by accounting for a wide range
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ofobservable variables including gender, disadvantaged status, first generation college applicant

status, fee waiver, whether the applicantapplied for financialaid academic index, intended

major, secondary schooltype, indicatorsof parental education,whether parents attended an Ivy

League school, whether parents are alive, geographic indicators, and standardized test results.

See [Oct 30 Tr. 143 16 25 see also [ PD38 at 26 .

There are, however, several critical differences in the structure and control variables

utilized by Professor Card s and Professor Arcidiacono s respectivemodels. As a result of these

differences , Professors Card smodel returns a coefficient for Asian American identity that is

negativebut not statistically significant,meaningthat themodel does not strongly suggest that

Asian American as opposed to white racialidentityaffects an applicants chancesof admission,

whereas Professor Arcidiacono smodelreturns a negative coefficient for Asian American

identity that is statistically significant ,meaning that his model suggests that Asian American

identity is associated with a lower chance ofadmission, when controlling for the other variables

he includes. [Oct 25 Tr. 115: 1 11; Oct. 30 Tr. 129: 9 – 16, 132:21 134 11] . Themodeling

differences thatresult in these disparate conclusions are discussed infra at Section V . F .

Professor Arcidiacono also prepared a series of ordered logit estimates that SFFA

contends show how well the ratings assigned for the academic, extracurricular, personal, overall,

and school supportratingscan bepredicted. [Oct. 25 Tr. 90: 10– 91: 23, 150:2–6 ; Oct. 30 Tr.

101:15– 17; Oct. 31Tr. 188 :22 – 189: 1; . Tr . 76 :3 11, 79:15– 19; PD38 at 28 ]. These

models are similar to Professor Arcidiacono s model of admissions decisions, except that they

are intendedto beprobativeof the effectof race on the ratingsassignedby admissionsofficers

rather than the applicants probability ofadmission . [Oct. 25 Tr. 90:16 91:10 . Professor

Arcidiacono s preferred ordered logitmodels control for application year, application docket,
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academic , SAT scores, SAT II scores, high schoolGPA, extremely low -grade applicants,

parentaleducation level, includingwhether a parent attended an IvyLeague school, whether the

applicants parents are alive, expected collegemajor, gender, high school type, neighborhood,

disadvantaged status, receiptofan application fee waiver, first generation college applicant

status , whether the applicant applied for financial aid, profile ratings other than the dependent

variable, teacher recommendation ratings, guidance counselorrating, alumni ratings, and certain

interactionsamong those variables. See [ id. at 82 : 13 –85 : 3 ; PD38] . To the extentthat Professor

Arcidiacono s models imply that Asian American identity is associated with the ratings assigned

by admissions officers, hismodelssuggest that themagnitudeand direction of the relationship

(bonus or penalty ) varies by ratingand depends on whether an Asian American applicant ismale

or female and whether ornotthey are economically disadvantaged. See [PD38 at 28 – 35 ] .

E RegressionModelsofSchoolSupport, Profile, and Overall Ratings

Although the experts ' models of admissions outcomes aremost probative ofwhether

Harvard has engaged in discrimination against Asian Americans relative to white applicants,

there are also related statistical relationships between race and the profile and school support

ratings. Because those ratings serve as inputs for the proposed admissions outcomemodels, the

Court will briefly address the extent to which racemightappear to impact the ratings assigned by

admissions officers before turning to the admissions outcomemodels themselves .

. Relationship Between Race and SchoolSupport Ratings

Asdiscussed supra at Section V . C , Asian American applicants have lower average school

support ratingsthan whiteapplicants. There are severalconceivableexplanationsfor the

disparity includingactual differences in non -academic strengths, a correlation between the

quality of the guidance counselor or teacher recommenders and the racialmakeup ofhigh

schools ,biased teachers and guidance counselors , or biased Harvard admissions officers.
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Consideringthe testimony ofHarvard s admissionsofficersand the admissionsprocessitself, the

Court views Harvardadmissionsofficer bias as an unlikely explanation for the disparity in

schoolsupportratingsandconcludesthatrace-relatedvariance in the schoolsupportratings

result from some combination of the other potentialcauses, allofwhich are beyondHarvard s

control. Further, when considering regression analyses, because school support ratings can be

included in admissionsoutcomemodels, any racialeffectthat impacts admissions decisions

through the school supportratingscan be controlled for.

Importantly , however, although the school support ratings themselves provideonly an

overall numeric evaluation of recommendations , the school supportmaterials are in factmore

nuanced and the substance of them informs perceptions about applicants across numerous

dimensions. [Oct. Tr. 36 : 16– 37 : 16 ] . Considering the stereotypes and biases that favor and

disfavor Asian American applicants in different evaluation dimensions, the impact of race on the

school support ratings could be understood to suggest that the overall numeric scoremasksmore

subjective disparities inhow applicants from differentracialgroupsare presented by their

recommenders. See [ id. . Therefore , to the extent Asian Americans are presented by guidance

counselors and high school teachers asweaker in personalcharacteristics that Harvard values

and those presentations inform the personal rating, omission of the personal rating results in an

omitted variable bias that cannot be fully captured by including a school support rating control

variable.

2 . Relationship Between RaceandPersonalRatings

Professor Arcidiacono s preferredmodelsuggests thatAsian American identity reduced a

BaselineDataset applicant' s probability of receiving a personalrating of 2 or higher. The model

implies thatwhen holding constant nearly all of the available observable variables , Asian

American identity is associated with a lower probability of beingassigned a strong personal
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ratingby an admission officer. More precisely, hismodelsuggests that an average Baseline

Dataset Asian American applicanthas a 17. 8 % probability ofreceiving a 2 or higher on the

personal rating, which is lower than the 21. % chance that the model suggests the applicant

would have in the absence of any racialpreference . [Oct 25 Tr. 96 :24–97: 24 ; PD38 at 31] .

Harvard did notoffer a competing regressionmodelto show thatno statistically significant

relationship between Asian American identity and the personal rating exists, and the Court

therefore concludes that the data demonstrates a statistically significantandnegative relationship

between Asian American identity and the personal rating assigned by Harvard admissions

officers, holding constantany reasonable set ofobservable characteristics.

The Court finds, however , that Professor Arcidiacono s preferred model likely overstates

the direct effect ofAsian American identity on the personal rating. First, as discussed supra at

Section III.B . 4 , Harvard s witnesses credibly testified that they did notuse race in assigning

personalratings (or any of the profile ratings) and did not observe any improper discrimination

in the admissions process. [Oct. 18 Tr. 49: 17 – 19 ; Oct. 19 Tr. 48: 24 – 49: 19 , 253: 4 – 17 ; Oct. 23

Tr. 50 :24 –51: 4 219: 21 24 Oct 24 Tr. 122: 5 8 ; Nov. 1 Tr. 246: 18 – 247: 4, 253 18 25 The

uniformity of these observations is persuasive given the collectivemanner in which admissions

decisions are made, with allmembersof the Admissions Committee participating in all decisions

and having real-timevisibility into the process for each applicant. Any causal relationship

between Asian American identity andthepersonal ratingmust thereforehavebeen sufficiently

subtle to go unnoticed by numerous considerate , diligent, and intelligent admissions officers who

were immersed in the admissions process.

Second, Professor Arcidiacono s modelexplainsonly a portion of the variation in

personal ratings and likely suffers from considerable omitted variable bias. The model does not
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include variables for several factors that influence personalratings and may correlate with race,

such as the extentto which applicants and personal statements demonstrated their

abilities to overcomeobstacles or personalachievements thatmight reasonably beperceived as

an indication of leadershipability or other personalstrengths. [Oct. 31 Tr. 35: 15 – 36 : 9 ].48

Third, as discussed supra atSection V . C , E , teacher and guidancecounselor

recommendations seemingly presented Asian Americans as having less favorable personal

characteristics than similarly situated non-Asian American applicants, and the schoolsupport

ratings do not fully reflectmore subtle racial disparities . As the experts analyses demonstrate ,

some race- correlated variation in teacher and guidance counselor recommendations is likely a

cause of at least partof the disparity in the personal ratings. See supra at Sections V . C , E .

Professor Card s analysis showsthatthe school supportratings for American applicants

are generally weaker than the ratings for white students when comparing white and Asian

American students who receive the same academic rating. [DX692 at 4 see [DD10 at 68 ]. For

example , approximately 43 % of white students who receive an academic score of 2 have school

support ratings ( from their twoteacher and one guidance counselor recommendations ) that sum

48 Speculating on how unobserved variablesmay influencing themodel s implied effect of
race on the personal ratings is fraughtwith difficulty. Although the Courthas not received
statistical evidence on the effectof race on specific high school achievements , it is likely that

somehigh schoolachievements are themselves effected by racialbiases. Onemight question the
effect, positive or negative, ofbeing Asian American on the probability ofbeingselected to a

leadership position such as class president, captain of a sports, math, or debate team , or the
likelihood ofbeing identified as an outspoken advocate , a natural leader, or an intellectual

superstar. Professor Arcidiacono s models account for someof these considerations, to some
degree, through inclusion of the school support ratings, much of the variation in applicants

qualities cannot easily beboiled down to econometrically digestible variables. Oct 31 Tr.
35: 15 – 36 : 9 ] . It is possible that Asian American applicants to Harvard are being disadvantaged

by biases in their high schools that affect their college applications. Admissions officers have no

easy mechanism to measure or correct for these biases, except to carefully review individual
applicants in a holistic way and to recognize and consider applicants' accounts of how their

racial identities have shaped their pre-college experiences.
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to 7 or less ( indicating very strong recommendations ) , while only about 37 % of Asian American

applicantswith an academic score of 2 receive similarly strong school support ratings. [ Oct 31

Tr. 55 :11–56 : 2] . Because teacher and guidance counselor recommendation letters are among the

most significant inputs for thepersonal rating, the apparent race- related or race-correlated

difference in the strength of guidance counselor and teacher recommendations is significant. See

[ id at54:6 – 56 : 2 ; DD10 at67–68] . The Court reiterates that to the extent that disparities in the

personalratings are explained by teacher and guidance counselor recommendation letters,

Harvard s admissions officers are not responsible for any race-related or race- correlated impact

that those letters may have.

Additionally , correlation between race and the personal and school support ratings does

notclearly demonstratea causalrelationship, given the correlationbetween race andnumerous

factors that likely influence teacher and guidance counselor recommendations and admissions

officers' evaluation of personaland overall strength . For example, a privileged student and a

disadvantaged studentwith the same academic performance may wellnot receivesimilar teacher

and guidance counselor recommendations. Similarly, a studentthatworks part time and a

student that doesnotmay receivedifferent recommendationseven with the same academic

performanceandwithoutreferenceto race, but ifworkingoutsideofschoolcorrelates to race

and informsteacher, guidance counselor, and admissions officers ' evaluation ofapplicants , the

schoolsupportand personalratingsmay correlatewith race, although racemightnotbe the cause

ofthe differential. In other words, race - correlated disparities in personal ratings for applicants

who have similar academic qualificationsmay reflectunderlyingdifferences in thebackgrounds

and experiencesof applicants that happen to correlate with race butare notraciallymotivated.

Thatbeing said , it is not clear that these sorts of considerations adequately explain the difference
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in personalratingsbetween white and Asian American applicants in Professor Arcidiacono s

decile analysis or the similar analysis Professor Card has offered.

Overall, the disparity between white and Asian American applicants personal ratingshas

not been fully and satisfactorily explained. Because some of the disparity in personal ratings is

due to teacher and guidance counselor recommendations, the issue becomes whether the

remaining disparity reflects discrimination . The disparity in personal ratings between Asian

American and otherminority groups is considerably largerthan between Asian American and

white applicants and suggests that at least someadmissions officersmight have subconsciously

provided tips in the personal rating, particularly to African American and Hispanic applicants , to

create an alignment between the profile ratings and the race - conscious overall ratings that they

were assigning. See [ PD38 at33] . It is also possible, although unsupported by any direct

evidence before the Court, part of the statistical disparity resulted from admissions officers '

implicitbiases that disadvantaged Asian American applicants in the personalratingrelative to

white applicants, but advantaged Asian Americans over whites in the academic rating.

Further, the Court cannotaccurately estimate what portion of the difference in the

personalratings resulted from the strength of the personalqualities thatHarvard seeks to

measureor from differences in how Asian American applicantsare presented to Harvardby high

schools relative to other applicants , as opposed to being the effect of implicitbiases. Taking

account of all the available evidence, itispossible that implicit biaseshad a slightnegative effect

on average Asian American personal ratings, but the Court concludes that the majority of the

disparity in the personalratingbetweenwhite and Asian American applicantswasmore likely

causedby race-affected inputs to the admissionsprocess (e. g. recommendationsor high school
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accomplishments) or underlying differences in the attributes thatmay have resulted in stronger

personalratings.

3. RegressionModels of the Academic, Extracurricular, and OverallRatings

Unlikethepersonalratings, the experts agree that the academic and extracurricular

variablesshouldbe includedin theadmissionsoutcomemodeland that the overall ratingshould

notbe included because Harvard acknowledges that it is directly affected by racialidentity. See

[PD38 at 26; DD10 at 46 47 . Nevertheless, because the profile ratings may allbe impacted by

race in a very marginalmanner, the Courtwill briefly discuss the econometric models of these

variables. Professor Arcidiacono s logistic regressionmodels for the academic, extracurricular,

and overallratings suggest a non-uniform effectof Asian American identityon those ratings.

[Oct. 25 Tr .91:11–92:20, 109:23 –110: 13; PD38at 28 –33] . The academic and extracurricular

ratingsmodels return positive coefficients for Asian American identity, while the overall rating

model returns a negative coefficient for Asian Americans (with the exception of disadvantaged

Asian American females ). See [Oct 25 Tr. 92:24 10 , 107:8 – 13, PD38 at 29 32 –33 ].

A comparison between the strength of Asian American applicants on the observable

characteristics included in Professor Arcidiacono s academic and extracurricular rating models

and the coefficients for Asian American groups suggests that Asian Americanshave traits, other

than their racial identity , thatmakethem likely to scorewell in academic and extracurricular

ratings. [Oct 25 Tr. 107: 8– 110: 17; PD38 at 32– 33 ] . This implies that the positive coefficients

for Asian American identity in the academic and extracurricular ratingsmodelsare likely at least

partially the resultofunobservablecharacteristicsthat correlate with race, and Professor

Arcidiacono has posited that is indeed likely the cause. [Oct 25 Tr. 108:24 – 109:8 , 110 : 14 17

The Court finds, however , that although omitted variables are likely partially responsible for the

positive coefficients for Asian American identity in Professor Arcidiacono s models for the
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academic and extracurricular ratings, those coefficients could also partially be the result of slight

implicitbias that favors Asian Americansin theseareas.

Professor Arcidiacono s modelof the overall rating yieldsnegative coefficients for Asian

American males and non -disadvantaged Asian Americans females. [PD38at 29 . This suggests

that Asian Americans who are not also disadvantaged females might receive lower overall

ratingsbecause of their racialidentity relative to similarly -situated white applicants, see [Oct 25

Tr. 92: 20 – 94: 10; PD38at29], buttheresultis subject to substantially the samecriticism that

Harvard lodges against Professor Arcidiacono s admissions outcomemodel, namely that

Professor Arcidiacono s modelingchoices do not fully reflectthe actual admissions process and

thathis decision to exclude ALDC applicantswas results-driven. Regardless, the Court findsit

unnecessary to delve further into the overallrating disparity because it is the oddsofadmission,

not an apparent disparity in the odds of receivinga high overall rating, that is primarily at issue,

and Harvard acknowledges and intendsthat race may be factored into the overall rating. See

[Oct. 18 Tr. 167: 17 – 168:6 .

F . RegressionModels of AdmissionsOutcome

As noted supra at Section V. D , both Professors Arcidiacono and Card prepared models of

domestic non- transfer applicants' probability of admission to Harvard based on a wide array of

variables. [Oct 25 Tr. 21:18–23:23, 215:12– 15; Oct. 30 Tr. 176: 18 – 177: 7 ]. Professor Card s

preferred model returns a negative coefficient Asian American identity (suggesting a lower

likelihood of admission), but the relationship is slight, not statistically significant, and is positive

( suggestingan increased likelihoodofadmission) for someclass years. [Oct. 30 Tr. 129: 9 16,
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132:21- 134 11; DX685 ; DD10 at 30 ] 49 Professor Arcidiacono s preferred model returns a

statistically significantnegative coefficient for non - Asian American applicants, which

implies a penalty for non- ALDC Asian American applicants relative to non-ALDC white

applicants . [Oct. 25 Tr. 115: 1 118 10; PD38 at 34 .

Professors Card s and ProfessorArcidiacono s preferredmodelsdiffer in the following

significant respects: ( 1) Professor Arcidiacono interacts race and disadvantaged status; ( 2)

Professor Arcidiacono excludes the personal rating from themodel; ( 3) Professor Arcidiacono

excludes ALDC applicants ; (4 ) Professor Arcidiacono pooled the 2014– 2019 applicant data into

a singlemodelwith effects for classyears, whereas Professor Card used separate year-by-year

models and thereby allowed the effect of variables to vary by admissions cycle ; and ( 5 ) Professor

Arcidiaconoexcludes parentaloccupation, intended career, and an indicatorforwhether

applicants interviewed with a staffmember. See [Oct 31 Tr. 88:21 9123; DD10 at84 ]. For the

reasonsdiscussed below , theCourt findsboth experts' approaches to be econometrically

defensible , butprefers Professor Arcidiacono s approach with respect to interacting race and

disadvantaged status and prefers Professor Card s inclusion of ALDC applicants use ofyear-by

year models, and inclusion of parental occupation , intended career, and staff interview variables ,

and findsmodelswith and withoutthe personalratingto be worthy of consideration.

Professor Arcidiacono reasonably interacted race and disadvantaged status. [Oct 25 Tr.

150: 11– 19 approach is consistentwith the approachtaken by OIR in response to Dean

49 Professor Card also modeled the admissions outcomes for two subgroups of Asian Americans:
females and applicants from California . Hefound that Asian American identity within these

subgroups returned positive coefficients thatwere not statistically significant. [Oct. 25 Tr.
154: 7 – 155 :3 ; Oct. 30 Tr. 136 : 8 137 8 . These models show that to the extent biases influenced
the admissions process, those biases were not uniform across the Asian American applicant
population .
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Fitzsimmons request and reflectsthepossibility of someinteractionbetween raceand

disadvantagedstatus. See [Oct 17 Tr. 127: 22– 129:17; Oct. 25 Tr. 150: 11 1511; PX26]. It was

not unreasonable , however , for Professor Card not to interact the selected variables . The

inclusion of these interaction termshas only amodestimpacton the average marginal effects of

Asian American identity generated by the admissions models , and their inclusion alone does not

result in Asian American identity having a statistically significant effectwhen the termsare

added to Professor Card smodel. [Oct. Tr. 89: 11– 18; DD10 at 84 ].

There is a reasonable econometric basis for removing the personal ratings from the

admissionsmodels given the possibility that the personal ratings are affected by race . See Oct

25 Tr. 91: 17 92 1] . Removing the personal rating, however , expands the omitted variable bias

because the relationship between race the personal rating is likely partially reflective of

biasesexternalto the AdmissionsOffice, characteristicsthat are correlatedwith race, and life

experiences that are impacted by race. See supraatSection V . C . Therefore, although the Court

believesthat including thepersonal ratingresults in a more comprehensive analysis, models with

and without the personal rating are econometrically reasonable and provideevidence that is

probative of the effect of race on the admissions process.

Professor Card s inclusion of ALDCs in the admissions model is preferred by the Court.

Although ALDCsbenefit from sizable tipsowing to their respectivestatuses as recruited

athletes, legacies, dean s or director s listmembers, or children of faculty or staff, they are

evaluated through the samebasic admissions process as other applicants and their admission

outcomes providedata that is probative ofwhetherHarvard is discriminatingagainst Asian

Americans. [Oct 17 Tr. 203: 19 22; Oct. 25 Tr. 30 : 13 –31: 3 , 233: 25 234: 3 . IncludingALDCs

in themodel is particularly warranted where they account for approximately 30% of Harvard s
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admitted studentsand thereforeprovidea significantportion of the datapoints for admitted

students. [DX706 , DD10 at 38 .

Professor Arcidiacono acknowledges that Asian American ALDCsare notdiscriminated

against. See [Oct 25 Tr. 120:23– 126 :8 . His corresponding suggestion thatonly non- ALDC

Asian Americans face discrimination in the admissions process is inadequately supported by

non- statisticalevidence. Further, it does notseem likely that Harvard would discriminate against

non - ALDC Asian Americans, but notdiscriminate against ALDC Asian American applicants or

that there would bea race- related explanation for treating the two groups differently , especially

given the Court s conclusion based on the testimony ofHarvard' s admission officers that any

race- related discriminationagainstAsian American applicants relativeto white applicants is

unintentional. Additionally, the tips that only ALDCsreceive, for example for being recruited

athletes , can be adequately accounted for through the inclusion of variables for those

characteristics. See [Oct 30 Tr. 157: 24 – 158:14] . Overall, includingALDCs leads to a model

thatmoreaccurately reflects how the admissionsprocess worksand takes into accounta larger

percentageof the admittedclass. In the view of theCourt, lookingat only a portion of a class or

carving out thesegments where there is less likely to bediscrimination distorts theanalysis just

as carving out the segments where there is mostly likely to bediscrimination would do the same

butto thebenefit of the otherparty. [ Id. at 166 :21– 167: 20 ] .

For similarreasons, ProfessorCard s modellingof each individualadmissionscycle is

preferable to Professor Arcidiacono s pooling of applicants the six admissions cycles of

available data . Professor Card year -by -year approach conforms to the reality that the effect of

various characteristics in the admissions process may change slightly between years , as

Harvards institutionalinterestsor admissionspolicies shift orwhen the compositionof the
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applicant pool changes . [Id. at 167: 25 – 170:15 see, e.g. , [DX703; DX704 ] . Further,modeling

each annualadmission cycle independently recognizes that having a class that is 30 % African

American one year and 0 % the nextis notthe same as having15 % each of those years.

Professor Arcidiacono pooled the admissions cycles to achieve amore precise estimate of the

effect of Asian American racial identity, butProfessor Card smodelachieves a lower standard

error , which is an indication of the precision of the model. [Oct. 30 Tr. 172: 21– 175: 18; DD10 at

45 ]

Professor Arcidiacono omitted intended career, staff interview indicator, andparental

occupation from hismodel. [Oct 25 Tr. 145:21– 148 12] . The Court prefers a model that

includesthese variablesbecause they play a role in the admissionsprocess. [Oct 26 Tr. 8 :25 –

9 :21, 10 :17– 11: 6 ; Oct 31 Tr. 9: 3 Further, these variables correlatewith race and therefore

create a significant potential for omitted variable bias if excluded . [Oct 31 Tr. 10 :16 – 18, 11: 15 –

12: 21, 21:19–22: 14; DX677; DX681; DD10 at54 ] . Professor Arcidiacono excluded these

variables primarily because of data issues, including unexplained year-to -year fluctuations in the

distribution ofparentaloccupation and intended career categorizations. [Oct 25 . 145: 21

148: 12; DD10 at 50 –52, 56 . As examples numerousparentswho were categorized as having

low -skill jobs for the class of 2014 would likely have been categorized as being self-employed

for the class of 2015 , and there is a substantial decrease in the number of parents categorized as

unemployed amongapplicants to the classof 2017 versus the class of 2018 [Oct 25 Tr. 146 :4

147: 9; DD10 at51–52 ] . Although the data for parental education and intended career are notas

consistent year -to -year as would be ideal, including the variables is preferable because their

exclusion results in omitted variablebiasthat exaggerates the effect of race that is impliedbythe

models. Oct. 30 Tr. 146: 18 –147: 6; DX695; DD10 at35 Professor Card smodel deals
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effectively with data categorization inconsistenciesby treating each admission cycle separately ,

and SFFA hasnotshownthat the data is unreliablewithin any admissionscycle. [Oct 30 Tr.

169: 12 24 ]. Thisdatamightwellneed to beexcluded ifusingonedata poolfor alladmission

years, butthere is no need to exclude it when modeling admissionsdecisionsyear-by-year.

ProfessorCard included a staffinterview indicatorvariable, while Professor Arcidiacono

excluded the indicatorbased on his conclusion thatthe score from an interview should matter,

notwhether an applicantwas interviewed. [Oct 25 Tr. 148: 13– 18]. Interviewingwith an

Admissions Office staffmember seemingly affects an applicant' s probability ofadmission to

Harvard, perhaps because it provides an applicant with a potential advocate in the Admissions

Officeirrespectiveofhow wellthe applicantperformsin that interview, and the Courtconcludes

that includingthe indicator variable is preferable. See Oct 31Tr. 25: 7 –27 :8 .

The Court finds that ProfessorsCard and Arcidiaconoeach presenteda viable

econometricmodelbutwillrely on Professor Card smodelwith the interaction termsutilized by

Professor Arcidiacono and then consider results both with andwithout the personal rating

variable included. Thismodelwould return a slightlynegative coefficientandaveragemarginal

effect for Asian American identity , but that coefficient is only statistically significant in the

version ofthemodel where thepersonal rating variable is excluded. See Oct 30 Tr. 146: 6– 17;

DD10 at 35] . In fact, withoutanymodifications, ProfessorCard s modelreturns a slightpositive

averagemarginal effect for Asian American identity in three ofthe six admission cycles that the

experts analyzed. [DD10 at 30 Whether thepersonal ratingvariable is included ornot, the

lower probability ofadmissionto Harvard that appearsassociatedwith Asian American identity

is slight, with an averagemarginal effect of Asian American racial identity on admissions

probability that is well below minus one percentage point (i.e. closer to zero ). The modeldoes
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not demonstrate any intentby admissions officers to discriminate based on racial identity , and

the implied effect is so slight that it is possible that the coefficientwould be positive, at least

with the personalrating included, if the modelwas better able to account for unobserved factors.

Itis also possible that the negative coefficientand average marginaleffect reflecta very slight

implicit bias that could have played amodest role in lowering Asian Americans admissions

probability in someof the 2014 – 2019 admissions cycles. If so , the effectwas so slightthat it

went unnoticed by careful and conscientious observers within the Admissions Office. The

implied effect varies by admissions cycle and with the personal rating included, results

in a positive, statistically insignificanteffect for the 2019 class year, which suggests, even

though the change isnotstatistically significant, thatany implicitbiasesagainstAsian

Americans dissipated or were eliminated after the Admissions Office was confronted with the

allegations at issue here. See Oct 30 Tr. 163:22 – 164: 22 ; DD10 at 41 .

G . Absence of StatisticalSupport for RacialBalancing or Quotas

Harvarddoes nothave any racialquotasand hasnot attempted to achieveclasses with

any specified racialcomposition. [Oct. 18 Tr. 112: 1 21, 197: 16 – 19; Oct. 19 Tr. 65:13

197:14– 20 ; Oct. 24 Tr. 123: 15 – 18, 174: 10– 18, 210: 2 – 9; Nov. 1 Tr. 249: 24 – 250 : 6 ). As

discussed supra at Section III. B .4 , Harvard evaluates the likely racial composition of its class and

providestips to applicantsto help itachieve a diverse class. Those tipsarenecessary to achieve

a diverse class given the relative paucity of minority applicants that would be admitted without

such a tip . In trying to assure a diverse class , when reviewing an individualapplicant, the

admissions officers consider various qualitative and numerical indicators ofdiversity , including

the racialcomposition of the group of studentswho areexpected to beadmitted.

Although Harvard tracks and considers various indicators of diversity in the admissions

process, includingrace, theracialcomposition of Harvard s admitted classeshas varied in a
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manner inconsistentwith the imposition ofa racialquota or racialbalancing. See [Oct 31Tr.

119: 10– 121: 10 ; DX711] . As Figures 1 and 2 show , there has been considerable year - to - year

variation in the portion of Harvard ' s class that identifies as Asian American since at least 1980 .

See [DX711 at 2 ; DD10 at 100 101.

Figure 1: PercentChange in Year- to - Year Admittance of Students by Race.

at100; DX711].
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Figure 2: PercentofApplicants and Admitted Students by Race 1980 through 2019.

DD10 at 100 ; DX713] .
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The demographicmakeup ofHarvard' s classes from 1980through 2019 show significant

changes to the composition of each class, and therehasbeen more year- to -year variation in

admitted Asian American applicants than year-to - year variation in the number of applicants.

[DX713; DD10 at 104 From 1980 to 2019 Asian Americanswent from 4. 1% of applicants and

3. 4 % ofadmitted students to 21. 2 % of applicants and 20. 6 % of admitted students. [DX713].

Since 1980, the Asian American proportion ofthe admitted class has increased roughly five- fold,

and since 1990 the Asian American proportion of theadmitted class has increased roughly two

fold . [ . SFFA did not offer expert testimony on racial balancing and instead asserts that the

claim can beresolved without any expert analysis . [Oct 25 . 202:6 –203: 1; ECF No. 627

X2
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The Court finds that the statistical evidence shows that Harvard hasnot imposed racial

quotas orotherwise engaged in impermissible racialbalancing.

VI. FINDINGSOF FACT: RACE-NEUTRAL ALTERNATIVES

Under the strict scrutiny rubric established by the Supreme Court ,Harvard may consider

race to achievediversity only if there is noworkablerace-neutralalternativeto the consideration

ofrace to ensure a sufficiently diverse class. SFFA introducedmodels on race-neutral

alternatives through an expert , Richard Kahlenberg Smith Committee s conclusions and

the analysis performed by Professor Card andMr. Kahlenberg allconvincingly establish that no

workable race -neutral alternatives willcurrently permitHarvard to achieve the level of racial

diversity it has credibly foundnecessary for its educationalmission.

Harvard s race- conscious admissions policy has a significant impact on the racial

diversity of its class, with African American and Hispanic applicants being the primary

beneficiaries in terms of their admissions probabilities. The policy of considering applicants '

racemay improve the admission chances of someAsian Americanswho connect their racial

identitieswithparticularly compellingnarratives, butoverallresults in fewer Asian American

and white students being admitted . See Oct. 31Tr. 127:22– 128: 15 ] . Any race-neutral

alternative willbe deemed workable only if itwould allow Harvard to achieve thebenefits that it

derives from its currentdegreeof diversitywithin a given class year, while also being

practicable, affordable, and notrequiringa materialdecline in academic quality orany of the

other measuresof excellence valued by Harvard.

50Mr. Kahlenberg is a senior fellow at The Century Foundation , where he hasworked for the last

twenty years. Hegraduated from Harvard College in 1985 and received a juris doctor from

Harvard Law School in 1989. Mr. Kahlenberg has published on numerous socioeconomic

subjects , including the use of race-neutral alternatives in college admissions. [ Oct 22 Tr. 7 : 15
12: 10
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Currently, althoughalways considered in conjunctionwith other factors andmetrics,

race is a determinative tip for approximately 45 % ofall admitted African American andHispanic

applicants. See DX721at ]. At least 10 % of Harvard' s admitted class, includingmorethan

one third ofthe admitted Hispanics and more than half of the admitted African Americans,

would most likely notbe admitted in the absence ofHarvard s race-conscious admissions

process. See Oct 31 Tr. 127: 22 – 129: 2; DX721; DD10 at 107]. 51 In the absence ofany other

adjustmentsto Harvard' s admissionspolicy, eliminatingconsiderationof would cause the

African American representation at Harvard to decline from approximately 14 % to 6 % of the

student population and Hispanic representation to decline from 14 % to 9 % . [Oct 31Tr. 126 21

129: 2 ]. Overthe courseof four years, the number of African American andHispanic students at

Harvard would fall by nearly 1, 000 students. See Oct 25 Tr. 167: 20 – 168:4; PD38 at 39 .

The Courtnotesthat Harvard' s currentadmissionspolicy does notresult in under

qualified studentsbeing admitted in the nameof diversity rather, the tip given for race impacts

who among the highly-qualified students in the applicant poolwillbeselected for admission to a

class that is too smallto accommodate more than a small percentageof those qualified for

admission. Therefore, removing attention to race,without a workable race-neutralalternative,

51 The econometricmodels fail to fully reflectthenumber of students for whom race is
determinative. Among other factors, the increased Asian American representation that the
models projectwould likely not include allAsian American students who are admitted under the
current race-conscious approach . In the total absence of a race- conscious policy, some Asian
American applicants who excelled on academic, athletic , or other metrics of successwould likely

replacesomenumber of Asian American students from disproportionately less advantaged
backgrounds who tell compelling stories about their personal identities that require an

understanding of their race. See, e. g. , [Oct. 18 Tr. 52: 19 – 56 :21; Oct. 29 Tr. 147:6 – 152: 12 .

52Moreover, other tips in the admissions process, like so many facets ofmodern -day American

life, disproportionately benefit individuals in the majority and more affluent group .
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would cause a sharp decline in the percentageof African American and Hispanic students at

Harvardwithout resulting in a particularly significant increase in the overallacademic strength

ofthe class.

The parties experts, aswell at the Smith Committee, examined numerous race-neutral

alternatives to determineif they , alone or in combination, could conceivably limit the decline in

racial diversity in Harvard s class in the absence of a race-conscious admissions policy. See

[Oct 22 Tr. 18: 1 11 Oct 31 Tr. 129: 3 130 4; PX316 at 6 – 18]. These alternatives included

eliminating early action , tips for ALDC applicants , the practice ofoffering deferred admissions

or z - listing applicants, and consideration of standardized test scores, as wellas expanding

recruitingand partnership efforts, admittingmore transfer students, utilizinga place-based quota

system , and expanding preferences for economically disadvantaged applicants. [Oct. 22 Tr.

33 15 49:8; Oct. 31 Tr. 130: 5 130 23, 133 : 10 –20 ; PX316 at 6 – 18 ; DD10 at 109] . Asmore fully

set forth below , Harvard has demonstrated that noneof these approaches, individually or in

combination , would allow itto reach the levelof racialdiversity that itbelievesnecessary to

achieve its educationalmission withoutsignificantconsequences to thestrength of itsadmitted

class.

A EliminatingEarly Action

In an earlier effort to both increase diversity and level the admissions playing field for

less advantaged applicants, Harvard eliminated its early action program for the classesof 2012

through 2015,believing that early action disproportionately benefitted affluentapplicants and

hoping that other elite colleges would follow its lead , which they largely did not. [PX316 at 15 .

53 Similarly, removing the tips for recruited athletes would result in a sharp decline in admitted

athletes, removing the tips for children of faculty or staff would reduce their representation , and
eliminating the tip for legacies would decrease their numbers aswell . In other words , removing

any tips changes themake- up of the admitted class, butnotnecessarily its overall quality .
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This actually had the unintended consequence ofdecreasingmatriculation rates among some

categories ofAfrican American and Hispanic applicants, apparentlybecause themost qualified

of those prospective applicants were choosing to attend other colleges that offered early

admission or early decision. [Oct 23 Tr. 156 :17– 157:22 ; DX39 at 2 – 4 ] . As a result, Harvard

reinstituted an early action program for the class of 2016. [PX316 at 15; DX39at 4 . Harvard s

actual experience ismoreprobative of the probable resultof such a change than econometric

prognostications and shows that the likely effectof removing early action on African American

and Hispanic enrollmentis negativeor near zero . [Oct. Tr. 133: 20 135 24; DX728 at 3] . As

such, eliminatingearly action does notpresent a viable race-neutraloption for achieving student

body diversity.

B ALDC Tips

Preferences or tips for ALDC applicants and related deferred admissions also

disproportionately benefit socioeconomically advantaged applicants. See [PX316 at 16– 17 .

Although removing tips for these applicants would improve socioeconomic diversity at Harvard

and increase thenumber of Asian American students, itwould not significantly increase the

number of African American and Hispanic students if implemented alone. [Oct. 31Tr. 131: 8 –

133 8 ; DX720; DD10 at 112]. Professor Card reasonably estimated that eliminating tips for race

and ALDC status, along with eliminatingdeferred admissions, would cause African American

enrollmentto decline from 14 to 5 % and Hispanic enrollmentto decline from 14 % to 9 % .

[Oct 31Tr. 132: 15 – 133: 19; DX720; DD10 at 112]. Eliminatingtips for ALDC applicants

wouldhave the effect of openingspots in Harvard s class that could then be filled through an

admissions policy more favorable to non -white students , butHarvard would be far less

competitive in Ivy League intercollegiate sports, which would adversely impact Harvard and the

student experience. [Oct. 30 Tr. 40 :12 21] . Eliminating tips for legacies, applicants on the
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dean s and director' s interest lists, and children of faculty or staff would also come at

considerable costs, and would adversely affect Harvard s ability to attracttop quality faculty and

staff and to achieve desired benefits from relationships with its alumni and other individuals who

havemadesignificant contributions to Harvard. [Oct.23 Tr. 164 19 –167:2; Oct. 30 Tr. 20: 17 –

21:8, 35:25 13 ; PX316 at 16 – 17 .

Therefore, eliminating tips for ALDC applicants and related deferred admissions

practices is not alone an adequate race-neutralalternative given the limited probable impact on

racialdiversity and the likely adverse consequences for Harvard and student life. The Court

notes that reasonable minds can differ on the importance of collegeathletics, alumni relations,

and admitting the children of faculty and staff,buttakesno position on these issues other than to

note that these are topics best left to schools to figureout for themselves. As relevanthere,

eliminating these tips orpreferences is largely unrelated to the goal ofdiversity or the issue of

race, and in any event, is not a race-neutral alternative that would obviate the need

considering race in admissions .

C . Augmenting Recruiting Efforts and FinancialAid

Harvard looked at expandingrecruitingand partnership effortsand providingmore

financial aid as a way to increase diversity without having to consider race in the application

process. Thecollege alreadymakes significantoutreach effortsandprovidesexceptionally

generous financial aid. [ PX316 at 9 11] . In addition to the HFAI and UMRP programs

discussed supra at Section III. A . 2, the Smith Committee s report describes additional

community -based outreach efforts and considered but rejected the potential for pipeline

programs that are inconsistent with Harvard s recruitment goals. [PX316 at 10 . Harvard has

already reached , or at least very nearly reached , the maximum returns in increased

socioeconomic and racial diversity that can reasonably be achieved through outreach and
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reducing the cost of aHarvard education. See Oct 31 Tr. 158: 15– 161:2 ; PX316 at 10 – 11;

DD10at 131– 133].

D . IncreasingDiversity by AdmittingMore Transfer Students

Harvardmight also increase diversityby admitting, as transfers, students who mightnot

have applied or been accepted to Harvard at the outset. For example, it is conceivablethat if

Harvard expanded its efforts to attract and admit transfer students, it mightbe able to admit some

transfer applicants who did nothave theperspective to seeattendingHarvard asan option orwho

excelled during twoyears at another college, thereby demonstrating an academic prowess that

mightnot havebeen evident right outofhigh school. Despite the facialappeal of these

scenarios, Harvard hasdemonstrated that accepting an increased number of transfer applicants is

also nota viable race-neutral alternative because these applicants are, on average, less diverse

and less qualified than applicants to its freshman class. [Oct. 31 Tr. 146:24 – 149:21; DX730;

DD10 at 124 125]. Further, Harvard operates as a four -year residential college and the number

of transfer students that itcan admit is constrained by the number of available beds,meaning that

there isnotroom for transferstudentsunlessother classmembersdrop out. [PX316 at 12 13 .

E Eliminating Standardized Testing

Eliminating consideration of standardized testing is likewisenotan adequate race-neutral

alternative to considering race in the admissions process. Harvard considers standardized tests to

bereflectiveof academic or intellectualstrength anduses SAT and ACTtest scores in assigning

academic ratings. [PX721at4 . Harvardhas demonstrated thateliminating consideration of

standardizedtest scoresin theadmissionsprocesswould lead to a reduction in the academic

qualifications of its admitted class, at leastasmeasured by the criteria Harvard presently uses.

[Oct 31 Tr. 143: 23– 146: 11; DX722at 3 ; DD10 at121] . As the Smith Committeefound,

standardized tests are“ imperfectmeasures,” butthey can be a usefulmetric when considered in
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tandem with an applicant's background . [PX316 at 18 ] . Although eliminating consideration of

standardized test scoresmight improve diversity slightly, the effects on the academic strength of

Harvard ' admitted class makes eliminating the consideration of standardized test scores an

unviable race-neutral alternative. See [Oct Tr. 153:4 – 154:17; DX723 at 3 ].

F. Place- Based Quotas

The Smith Committee considered place-based quotas , such as admitting the top student

from each high school class or from each zip code. [PX316 at 11 12 . Harvard s evaluation and

rejectionof these ideasreflectsthereality thatHarvardisfar too selectiveand high schoolsand

zip codes in the United States too numerous forsuch an admissions policy to beeven close to

workable. [Oct 22 Tr. 107: 6 108 2 .

Harvard could achieve somewhat improved racialdiversity in the absence of a race

conscious admissions policyby increasingthe tips for students from disadvantaged economic

backgrounds and areas. Under any reasonable implementation , however , this race- neutral

approach would result in fewer African Americans than are admitted under the current system

and would also comeatthe expenseoftraditionalmeasuresofacademic strength, such as SAT

scores. See [Oct 22 Tr. 125:6 10 :17– 127:23; PD27; PD29; PD31; PD33).

Mr. Kahlenberg proposes a quota system where Harvard commits to enrolling students

from broadneighborhoodclusters constructedto generatemore representation from racially

diverse and disproportionately economically disadvantaged areas, [Oct 22 Tr. 35:23 – 36 : 16] , but

given the logistical challenges of such an arrangementcoupled with the questionable legality of

any sort of quota system , as discussed infra at Section VII. G , place-based quotas are not an

available andworkable race-neutralalternative.
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G . SFFA s Proposed Combinations of Various Race-Neutral Alternatives

Mr. Kahlenberg presented four simulations, labeled A , B , C , and D thatmodel the

combined effect of various allegedly race-neutral alternatives on Harvard s class. [Oct 22 Tr.

16: 7 14, 29: 20 47: 6 . The simulations, using the admissions models developed by Professors

Card and Arcidiacono with the models racialtips removed , project the diversity of

Harvard s classwith variousmodificationsto themodels that are aimed at increasing racial

diversity by increasing the tip given to economically disadvantaged applicants, further

preferencing applicants from disadvantaged geographic areas, and by removing preferences

currently used in Harvard s admissions process for ALDC students or LDC students that

disproportionately benefit white applicants. [Oct 22 Tr. 27:11– 27: 7]. These simulations show

thatHarvard could achieve a significant increase in socioeconomic diversity and an increase in

the totalrepresentation of African American, Hispanic and other (i . e. non -white and non- Asian

American ) students in its classes but only if it abandoned allpreferences for legacies , applicants

on the dean s or director s interest lists, and children of faculty or staff, and implemented a

sizable tip based on economic and geographic indicators of disadvantage. See [PD27; PD29;

54 In allof the simulations, the implied effects of tips given to LDCsare removed. [ Oct. 22 Tr.
34: 17 –35:9 ; PD32]. Simulation B , which utilizes Professor Card'smodel and simulation,

projects the effectof removing preferences for recruited athletes aswell. [ Id. at 41:3 42:9 . The
simulations all impose some form of a socioeconomic and/or geographic statusboost. [PD32] .
Model A expands theboost associated with disadvantaged status such that it is half the

magnitude of the tip that themodel suggests is currently granted to recruited athletes and forces

equal selection of applicants from 33 neighborhood clusters Oct 22 Tr. 35:23 – 36 : 16 );Model B
boosts for socioeconomically disadvantaged students based on census tract income, at41: 20 –

42: 1 and Simulations C and D modify the socioeconomic and census tract boost used in
Simulation B and consider whether an applicantattended a disadvantaged high school, at

43: 7 –44: 16 ]. Models A and C also remove the admissionsmodels preference for early

action applicants, while models B and D include that preference. [ Id. at42: 2 – 3, 46 : 10 – 12 ;

PD32]
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PD31; PD33 . For example , Simulation D projects that 49 of Harvard s class be from

an economically disadvantaged background, relative to the 12 in theclass of 2019. [ ] .

Mr. Kahlenberg 's changes to the admissions policy would comeat significant costs . In

addition to the loss ofbenefits providedby tips for ALDCs or LDCs, the simulations show a 53

to - point decline in average SAT scores . [PD27; PD29; PD31; PD33 ]. These declines in

average SAT score would be associated with moresignificantdeclines in the expected strength

ofHarvard ' s class across the profile ratings, with the amount of the expected decline varying

depending on the simulation selected . For example, under Simulation C the portion of the

admitted class achieving a 1or 2 in each profile rating falls by between 13 and 26 % . [ DX729

at 11; DD10 at 141] The simulations also imply substantial changes to the academic interests of

Harvard ' s admitted classes thatwould pose administrative and staffing challenges . [DX729 .

For example , Mr. Kahlenberg' s models would likely lead to more students beingadmitted who

indicated an intended concentration in engineering and fewer admitted studentswho intend to

concentrate in the humanities , which would likely require Harvard to expand and contract its

academic programsaccordingly.

Finally, andperhapsmostsignificantly forpresentpurposes, Mr. Kahlenberg' s

simulations uniformly suggest that African American representation in Harvard s incoming class

would fall nearly one- third to approximately 10 % of the class. [Oct 22 Tr. 127: 16 – 23] . In order

to achieve, without race- conscious policies, comparable numbers of African American students

in its admittedclasses to those Harvardcurrentlyachieves, Harvardwould likely need to

eliminateall ALDCpreferences, eliminate considerationof standardized tests, significantly

expand the tip for disadvantaged applicants , and find a way to increase the number of

disadvantagedapplicantsso thatmore of those disproportionatelyminorityapplicantscould be
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admitted. 31 Tr. 153:4 – 154:3 ;DX723at 1]. These changes, even assumingthey could be

achieved, would result in a significantdecline in the strength ofHarvard s admitted classes

across multiple dimensions, including its potential for academic and scholarly achievement. See

[Oct 31 Tr. 154 :2 24 DX723 at 3 ; DD10 at 127 ].

Harvard plausibly concludes that reshaping its incoming classes in thisway have

negativeeffects on Harvard s attractiveness to potential students adversely affect the educational

experience at Harvard generally , and that the resulting decrease in the numberofAfrican

American students would exacerbate “ feelings of isolation and alienation among racial

minorities in Harvard s community. ” See supra at Section III. A . 1; [ PX316 at 8] .

The Court thereforeconcludesthat Harvardhas demonstratedthatthere areno workable

and available race-neutral alternatives, singly or taken in combination, thatwould allow it to

achieve an adequately diverse student body while still perpetuating its standards for academic

and othermeasures ofexcellence. This conclusion is corroborated by thework of the experts

retained byboth sides, none of whom have proposed alternatives that would allow Harvard to

meet its diversity goals while notunduly compromising on its other legitimate institutional

objectives.

VII. CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

A Overview

The Court first affirms its previouslyexpressed view that SFFA hasstanding and then

turns to SFFA s four pending Title VIclaims: impermissible racialbalancing (Count II), failure

to use racemerely as a “ plus factor” (Count III) the availability of race-neutralalternatives

(Count V ), and intentionaldiscrimination CountI) . Ultimately, the Court finds that Harvard has

metitsburden of showingthat its admissionsprocesscomplies with the principlesarticulatedby
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the SupremeCourt in Fisher II, 136 . Ct. at 2208, and concludes that judgmentmustissue for

Harvardon each of the remainingclaims.

B . SFFA Has Standing

The constitutional extentof federal court jurisdiction is limited by Article III, which

provides that “ judicial power extends to “ Cases” and “ Controversies” that inter alia, arise

“ under this Constitution [ or] the Lawsof the United States.” U . S. Const . Art. III 2 cl. 1.

“ Over theyears, [SupremeCourt cases have established that the irreducible constitutional

minimum of standing contains three elements “ an injury in fact an invasion ofa legally

protected interest which is ( a) concrete and particularized and ( b) actual or imminent, not

conjecturalor hypothetical; ” ( 2 ) “ a causalconnectionbetween the injury and the conduct

complained of the injury has to be fairly traceable to the challenged action of the defendant ,

and not the result of the independent action of some third party notbefore the court;" and (3)

must be likely, as opposed to merely speculative, that the injury willbe redressed by a favorable

decision.” Lujan v. Defenders of Wildlife , 504 U . S . 555, 561 1992) (citations and modifying

punctuationomitted). “ The party invoking federaljurisdictionbearsthe burden ofestablishing

these elements.” Id.

Under the doctrine ofassociational standing, “ an association may have standing solely as

the representativeof itsmembers even in theabsenceof injury to itself, in certain

circumstances. ” CamelHair & Cashmere Inst ofAm ., Inc. . AssociatedDry GoodsCorp., 799

F.2d 6, 10 (1st Cir . 1986). Asthe Supreme Court hasheld :

[ A ] n association has standing to bring suit on behalf of its members when : ( a ) its

members would otherwise have standing to sue in their own right; ( b ) the interests

it seeks to protect are germane to the organization s purpose ; and (c ) neither the

claim asserted nor the relief requested requires the participation of individual
members in the lawsuit .

Hunt v. Wash. State Apple Advert. Comm n, 432 U. S. 333, 343 (1977).
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Duringthis litigation, SFFA demonstrated that its members included individuals who had

standingto pursue this litigationon their own, thatthis litigationwasgermane to SFFA s

purpose, and that the injunctive reliefSFFA seeks doesnot require the participation of those

members in this lawsuit. See Students for Fair Admissions, 261 F . Supp. 3d at 110 – 11. Harvard

argued at the summary judgment stage that the case had becomemootbecause the SFFA

memberswho the Court found had individual standingwere no longer participatingin the

college admissions process or seriously interested in transferring. “Mootness usually results

when a plaintiff has standing at thebeginningofa case, but, due to intervening events, loses one

of the elements of standing during litigation . . Wild Earth Guardians v. Pub . Serv. Co . of

Colo., 690 F . 3d 1174, 1182 ( 10th Cir. 2012) ( citing Arizonans for OfficialEnglish v. Arizona,

520 U . S. 45, 68 n. 22 (1997) ). Atsummary judgment, the Court found that Harvard ha[ d ] not

established that the case ha [ ] becomemootbased on the [members alleged disinterest in

transferring. ” Students for FairAdmissions, 346 F. Supp. 3d at 191( D . Mass. 2018 . Harvard

now asserts that the Court should have applied a more stringent standard , including requiring

SFFA to show that its members controlits conduct and possess certain “ indicia ofmembership. ”

[ECF . 619 30 ]. Harvard s standing arguments are preserved for appeal.

C The SupremeCourtand Race-ConsciousAdmissions

Although this Court, asitmust, relies principally on the SupremeCourt smost recent

guidance as set forth in Fisher II, a brief synopsis of the case law which culminated in Fisher II

follows.

TheSupremeCourtdirectly confrontedtheissue ofaffirmativeaction or race- conscious

admissions in the context ofhigher education for thefirst time in Regents ofUniversity of

California v. Bakke , 438 U . S . 265 ( 1978) (plurality opinion ). In that case, the Supreme Court

struck down an admissions policy at the University of California at DavisMedical School
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pursuantto Title VI and the EqualProtection Clause. Bakke, 438 U . S . at271 (1978). At that

time, theMedicalSchool admitted most of itsminority students through a “ special admissions

program” that filled 16 of the class 100 spots with economicallyor educationally disadvantaged

applicantswhowere membersof a minority group. Id . at 272–75. White applicants could

compete for 84 of the seats in the Medical School s class,while all 100 seats were potentially

open to minoritystudents. Id. at 289.

Justices Brennan , White , Marshall, and Blackmun would have found Title VI coextensive

with the Equal Protection Clause and upheld themedical school s policy on the basis that the

governmentmay use race to remedy disadvantages to minorities caused by past racial prejudice.

Id . 355 , 324 – 79 ( concurring in part and dissenting in part). Chief Justice Burger and Justices

Stevens, Stewart, and Rehnquistwould have found the specialadmissionsprogram in violation

of Title VI, irrespectiveof the EqualProtectionClause. Id . at 408– 21. JusticePowell, who

announced the judgment of the SupremeCourt, agreed with Justices Brennan, White, Marshall,

and Blackmun that Title VI proscribes only those racialclassifications that would violate the

EqualProtection Clause , but unlike his fellow justices, concluded thatdiversity was an asserted

state interest that could withstand strict scrutiny and that to satisfy strict scrutiny, themedical

school' s approach to diversity had to “ encompass [ a broad ] array of qualifications and

characteristics of which racialor ethnic origin is but a single though importantelement.” Id. at

315. Although nomajority agreed on a particular rationale, the SupremeCourt determined that

the medical school s specialadmissions program was unconstitutional because it involved the

use ofan explicit racial classification ” that told “ applicants who are not Negro , Asian, or

Chicanothat they totally excluded from a specificpercentageofthe seats in an entering

class.” Id at 319 .
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Nevertheless, a majority of the Supreme Courtbelieved that race could be used in higher

education admissions, and itwas understood that Justice Powell' s opinion in Bakkepermitted the

use of race or ethnic background as a “ plus” factor to further the goal of diversity in education .

Justice Powell attached the Harvard College Admissions Program as an appendix to his opinion

in Bakke and used it as a basis to conclude that the assignmentof a fixed number of places to a

minority group is not a necessary means toward” diversity . Id. at 316 , 321– 24 . In contrastwith

Harvards admissionsprocess, which purportedto treat “ each applicantas an individualin the

admissions process” and did not foreclose applicants from competing for the last available seat

“ simply because he was notthe rightcolor or had the wrong surname, id at 318 , the “ fatal

flaw ” in the medical school s “ preferential program ” was its “ disregard of individual rights, id .

at 320 .

Twenty - five years later, the Supreme Court revisited the subject of racialpreferences in

higher education admissions in a pair of casesconcerning theUniversity ofMichigan sLaw

School and its College of Literature, Science, and the Arts . In Grutter v . Bollinger, 539 U .S. 306

(2003) the Supreme Court concluded that the admissionsprocess atthe University ofMichigan

Law School was constitutionally permissible. 539 U .S . at 325. The law school considered

applicants with a focus on academic ability coupled with a flexible assessment of applicants '

talents , experiences , and potential to contribute to the learningofthose around them . Id. at 315.

Admissionsofficials were required to consider all the information available in an applicant s file,

including a personalstatement, letters of recommendation, undergraduate grades, admissions test

scores, and an essay describing theways the applicant would contribute to the life and diversity

of the law school. Id. at 315. While notrestricting the types of diversity eligible for

considerationor definingdiversitysolely in termsof racialor ethnic status, the law schoolwas
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committed to “ racialand ethnic diversity with special reference to the inclusion of students from

groupswhich have been historically discriminated against.” Id . at 316 .

In deciding Grutter, the Supreme Courtclarified that strict scrutiny applies to the use of

race in college admissions, agreed that the law schoolhad a compelling interestin obtaining the

educationalbenefits that flow from a diverse studentbody, and concluded that the law school s

race- consciousadmissionsprocesswas sufficientlynarrowlytailored. Id. at 333 – 34. The

Supreme Court found thatthe law school s goal of“ enroll[ ing] a critical-mass ofminority

students, notrun afoulof therequirement that a school not attempt to attain “ some specified

percentage ofa particular groupmerely because of its race or ethnic origin, ” which would

amount to outright racialbalancing” and be“ patently unconstitutional.” Id . at 329–30 (quoting

Bakke, 438 U . S. at307). Instead, as distinct from a quota, the concept of “ criticalmass [was]

defined by reference to the educational benefits that diversity is designed to produce,” including

racial understanding, breaking down stereotypes , advancing learning outcomes, and preparing

students for a diverse workforce and society . Id . at330 . The Supreme Court noted that the law

school sadmissionsprogram bore thehallmarks of a narrowly tailored plan: truly individualized

consideration including the use of race in a “ flexible, nonmechanical way , ” no quotas or separate

admissions tracks for members of certain racial groups, and no insulating “ applicants who

belong to certain racial or ethnic groups from the competition for admission .” Id. at 334 .

In upholding the law school s admissions process in Grutter, the SupremeCourt again

approved of “ the Harvard plan, ” as described by Justice Powell in Bakke. See id at 335 . Like

Harvard, the University ofMichigan Law Schooldidnot have a “ quota , ” meaning “ a program in

which a certain fixednumberor proportionofopportunitiesare reserved exclusively for certain

minority groups . ” Id . ( quoting Richmond v. J. A . Croson Co. , 488 U . S . 469, ( 1989)
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(plurality opinion) . Rather, the law schoolpursued a “ permissible goal” that “ require [ d ] only a

good-faith effort to comewithin a range demarcated by the goalitself,” and “ permit[ ed]

considerationof race as a factor in any given casewhile still ensuringthat each candidate

competes with all other qualified applicants. (punctuation omitted ) ( first quoting Sheet

MetalWorkers v . EEOC, 478 U . S. 421, 495 (1986) andthen quoting Johnson v . Transp . Agency,

Santa Clara . 480 U .S. 616 ,638 (1987)) . The Court noted that the Harvard plan , previously

endorsed by Justice Powell in Bakke, “ certainly had minimum goals forminority enrollment ,

even if it had no specific number firmly in mind,” butitreiterated that Justice Powellhad “ flatly

rejected the argument thatHarvard s program was functional equivalentofa quota ’ merely

because it had some for race, or gave greater ' weight to race than to some other factors, in

order to achieve student body diversity . ” Id. (quoting Bakke, 438 U . S. 317 – 18, 323 ).

Further, like the Harvard plan, Michigan Law s admissions process was “ flexible enough

to considerall pertinent elements of diversity in lightof the particular qualifications of each

applicant, and to place them on the same footing for consideration, although notnecessarily

according them the sameweight. ” Id ( quotingBakke, 438 U . S. at317). Although race was

given substantialweight in the admissionsprocess, the law school also considered “ thebroad

range of qualities and experiences that may beconsidered valuable contributions to student body

diversity ,” including fluency in several languages , a history of overcoming personal adversity

and family hardship, exceptional recordsof extensive community service, and successfulcareers

in other fields, and “ actually [ gave substantialweight to diversity factors besides race. ” Id. at

338.

While racemay have been outcomedeterminative formanymembers ofminority

groups[ ]' who do not fall within the upper range of LSAT scores and grades, ” thatpossibility
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wasnot dispositive given that“ the samecould be said of the Harvard plan discussed approvingly

by Justice Powell in Bakke. ” Id. at 338 (quoting Grutter, 539 U . S . at 389 (Kennedy, J. ,

dissenting)). The SupremeCourt noted in Grutter that “ all underrepresentedminority students

admitted by the Law School[ had been deemed qualified,” although minority applicants were

“ less likely to beadmitted in meaningful numbers on criteria that ignore[ d ]” race and

experiences with racial inequality, which were of“ particular importance to the Law School' s

mission. ” Id .

On thesame day the SupremeCourt decided Grutter, it held in Gratz v . Bollinger, 539

U . S. 244 (2003) , that theadmissions process at the University ofMichigan College of Literature,

Science, and the Arts violated Title VI and the Equal Protection Clause. Gratz , 539 U . S. at 275.

The University of Michigan admitted or rejected applicants to the College ofLiterature, Science ,

and the Arts based on the number of points that an applicant scored under a rubric that offered

points for high schoolGPA , standardized test scores, the academic strength ofthe applicant' s

high school, the applicants schoolcurriculum, in -state residency, alumnirelationship,

personal essay , and other achievements . Id. at 255. Underrepresented minority applicants

receivedan additional20 points scored in a “ miscellaneous” category which provided a

significant bump towards the 75 to 100 points that were, depending on the year and the

applicant ' s in - state residency status, generally required for admission . Id . at255 –56, & n . 8. The

Supreme Court in Gratz concluded that the admissions policy was impermissible under Justice

Powells opinion in Bakkebecause giving every underrepresentedminority applicant20 points

did notprovidethenecessary“ individualizedconsideration” and instead had “ the effectof

making the factor of race . . decisive for virtually every minimally qualified underrepresented

minority applicant.” Id. at271 72 (quoting Bakke, 438 U . S . at317) . Theuniversity' s use of
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race was therefore notnarrowly tailored to achieve the asserted compelling interest in diversity

and thus violated the EqualProtection Clause and Title VI. Id. at 275 – 76 .

Morerecently, in the Fishercases, the Supreme Court reviewed the undergraduate

admissionsprogram attheUniversity of Texas at Austin (“UT Austin ” ), which considered race

as one factor amongmany in assigning a personal achievement index which , together with an

academic index, determined whether applicants who were notin the top 10 % of their Texas high

school class would be admittedor rejected . Fisher , 570 U . S . at 304– 07. In 2013 in Fisher I the

Supreme Court vacated the Fifth Circuit s decision upholding UTAustin s admissions program

because the appeals court had notproperly conducted the strict scrutiny analysis. Id. at 303. The

Fifth Circuit had undertaken the narrow tailoring analysis with a degree of deference to the

university , presuming that the school had made a good-faith decision to use race and then

imposing the burden ofrebutting that presumption on the plaintiff. Id. at 311 15. The Supreme

Court concluded thatno such deference to a university was permitted in undertaking the narrow

tailoring analysis . Id.

Followingremand the Fifth Circuitfound thatUTAustin had demonstratedthat the use

of race in its admissions program wasnarrowly tailored to achieve therich diversity that

contributed to UTAustin s academicmissionand once again affirmedthe districtcourt s

judgment thatUT Austin ' s admissions program did not violate the EqualProtection Clause.

Fisher v . Univ . of Tex . at Austin , 758 F.3d633 , , 659 –61 5th Cir . 2014 ) . The Supreme

Court granted certiorarioncemore, and in 2016 itaffirmed the Fifth Circuit s ruling. Fisher II,

136 S. Ct. at 2214– 15.

In Fisher II the SupremeCourt stated the followingthree controllingprinciples:

First, because racial characteristics so seldom provide a relevant basis for

disparate treatment, race may not be considered . . . unless the admissions process
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can withstand strict scrutiny . Strict scrutiny requires the university to demonstrate
with clarity that its purpose or interest is both constitutionally permissible and
substantial, and that its use of the classification is necessary to the accomplishment

of its purpose.

Second, . . . the decision to pursue the educationalbenefits that flow from
student body diversity is, in substantialmeasure, an academic judgment to which

some, butnotcomplete , judicial deference is proper. A university cannot impose a
fixed quota or otherwise define diversity as some specified percentage of a
particular group merely because of its race or ethnic origin . Once, however, a

university gives a reasoned, principled explanation for its decision , deference must

be given to the University ' s conclusion , based on its experience and expertise, that
a diverse student body would serve its educational goals.

Third , . . . no deference is owed when determiningwhether the use of race
isnarrowly tailored to achieve the university s permissible goals. A university . .

bears the burden ofproving a nonracialapproach would not promote its interest in

the educational benefits of diversity about as well and at tolerable administrative

expense . Though narrow tailoring doesnotrequire exhaustion of every conceivable

race-neutral alternative or require a university to choose between maintaining a

reputation for excellence and fulfilling a commitment to provide educational
opportunities to members of all racial groups, it does impose on the university the

ultimate burden of demonstrating that race-neutral alternatives that are both

available and workable do notsuffice.

Id. at2208 ( citations and modifyingpunctuation omitted) .

In applying these principles in Fisher II the Supreme Court determined thatUTAustin

had provided a reasoned and principled articulation of concrete and precise goals for its race

conscious admissionsprogram , includingdestroyingracialstereotypes, promotingcross-racial

understanding, preparing the student body for an increasingly diverseworkforce and society,

cultivatingleaderswith legitimacy in the eyes of thecitizenry, providing an educational

environmentthat fosters the robust exchange of ideas, exposure to different cultures, and the

acquisition of the competencies required of future leaders. Id. at 2211. The SupremeCourt

noted“ thata universitybearsa heavyburdenin showingthat it hadnotobtained the educational

benefits of diversity before itturned to a race- conscious plan,” but found thatUTAustin had

engaged in good faith studies from which it reasonably “ concluded that he use ofrace-neutral
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policies and programsha[ d ] notbeen successfulin achieving sufficientracialdiversity at the

University, ” and that this position was supported by both statisticaland anecdotal evidence. Id.

at 2211– 12 (quoting the record). Lastly, none of the plaintiff s proposed race-neutral

alternatives, or any of the other proposals discussed in the course of the litigation, was shown to

havebeen an “ available and workable means through which the University could have met its

educational goals , as it then understood and defined them ” without considering race, because

“ the EqualProtection Clausedoes not force universities to choosebetween a diverse student

body and a reputation for academic excellence. ” Id. at 2213– 14 ( quoting Fisher I 570 U . S . at

312)

Mostsignificantly , the controlling principles articulated by the Supreme Court in Fisher

II reflect the sum of its holdings in cases concerninghigher education admissions over the last

forty years and now guide the application of Title VIin this case.

D. Harvard' s Admission Program and Strict Scrutiny

Title VIprovides, “Noperson in theUnitedStates shall, on theground of race, color, or

nationalorigin, be excluded from participationin, be denied the benefitsof, orbe subjected to

discrimination under any program or receiving Federal financial assistance . U. S . C .

2000d. In the higher education admissions context, the contours of Title VI claims are largely

shaped by the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment . The “ intentional

discrimination proscribed by Title VI is discrimination thatviolates the EqualProtection Clause

ofthe Fourteenth Amendment.” Weser v. Glen, 190 F. Supp. 2d 384, 396 (E. D . N . Y .), aff 41

F. App 521( 2d Cir . 2002); see Bakke,438 U . S. at 284, 286 (noting that Title VI reflects a

congressional intent to halt federal funding of entities thatviolate a prohibition of racial

discrimination similar to that of the Constitution ”but “ proscribe[s] only those racial

classifications thatwould violate the Equal Protection Clause or theFifth Amendment ); see also
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Grutter, 539 U . S. at343 (adoptingreasoningin Bakke); Gratz, 539 U . S . at 276 n. 23 (“Wehave

explained thatdiscrimination that violates the EqualProtection Clause ofthe Fourteenth

Amendment committed by an institution that accepts federal funds also constitutes a violation of

Title VI.” ( first citing Alexander v. Sandoval, 532 U.S . 275 , 281 (2001), then citing United

States v. Fordice, 505 U . S. 717, 732 , n. 1992), and then citing Alexander v. Choate , 469 U.S .

287, 293 (1985)) ) .

Although Harvard is not a state actor, Harvard College is a component of Harvard

University which receives federal funds and intentionally provides tips in its admissions process

based on students' race. See [ECFNo. 570 at 9 Harvard College is therefore subject to the

samestandards that the Equal Protection Clause imposes upon state actors for the purposes of a

Title VI claim . See Students for Fair Admissions, 346 F. Supp. at 192 n. 16 (“ Harvard does

not identify any specific reasons for distinguishing public universities from federally - funded

private universities, or explain how the analytical framework would differ for private versus

public litigants . . ). Under Grutter , “ strict scrutiny must be applied to any admissions

program using racial categories or classifications. ” Fisher 570 U .S. at 310; see also Grutter

539 U . S . at 326 . Because Harvard both accepts federal funds and uses race in making

admissions decisions, its admissions program is subject to strict scrutiny .

Harvard argues that the test for a “ facially neutral policy be applied, 55 but

Harvard's admissionsprocess is not facially neutral. FisherI, 570 U. S. at 307 (“ Itis. . .

55 The analysis of a faciallyneutralpolicy thathas a disparate impactby race is differentfrom

the analysisofa policy that admittedly considers race. “ In reviewing a uniformly applied

facially neutralpolicy, [ eterminingwhether invidious discriminatory purpose was a
motivating factor in its adoption ] demands a sensitive inquiry into such circumstantialand direct
evidence of intentasmay be available. ” Students for Fair Admissions, Inc. v. President &

FellowsofHarvard Coll. , 346 F. Supp. 3d 174, 193 ( D .Mass. 2018) (quoting Anderson ex rel.
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irrelevant that a system of racialpreferences in admissions may seem benign . Any racial

classification mustmeet strict scrutiny. . Although Harvard s reading procedures do not

explicitly preference particular racialgroups, Harvard pursues its interest in diversity in part by

considering the race ofapplicants, and its admissionsofficersmay take an applicant s into

account when making an admissions decision even when the applicant has notdiscussed their

racialor ethnic identity in their application. [Oct. 18 Tr. 52: 15 –53: 13; 167: 10 – 168:11] .

Harvard s acknowledged consideration of race is unlike a facially neutralpolicy which

requires plaintiffs to prove racialdiscrimination . Cf. Vill. of Arlington Heights v. Metro. Hous.

Dev. Corp., 429 U . S. 252, 270 – 71( 1977) (plaintiffs failed to carry their burden of proving that

discriminatory purpose was a motivating factor ” for a rezoning decision that did not explicitly

rely on race). Here, the useofrace in and of itself is admitted, andtheissue becomes whether it

is permissiblegiven the justification and themeansused to achievethe sought-afterdiversity in

otherwords, whether Harvard s use of race survives strict scrutiny. Notably the SupremeCourt

hasconsistently used strict scrutiny when reviewingschooladmissionsprogramsthat consider

race. 56

Dowd v. City of Boston, 375 F.3d 71, 83 (1st Cir. 2004 ). Policies that do not explicitly consider
race are facially neutraland violate the Equal Protection Clause based on statistical evidence

only where they form a clear pattern, unexplainable on groundsother than race. See Wo v .
Hopkins, 118 U . S. 356 , 374 (1886) ( finding unconstitutionalthe administration of a facially
neutralpolicy for licensing laundrieswhere permitshadbeen denied to 200 Chinese applicants

but granted to all but one of80 -odd others permit applicants who were not Chinese); see also
Gomillion v. Lightfoot, 364 U . S . 339 (1960) (finding unconstitutional an alteration to the shape

of Tuskegee, Alabama“ remove from thecity all save four or five of its 400 Negro voters
while notremoving a single white voter or resident . A policy that relies on race at least in part

is subject to strict scrutiny regardless of its impact. Therefore , cases like Gomillion v. Lightfoot,

364 U .S . 339, 340 –41 (1960) and Yick Wo v. Hopkins, 118 U . S . 356 ( 1886) are inapposite
56 Where a school admissions program is subject to strict scrutiny, the Courtunderstands this to
mean that the admissions program in its entirety is subject to strict scrutiny andnot just the
admissions decisions that involve the students that it seeks to advantage. Here, Harvard presses
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Strict scrutiny requires that classificationsused by Harvard in its admissionsprogram be

narrowly tailored to further a compelling interest. 57 See id. (“ Strict scrutiny requires the

the idea that its admissions program is facially neutraland should be evaluated by a less
demanding standard than strictscrutiny. Harvard' s admissions program is facially neutralin that

it does not explicitly prioritize any particular racial group over any other and permits its
admissionsofficers to evaluate the racialand ethnic identity ofevery student in the contextof his
orherbackground and circumstances. The policy cannot, however, considered facially

neutral from a Title VIperspective given that admissions officers provide tips to African

American and Hispanic applicants, while white and Asian American applicants are unlikely to
receive a meaningful race -based tip . In this circumstance, the standard for facially neutral

policies could arguably be applied in evaluating any disparate outcomes asbetween whites and
Asian Americans, keeping in mind that the purposeof strict scrutiny is to ferret out inappropriate
racial classifications, and given that there is no suggestion of a racially motivated classification

involvingwhites and Asian Americans. See Richmond v . J. A . Croson Co., 488 U . S . 469, 493

( 1989) (plurality opinion ) (noting that the purpose of subjecting a racialclassification to strict

scrutiny is to determine “what classifications are remedial and whatclassifications
are in fact motivated by illegitimatenotionsofracial inferiority or simple racialpolitics” ) ;
Grutter, 539 U . S . at 326 (“Weapply strict scrutiny to all racial classifications to smoke out

illegitimate usesof raceby assuring that government is pursuing a goal important enough to
warrant use of a highly suspect tool.” (quotation marks omitted andmodifying punctuation

omitted )) . In the case of a facially neutralpolicy , ]roofofracially discriminatory intent or

purpose is required to show a violation of the EqualProtection Clause. Vill of Arlington
Heights v. Metro. Hous. Dev. Corp., 429 U . S . 252, 265 (1977). Were that standard to be applied

here, the Courtwould easily find in favor ofHarvard on SFFA s claim of intentional

discrimination as there hasbeen no showingof discriminatory intent or purpose.

57 SFFA contendsthat itmay also succeed on its intentionaldiscrimination claim by showing a

" pattern or practice” of discrimination through statistically significant evidence of discrimination

that then shifts to Harvard the burden ofdisproving the alleged pattern or practice. [ ECF No.

620 167–76] This burden shifting framework , which is rooted in the statutory provisions of
Title VII, see 42 U . S . C . 2000e- 6 , is inapplicable to a non - class, private plaintiff such as SFFA ,

even assuming that it could apply in a Title VIcase . See Chin v . Port Auth N Y. & N . J. , 685

F . 3d 135, 149–50 (2d Cir. 2012) (holding “ that the pattern -or-practicemethod of proof is not
available to nonclass, private plaintiffs in cases such as the one before us” and notingthat“ all of

our sister circuits to consider the question have held that thepattern -or-practice method of proof
is not available to private,nonclass plaintiffs ); also Semsroth v . City ofWichita , 304 Fed .

Appx . 707, 715 (10th Cir. 2008) ; Davis v . Coca-Cola BottlingCo. Consol., 516 F . 3d 955, 967 –

69 (11th Cir. 2008); Bacon v . Honda of Am . Mfg., 370 F .3d 565, 575 (6th Cir. 2004) ; Celestine
v . Petroleos de Venezuella SA, 266 F . 3d 343, 355 56 5th Cir. 2001), abrogated on other
grounds by, Health v . Bd. of Supervisors for the S. Univ. of Agric. & Mech. Coll., 850 F . 3d 731
(5th Cir . 2017); Gilty v . Vill. ofOak Park , 919 F . 2d 1247 , 1252 (7th Cir. 1990 ); Lowery v .

CircuitCity Stores, Inc., 158 F .3d 742, 761(4th Cir. 1998 ), vacated on other grounds, 527 U . S .

1031 ( 1999).
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university to demonstratewith clarity that its purposeor interestis both constitutionally

permissible and substantial, and that its useofthe classification isnecessary . . to the

accomplishment of its purpose. (quoting Bakke, 438 U. S. at 305)).

1. Compelling Interest

In Bakke, Justice Powell found that studentbody diversity and theeducationalbenefits

that flow from a diverse studentbodywas a compelling interest that could justify the

consideration of race. 438 U . S. at 315 (“ As the interestof diversity is compelling in the context

of a university sadmissions program , ” the remaining question is “ whether the program ’s racial

classification is necessary to promote this interest. . Importantly, hewenton to explain that

“ [ t] he diversity that furthers a compelling state interest encompasses a far broader array of

qualifications and characteristics of which racial or ethnic origin is but a single though important

element. ” Bakke , 438 U . S . at 315 . Twenty - five years later, the Supreme Court, in Grutter,

reaffirmed that “ studentbody diversity is a compelling state interest that can justify the use of

race in university admissions. ” Grutter, 539 U . S. at 325; see also Fisher , 570 U . S . at 308– 09

(reiterating that prior cases had found that “ obtaining the educationalbenefits ofstudentbody

diversity is a compelling state interest” ( citation and internal quotation marks omitted )).

Here, for thereasons discussed supra at Section III. A . 1 Harvard' s interestin student

body diversity is substantial and compelling. Its goals arenot“ elusory or amorphous,” and are

instead “ sufficiently measurable to permit judicial scrutiny ofthe policiesadopted to reach

them .” Fisher II, 136 S . Ct at 2211. These goals include “ enhance [ ing] the education of

studentsofall races andbackground preparethem to assumeleadership rolesin the

increasingly pluralistic society into which they will graduate, ” achieving the “ benefits that flow

from [ its students exposure to people of different background , races, and life experiences ” by

teaching them to engage across differences through immersion in a diverse community, and
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broaden[ ing ] the perspectivesof teachers , and thus tend[ ing] to expand thereach of the

curriculum and the range of scholarly interests of faculty . ” [ PX302 at 1 2, . Harvard s

goals are similar in specificity to goals the SupremeCourt found “ concrete and precise” Fisher

II. See 136 S. Ct 2211. Racialcategorizations arenecessary to achieve those goals. In the

absence of such categorizations, racialdiversity atHarvard would likely decline so precipitously

that Harvard would be unable to offer students the diverse environment that it reasonably finds

necessary to itsmission. See infra at Section VII.G .

2. Narrowly Tailored

Even in the limited circumstance when drawing racial distinctions is permissible to

further a compelling state interest, a university is still “ constrained in how itmaypursue that

end: Themeans chosen to accomplish the university s asserted purpose must be specifically

and narrowly framed to accomplish that purpose. . Hunt, 517 U .S . 899, 908 (1996 )

(quoting Wygant v . Jackson Bd. of Ed., 476 U . S . 267, 280 ( 1986 )). Therefore , to satisfy strict

scrutiny, “ a universitymustmakea showingthat its plan isnarrowlytailored to achieve the only

interest that this Court has approved in this context : the benefits of a student body diversity that

encompasses a . . broa [d ] array of qualifications and characteristics ofwhich racial or ethnic

origin is buta single though important element.” Fisher I 570 U . S. at 308 (quoting Bakke 438

U . S. at315). “ Whenrace-based action is necessary to further a compellinggovernmental

interest, such action does not violate the constitutionalguarantee of equalprotection so long as

the narrow - tailoring requirement is also satisfied. ” Grutter, 539 U . S . at 327; see also J. A . Croson

Co., 488 U . S . at 493 (plurality opinion) (“ The purpose of strict scrutiny is to ensure that the

means chosen e] compelling goal so closely that there is little orno possibility that the

motive for the classification was illegitimate racialprejudice or stereotype. ” ).
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“ To be narrowly tailored , a race - conscious admissions program cannotuse a quota

system ,” Grutter, 539 U . S . at 334, butinsteadmust flexible enough to ensure that each

applicant is evaluated as an individual and not in a way that makes an applicant' s race or

ethnicity the defining feature of his or her application, ” Fisher 570 U . S . at 309 (quotingGratz ,

539 U .S. at 337). “ In other words, an admissions program must be flexible enough to consider

allpertinentelements ofdiversity in lightof the particular qualifications of each applicant.”

Grutter, 539 U . S. at 334 (quoting Bakke 438 U . S. at 317). Thus, individualized consideration in

the contextof a race-conscious admissionsprogram is paramount. See id. ; Bakke, 438 U . S. at

318 n. 52 ( identifyingthe “ denial . . . of th e] right to individualized consideration” as the

“ principalevil” of themedicalschools admissionsprogram ).

The Court findsthatHarvard s admissions program “ bears thehallmarks ofa narrowly

tailored plan” in that “ race[ is] used in a flexible, nonmechanicalway and considered “ as a

plus in the contextof individualized consideration of each and every applicant.” Grutter,

539 U . S. at 334. Like the University ofMichiganLaw SchoolinGrutter, Harvard “ engages in a

highly individualized, holistic review of each applicant s , giving serious consideration to all

the ways an applicantmightcontribute to a diverse educational environment, ” “ this

individualized consideration [ isafforded applicants of all races,” and its“ race- conscious

admissions program adequately ensures that allfactors that may contribute to student body

diversity are meaningfully considered alongside racein admissions decisions. ” Id. at 337 – 38 .

The nature of the allegations in this case however, requires that the analysis go further .58

Given the “ seriousproblemsof justice connectedwith the ideaofpreferenceitself, ” Bakke, 438

58 Even though Harvard hasshown that itsadmissionspolicymust consider race to serve its
substantialand compellinginterests, the application of strictscrutinyrequires a “ a further
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U . S . at , tailoring further requires “ that a race-conscious admissionsprogram not

unduly harm members of any racial group, ” Grutter, 539 U . S. at 341; see also Metro Broad., Inc.

v . FCC, 497 U .S . 547, 630 (1990) (O Connor, J., dissenting) (a race-consciousadmissions

program mustnot“ unduly burden individualswho are notmembersof the favored racialand

ethnic groups” ).

The remainingissue iswhetherHarvard s admissions program unduly burdens Asian

American applicants. Based on Professor Card s modeland the Court s preferredmodelwith the

personal rating included , there is nota statistically significant difference between the chances of

admission for similarly situated Asian American and white applicants. Under this rubric , the

lack of a statistically significantpenaltyagainstAsian American applicantsrelative to white

applicants suggeststhat theburdenHarvard s race-conscious admissions policy places on Asian

American applicants isnotundue. However, ProfessorArcidiacono s analysis, and the Court s

preferred modelwith the personal rating excluded, imply thatAsian American applicants are

disadvantaged relative to white applicants. The questions in the context of this case then become:

why do Asian American applicants score lower on thepersonal rating, does it unfairly affect

their chances of admission , and if so , is this an undue burden on them when measured against

Harvard s compelling interest in diversity ?

It is possible that the self-selected group of Asian Americans that applied to Harvard

during the years included in the data set used in this case did notpossess the personal qualities

that Harvard is looking for at the same rate as white applicants , just as it is possible that the self

selected white applicants tend to have somewhatweaker academic qualifications than Asian

judicial determination that the admissions process meets strict scrutiny in its implementation .
Fisher , 570 U . S. at 311. Strict scrutiny affords a plaintiff analysis to the evidence of
how the admission process works in practice .” Id. at 312 – 13 .
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American applicants. In other words, assuming Asian American and white applicants havethe

same academic and extracurricularpotentialand the same quality ofpersonalattributes as

demographic groups, it couldbe that asymmetricportionsof each ofthese groupsapply to

Harvard . This would explain why Asian American applicants to Harvard did better than white

applicants on theacademic and extracurricular ratings and why white applicants to Harvard did

better on the personalrating despite the likelihood that Asian Americans are not inherently more

intelligentand white applicants are not inherently morepersonable. This scenario has little

evidentiary support, but it, like Professor Card smodel and the Court s preferredmodel

including the personal ratings, would result in a finding of no undue burden and a narrowly

tailored process that satisfied strict scrutiny . 59

Alternatively, itmay be that there is overtdiscrimination or implicitbias atwork to the

disadvantage of Asian American applicants . To begin at the end, the Court sees no evidence of

discrimination in thepersonal ratings save for the slight numericaldisparity itself. The statistical

disparity is relativelyminor and can be at leastpartially explainedby a variety of factors

including race-correlated inputs to the rating such as teacher and guidance counselor

recommendations . Just as the Court cannotexplain the variations in the academic and

extracurricularratings, it cannot definitivelyexplain the difference in the personalratings, but it

59 There may be little evidentiary support for this hypothesis because itwas not in the interest of

either party to develop this scenario . SFFA was wedded to the idea thatthe Asian American

applicants were superior in two profiles and discriminated against on a third ,while Harvard was

unwilling to overtly argue that Asian American applicants were actually weaker in personal

criteria , notwithstanding stronger average academic performance and Harvard ' s

acknowledgment that Asian American applicants tend to be stronger in their extracurricular
pursuits . The Court does not think , however, that demonstrable , disproportionate strength of a

racial group in one area necessarily implies that the sameracial group should be strong in all
areas. If one assumes that raw talent and race are unrelated , itwould be unsurprising to find that
applicants that excel in one area, tend to be somewhat weaker in other areas.
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finds that the disparity is smalland reflectsneither intentionaldiscrimination againstAsian

American applicants nor a process that was insufficiently tailored to avoid the potential for

unintended discrimination .

Even if there is an unwarranted disparity in the personalratings, the Court is unable to

identify any individual applicant whose admissions decision was affected and finds that the

disparity in the personal ratings did notburden Asian American applicants significantly more

than Harvard s race-consciouspoliciesburdened white applicants. Further, there is no evidence

of any discriminatory animus or conscious prejudice. To the contrary , certain statistics can be

interpreted to suggest thatHarvard s admissions process unintentionally favored somesubsets of

Asian Americans, including the ALDCs and certain other discrete demographic groups like

disadvantaged Asian females. The most likely causes of these statistical findings, however, is

random variation in the admissions process oromitted variable biases, not selective

discrimination that favored someAsian Americansand disfavored others.

In terms of burden , it is likely that eliminating consideration of race would significantly

disadvantage atleast some Asian American applicants, as evidenced by the testimony ofthe

amici at trial, all ofwhom viewed their race or ethnicity as a critical aspect of their life

experiences and applications to Harvard . Further, it is vital that Asian Americans and other

racialminorities be able to discuss their racial identities in their applications. As the Courthas

seen andheard, racecan profoundly influenceapplicants' sense of self andoutwardperspective.

See, e. g ., [ Oct 29 Tr. 30: 23– 33: 17, 81: 16 –82 14, 85: 24– 90: 3. 113: 23 – 117: 6 , 140: 9 148 3,

166: 19– 172: 18, 199: 18– 204: 9 ] . Removingconsiderationsof raceand ethnicity from Harvard s

admissions process entirely would deprive applicants , including Asian American applicants , of

their rightto advocatethe value of theiruniquebackground, heritage, and perspectiveand would
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likely also deprive Harvard of exceptional students who would be less likely to be admitted

withouta comprehensive understanding of their background. Further, throughout this trial,

SFFA did not present a single admissions file that reflected any discriminatory animus , or even

an application of an Asian American who itcontended should have or would have been admitted

absentan unfairly deflatedpersonalrating. There thusremainsthe distinctpossibility that a

review ofthe available applications did not turn up a rejected Asian American applicantwho was

clearlymore qualified than thewhite applicants who were admitted, or an applicantwho

received an obviously unjustified personal rating. This would strongly suggest thatAsian

American applicants were not discriminated against relative to white applicants and were

therefore not unduly burdened by Harvard' s admissions program .

Although the Court evaluates each ofSFFA s four counts separately below , it concludes

thatHarvard s admissions program hasbeen designed and implemented in a manner that allows

every application tobe reviewed in a holistic manner consistentwith the guidance set forth by

the Supreme Court. Further, the Court concludes thatwhile the admissionsprocess may be

imperfect, the statistical disparities between applicants from different racial groups on which

SFFA s case rests are not the result of any racialanimus orconscious prejudice and findsthat

Harvard s admissionsprogram isnarrowly tailored to achieve a diverseclassand the benefits

that flow therefrom.

E Count II Harvard Does Not Engage in RacialBalancing

Count II alleges that Harvard engaged in impermissible racialbalancing, that is, racial

balancing that does not adhere to the parameters established by the Supreme Court. Tomaintain

a permissible race-conscious admissionspolicy, Harvardmay not impose a fixed quota ,” Fisher

II, 136 S . Ct. at 2208, or otherwise “ assure within its studentbody some specified percentage of

a particular group merely because of its race or ethnic origin, such a practice “would amount
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to outright racialbalancing, which is patently unconstitutional” under the Equal Protection

Clause and therefore prohibited by Title VI. Grutter, 539 U . S. at 329– 30 (quoting Bakke, 438

U . S . at 307) The requirementthat colleges and universities thataccept federal funds abstain

from such quota systems stems from the “ simple command that the Governmentmust treat

citizens as individuals, not as simply components of a racial, religious, sexual or national class.”

Parents Involved in Cmty. Sch . v. Seattle Sch . Dist. No. 1, 551 U .S. 701, 730 (2007) (quoting

Miller v . Johnson , 515 U . S . 900 911 (1995)) Quota systems are impermissible because they

insulate some category of applicants with certain desired qualifications from competition with

allother applicants.” Grutter, 539 U . S. at 334 (quotingBakke, 438 U . S . at 315) ; see Wessmann

v .Gittens, 160 F 790, 798 ( 1st Cir. 1998) (“ A single-minded focus on ethnic diversity

hinder [s] rather than further [s] attainment of genuine diversity. quoting Bakke, 438 U . S. at

315 )

Harvard s admissions program intends to treat every applicantas an individual. Harvard

does not employ a race -based quota , set aside seats forminority students , or otherwise define

diversity as some specified percentage of a particular group merely because of its race or ethnic

origin . Fisher 570 U .S . at 311( quoting Bakke, 438 U .S . at 307 ). Every applicant competes

for every seat. See Oct 18 Tr. 112: 1 21]. Although a university could run afoul of Title VI s

prohibition on quotas even where it stopped short of defining a specific percentage and instead

allowed somefluctuationarounda particularnumber, see Parents Involved, 551U S . at 712

( striking down school district studentallocation plan that allowed for 10 % variation from the

district s overall white /nonwhite racialbalance) , Harvard s admissions policy has no such target

number or specifiedlevelofpermissiblefluctuation. AsJustice Powell recognizedin Bakkeand

aswas affirmed in Grutter, “minimum goals for minority enrollment. . . withouta specific
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number firmly in mind” did notmakeHarvard s program “ the functionalequivalent of a quota

merelybecause ithad some plus for race, orgave greater 'weight' to race than to someother

factors, in order to achieve studentbody diversity. ” Grutter, 539 U . S. at 335 ( quoting Bakke,

438 U . S. 317–318, 323) . Asthe Court also held in Grutter :

The . . . goalof attaining a criticalmass of underrepresented minority students does

not transform its program into quota . As the Harvard plan described by Justice

Powell recognized , there is of course “ some relationship between numbers and

achieving the benefits to be derived from a diverse student body, and between

numbers and providing a reasonable environment for those students admitted . ”

Id. at 335 – 36 ( quotingBakke, 438 U . S at323).

SFFA argues that its racialbalancing claim is supported by non - statistical evidence,

principally that Harvard s admissions leadership too frequently looked at the“ one- pagers ” that

showed the racial composition of admitted applicants or applicants whom Harvard was likely to

admitandthat Harvardplaced studentson its “ search list and sentrecruitmentletters to

applicants based on criteria thatdisfavoredAsian American applicants. The recruitmentletters,

however, did notaffect admissionsdecisions, and SFFA cannotmaintain a viable claim for

intentional discrimination based merely on the allegation that some limited number of Asian

American applicants did not receive certain pieces ofmarketing mail. See Weser, 190 F . Supp .

2d at 399 (holdingthat race-consciousrecruiting efforts do “ not constitute discrimination” ); see

also Allen v. Ala. State Bd. of Educ. , 164 F .3d 1347, 1352 (11th Cir. 1999) , vacated per

stipulation, 216 F .3d 1263 (11th Cir. 2000) ( W ]here the government does not exclude persons

from benefits based on race, but chooses to undertake outreach efforts to persons of one race,

broadening the poolof applicants ,butdisadvantaging no one, strict scrutiny is generally

inapplicable . Lutheran Church -Mo. Synod . FCC, 154 F.3d 487, 492 (D . C . Cir. 1998) (noting

that “ broad outreach to, as opposed to the actual hiring of, a particular race” would not

necessarily trigger strict scrutiny) ; Honadle v . Univ. of Vt. and State Agric . Coll. , 56 F . Supp . 2d
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419 , 428 (D . Vt. 1999) (distinguishing “ forms of affirmative action, such as

recruitmentand other formsofoutreach” from “ exclusive formsof affirmativeaction, such as

quotas, set asides and layoffs and holding that monitoring racial composition and encouraging

recruitmentofdiverse candidates were not discriminatory practices subject to strict scrutiny).

Even if non- receiptof an invitation to apply to Harvard could constitute discrimination , there

was no evidence presented at trial thatany SFFA member fell into the group of Asian American

applicants who did notreceive such an invitation becauseoftheir race, nor is there any evidence

that they suffered an injury as a result .

Further, as in Grutter, consulting the one- pagers “which keep track of the racialand

ethnic composition of the class” amongotherstatistics) does not sugges[t ] therewas no further

attempt at individualreview save for race itself during the finalstagesof the admissions

process.” 539 U . S . at 336 (quotation marks omitted ). Throughout the process, Harvard remains

committed to its holistic evaluation and itswhole person review . Harvard s use of the one

pagers as part of its admissions process and to evaluate whether it would be able to achieve its

goals for minority enrollment” ispermissible and doesnot establish the existence ofa quota or

impermissible racialbalancing. Id. at 335 (emphasis in original). As the Supreme Courthas

held, “ [ ]omeattention to numbers, ' withoutmore, doesnot transform a flexible admissions

system into a rigid quota.” Id at 336 (quoting Bakke438 U. S . at 323).

60 In fact, the law requires a “ reasoned, principled explanation for a decision to use race in
admissions, and courts examine numerical evidence when evaluating whether race-conscious

plans are narrowly tailored to serve a compelling interest. See , e. g. , Fisher II 136 S . Ct at
2211– 12 (considering “ anecdotal evidence” including racialrepresentation in enrolled classes

and “ more nuanced quantitative data ” reflecting African American and Hispanic representation
in undergraduate classes ).
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Further, it may well be necessary to give attention to numerical indicators of racial

diversitywhen an institutionelects to adopt a race-consciousadmissionsprogram so as to remain

compliantwith the dictates of strict scrutiny, includingmonitoringthe ongoingneedfor a race

conscious admissionsprocess and the availability of race-neutral alternatives. See Fisher II, 136

S . Ct. at 2214 15 ( requiringUT Austin to continue to use [ ] data to scrutinize the fairness of its

admissionsprogram ; to assess whether changing demographics have undermined the need for a

race-consciouspolicy; and to identify the effects, both positive and negative, of the affirmative

action measures it deemsnecessary” ) . Harvard s awareness and consideration of the numberof

minority students likely to enroll throughout its annual admissions cycle is consistent with the

fact thatthere is somerelationshipbetween numbersand achievingthebenefitsto be derived

from a diversestudent body, and between numbers and providing a reasonableenvironment for

those students admitted .” Grutter , 539 U .S. at 336 (quoting Bakke 438 U.S . at 323) .

Additionally, Harvard also considers the racial distribution of its admitted students to assist it in

predicting its yield rate and thereby avoid overenrolling its freshman class because students from

some racial groups historically matriculate at higher rates than others. These practices donot

violate Title VI.

As Justice Powell did in 1978, the Court“ flatly reject[ s] the argument that Harvard s

[is] the functional equivalent of a quota ” system or an otherwise impermissible means

of racialbalancing. Id. at335 ( quoting Bakke38 U . S. at 317– 18) . Accordingly, judgment for

Harvard shall enter on Count II, racial balancing.

F . CountIII: HarvardUsesRaceas a Non-MechanicalPlusFactor

Count IIIalleges that Harvard fails to use racemerely as a “ plus” factor in admissions

decisions . Consistent with what is required by Supreme Court precedent , Harvard has

demonstrated that it uses race as a factor that can act as a “ plus” or a “ tip ” in making admissions
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decisions, and that its admissions program is “ flexible enough to consider all pertinent elements

ofdiversity in lightof the particular qualifications of each applicant, and to place them on the

samefooting for consideration , although notnecessarily according them the same weight.”

Grutter, 539 U . S. at 334 (quoting Bakke, 438 U . S . at317). Although race is an important

consideration in deciding to admitmany African American and Hispanic applicants it remains

an “ individualized consideration in the context of [Harvard s race-conscious admissions

program ” and never becomes the defining feature” of applications. Id. at 337 (citing Bakke,

U.S. at 318 n.52)

Admissions policies that fail to use race only as a plus factor typically either employ a

quota system or assign some specified value to applicants racial identity , and thereby use race in

a rigidand mechanicalmanner that deprives applicants of the truly individualized consideration

required by the Supreme Court. See Gratz, 539 U . S. at 270 ( finding unconstitutional “ the

University [ofMichigan s policy, which automatically distribute[ d ] 20 points, or one-fifth of

the pointsneeded to guarantee admission, to every single underrepresentedminority' applicant

solely because of race” ); Bakke, 438 U . S. at 272 (strikingdown quota system ); Johnson v . Bd. of

Regents of Univ . ofGa., 263 F.3d 1234, 1254 ( 11th Cir. 2001) ( finding University of Georgia s

admissions policy not narrowly tailored where itemployed a rigid,mechanical approach that

awarded “ every non-white applicant [ ] a 0. 5 pointbonus, regardless of his or her background and

regardless ofwhether a white applicantwith a far more diverse background wasavailable) .

Although the parties ' experts have estimated the average magnitude ofHarvard ' s race- related

tipsbasedon pastadmissionsdecisionsand the effectthosetipshave on thediversity of its

classes, themagnitudeof the tip for an individualapplicantcannotbe preciselydetermined

becauserace is consideredin a contextualmanneras partof Harvard s holisticevaluation of each
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applicant. The estimated averagemagnitude of the tips and the impact of the race-related tips or

plus factors on the racialcompositionof Harvard s classes,however, are comparable to thesize

and effect of tips that have been upheld by the Supreme Court.

For example, in Fisher II the Supreme Court noted that the proportion ofHispanic and

African American applicants admitted through UTAustin s holistic review process in 2007,

when race was considered, had increased 54 and 94 % , respectively, relative to 2003, when the

holistic review process had been race-neutral. Fisher II, 136 S. Ct. at 2212. Those figures

showed that “ race has had a meaningful, if still limited, effect on the diversity of the University s

freshman class. ” Id. The impact ofUT Austin s holistic process is comparable to the decline in

combined African American and Hispanicenrollmentthat Harvardwould likely experience in

the absence of the consideration of race, which is estimated to be approximately 45% , absent

alternativemeasures.

In addition, the Supreme Court upheld the University ofMichigan Law School s

admissions program where underrepresented minority students would have constituted 4

percent of the enteringclass in 2000 instead of the actualfigure of 14. 5 percent,” and African

American applicants to the law schoolwere “ nearly guaranteed admissions if they score above

155 on the LSAT, ” while “ [ w ]hites scoring [below ] 167 . . on the LSAT [were] routinely

rejected. ” Grutter, 539 U . S . at 320, 377 ( Thomas, J., dissenting). Theplus-factoror tips that

Harvard employs to achieve racialdiversity for its educationalmission are not nearly as large.

Additionally, themagnitudeof race -based tips isnotdisproportionate to themagnitude of other

tips applicantsmay receive. The effect of African American and Hispanic racial identity on an

applicant' s probability of admission has been estimated at a significantly lower magnitude than

tips offeredto recruitedathletes, and is comparable to tips for legacies, applicantson the dean s
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or director s interestlists, children of faculty or staff, and strengths that are reflected by

Harvard s profile ratings.

Finally, themagnitude of race-based tips as indicated by the relative academic

qualifications ofadmitted minority students at Harvardismodest. Every studentHarvard admits

is academicallyprepared for the educationalchallengesoffered at Harvard, and a majority of

admitted applicants from everymajor racialgroup scores in the 2 range on Harvard s academic

ratings. [ PX623] . In otherwords,most Harvard students from every racial group have a

roughly similar levelof academic potential, although the average SAT scores and high school

grades ofadmitted applicants from each racial group differ significantly.

Accordingly, judgment for Harvard shallenter on Count III, using raceas a non

mechanicalplus factor.

G Count V : No Adequate , Workable , and Sufficient Fully Race-Neutral

Alternatives Are Available

Count V alleges that Harvard , in constructing an admissions process that considers race

to ensure a diverse class, failed to consider and adopt race-neutral alternatives that would allow it

to achievediversity. Strictscrutiny requiresthat the Court verify that it is ‘necessary

university to use race to achieve the educational benefits of diversity . ” Fisher I 570 U. S. at 312

(quotingBakke, 438 U . S. at305). “ This involves a careful judicial inquiry into whether a

university could achieve sufficient diversity without using racial classifications. Although

arrow tailoring does not require exhaustion of every conceivable race-neutralalternative,

id . (quoting Grutter, 539 U . S. at 339 40) , or choosing “ betweenmaintaining a reputation for

excellence or fulfilling a commitmentto provide educationalopportunities to members of all

61An academic ratingof 2 indicatesmagna cum laude potential, superb grades, and mid - to high
700 SAT scores or a score above 33 on the ACT. See supra atSection III. B . . . The 2 range”
includes applicants who were assigned a “ 2 + ” or “ 2
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racial groups,” Grutter, 539 U . S . at 339, “ strict scrutiny does require a court to examine with

care, and not defer to , a university s serious, good faith consideration ofworkable race-neutral

alternatives ” Fisher I, 570 U . S . at 312 ( quoting Grutter, 539 U . S . at 339– 340 ). “ Consideration

by the university isof course necessary,but it is not sufficientto satisfy strict scrutiny : The

reviewing court must ultimately be satisfied that no workable race-neutralalternatives would

produce the educationalbenefitsofdiversity. ” Id . If nonracial approach . could promote

the substantialinterestaboutas well and attolerableadministrativeexpense, ' . . then the

university may not consider race.” Id. ( citation omitted ). In considering the proffered race

neutral alternatives, the Courtismindfulof Justice Ginsburg s astute observation that “ only an

ostrich could regard the supposedly neutral alternatives as race unconscious .” Id. at 335

(Ginsburg, J., dissenting).

Here, asmore fully discussed in Section VI Harvard has demonstrated “ that -neutral

alternatives that both available ’ ‘ do notsuffice. ” Fisher II, 136 S. Ct at

2208. Insum , eliminatingearly action and tips for ALDCs, increasingoutreach and community

partnerships , offering more financialaid , or admittingmore transfer students are all “ available ”

and “ workable ” in some form and at varying costs, butthey would likely have no meaningful

impact on racial diversity . Further, any minimal effect that these alternative admissions practices

mighthave on racialdiversity , if implemented individually or in combination, would beoffset by

the decline in African American and Hispanic students thatwould result if race-conscious

admissionspracticeswere eliminated. Severalother conceivablealternatives, such as admitting

only students who rank at top of high school class after their junior year or admitting the top

student from each zip code, arenotworkable forHarvardbecause such programswould vastly

over enroll its class. See supra at Section III. A . 2 ; see also Fisher II, 136 S. Ct at2213 (“ Class
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rank is a singlemetric, and like any singlemetric, itwill capture certain types ofpeople andmiss

others. . [ rivileging one characteristic above all others does not lead to a diverse student

body. .

SFFA s expert, Mr. Kahlenberg, proposes a geographic-based quota system using

neighborhood clusters” that is seemingly designed to achieve racial diversity based on

socioeconomics rather than attention to race. This proposal has some of the earmarks of

impermissibleracialbalancing, albeitwithoutan explicit, articulated relianceon race. Further, it

poses significant logistical challenges , such as how to form the clusters, and how to account for

wealthy households in a generally lower income cluster , as well as difficult institutional and

philosophical questions such aswhether economics can fairly beconsidered a proxy for race.

These issues aside, although Harvard could theoretically imposesome form of

geographic , place -based quota system , itcould not achieve comparable racial diversity through

such a program without a significant decline in the academic strength ofits class. Further, the

legality of the proposed place-based quota system isuncertain. In Fisher II the SupremeCourt

upheldthe constitutionality of UTAustin s holistic review program butdid notspeak to the

overallpermissibility ofplace-based admissions policies. 136 S . Ct. at 2213– 15. Unlike

Harvard s holistic process which considers every applicant individually ,UT Austin admitted

most of its class by automatically admitting applicants who graduated in the top 10 % oftheir

Texas high school class pursuant to a state law requiring it to admit those students. Id . at 2209.

The plaintiff advocated the expansion of the automatic admission percentage , claiming it to be a

race -neutral way of increasing diversity . Id. at 2213. The Supreme Court refused to require the

expansion of the program , stating, “ Itis race consciousness , not blindness to race, that drives

such plans. Consequently , petitioner cannot assert simply that increasing the University ' s
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reliance on a percentage plan would make its admissions policy more race neutral.” Id. at 2213

( citation omitted) ( quoting Fisher I, 570 U .S . at 335 – 36 (Ginsburg, J., dissenting)). Here, just as

in Fisher II the Court is notpersuaded that such a plan would actually be “more race neutral,” id

at 2213. Place-based plans therefore do notsuffice, pose complex challenges, and may not even

qualifyas available race-neutral alternatives.

Harvard could adopt a more significant tip foreconomically disadvantaged students, but

every such proposalpresented to the Courtwould result in a significantdecline in African

American representation. Achieving even roughly comparable levels of combined African

American and Hispanic representation to those Harvard presently achieves would require

Harvardto sacrificethe academicstrength of itsclass and forgo otheradmissionspoliciesfrom

which itderives financial, reputational, and academic benefits. See supra at Section III. B . 3 . As

such, Harvardwould compromise somedegreeofits reputation for academic excellenceand still

be less diverse than it is currently. Title VIdoes notrequire such an outcome. See Fisher II, 136

S . Ct. at 2213 (explainingthat the Supreme Court sprecedent makes clear that the Equal

Protection Clause doesnot force universities to choose between a diverse studentbody and a

reputation foracademic excellence” .

Harvard has demonstrated that no workable and available race- neutral alternatives would

allow it to achieve a diverse student body while stillmaintaining its standards for academic

excellence. Judgmentshall thereforeenter in Harvard' s favor on CountIV, race-neutral

alternatives.

H . Count I: Harvard Does NotIntentionally Discriminate

SFFA intentionaldiscrimination claim , CountI, requires the Court to determine

whether Harvard s admissions program violates Title VIthrough intentionaldiscrimination

against Asian AmericansnotwithstandingtheCourt' s conclusion that Harvardhas shownthat its
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admissions program serves its compelling interest in diversity , that some racialcategorizations

arenecessaryto serve that interest, that it doesnot engage in proscribedracialbalancing, and that

no workable and available, fully race -neutral alternatives would suffice to meet Harvard' s goals .

SFFA is notclaimingthat Harvard excludes Asian Americansand in fact, Asian Americans are

admittedatvirtuallythe samerate as white applicants. What it does claim is that, basedsolely

on the quantifiable aspects of admissions, Asian Americans should be admitted atan even higher

rate and that, if the personal ratings werenotdepressed, there would be more Asian Americans

admitted

In undertaking its analysis, the Courtbegins with certain fundamentals. First, “ given the

important purposes of public education and the expansive freedoms of speech and thought

associated with the university environment, universities occupy a special niche in our

constitutionaltradition.” Grutter539 U . S . at 328– 29. Second, a university is free to “ makeits

own judgments as to . . the selection of its studentbody. ” Id. at329 ( quoting Bakke, 438 U . S .

at 312). Andthird, although deference is owed to a university ' s decision to pursue the

educationalbenefits that flow from diversity , the university must show that its useof race is

narrowly tailored to achieve its permissible goals . Fisher II, 136 S. Ct. at 2208 .

To these, the Court reiterates the following findings specific to this case :

1. Throughout this trial and after a carefulreview of allexhibits and written submissions,

there is no evidence of any racialanimus whatsoever or intentional discrimination on the

partofHarvardbeyondits use of a race consciousadmissionspolicy, noris there
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evidence thatany particular admissions decision was negatively affected by Asian

American identity

2. A race-conscious admissions program allowsHarvard to achieve a level of robust

diversity thatwould not otherwisebepossible, at least at this time.

3 . The Court firmly believes that Asian Americans are not inherently less personable than

any other demographic group, just as itbelievesthatAsian Americans are notmore

intelligentormore gifted in extracurricularpursuits than any other group.

. There is a statistical difference in the personalratings with white applicants faringbetter

that Asian American applicants. Asian American applicants, however, do better on the

extracurricularand academicratingsthan their white counterparts. All three ratings

incorporate subjective and objective elements, and while implicit biases may be affecting

62 The Court notes that under the Title VI standard applicable outside the higher education
admissions context, SFFA s intentionaldiscrimination claim would failbecause SFFA has not

shown,by a preponderance of the evidence, that (1) Harvard discriminated on the basis of race,

(2 ) that the discrimination was intentional, and (3 that the discrimination was a substantialor

motivating factor for admissions decisions. See Goodman v. Bowdoin Coll., 380 F . 3d 33 , 43

(1st Cir. 2004) (citing Tolbert v . Queens Coll., 242 F . 3d 58 , 69 (2d Cir . 2001)). The requirement

for a “ substantialor motivating factor” requires “ evidence of racial animus, id at43, and no
racial animus was presenthere.

Further, under the standard articulated in Goodman v. Bowdoin College, 380 F.3d 33 (1st Cir.

2004 ), the Courtwould enter judgment for Harvard because it has shown that its admissions
program was employed to promote diversity , which is notan invidious discriminatory purpose .

See supra at Section III.D . Admissions decisions are made only after a careful process that
considers and appreciates the diversity that applicants from diverse racialbackgrounds, including

Asian Americans, provide at Harvard. Harvard ' s only intentional consideration of race views

increased racial diversity as a positiveattribute of its admitted class, which itachieves by
considering an individual' s race through an individualized, holistic evaluation of every applicant

in themanner envisioned by the Supreme Court. Further, the Court feels confident stating that
the statistical disparities in personal ratings and admissions probabilities that have been identified

are the resultof someexternal race-correlated factors and perhaps someslight implicitbiases

amongsomeadmissions officers that, while regrettable , cannot be completely eliminated in a

process thatmust rely on judgments about individuals.
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Harvard s ratingsatthemargins, to the extent that the disparities are the resultof race,

they are unintentionalandwould notbe cured by a judicialdictate thatHarvard abandon

considerations ofrace in its admissionprocess.

5. Harvard sadmissionsprogram is conceptually narrowly tailored to meet its interest in

diversity. In practice , asmore fully discussed above, it doesnot seem to unduly burden

Asian Americans despite the fact that somepercentage of Asian American applicants

have received lowerpersonalratingsthan white applicantswho seem similarly situated.

The reason for these lower scores is unclear, but they are not the result of intentional

discrimination. They mightbe the result of qualitative factors that are harder to quantify,

such as teacher and guidance counselor recommendations , or they may reflect some

implicit biases. Race consciousadmissions will always penalize to someextent the

groups that are not being advantagedby the process, butthis is justified by the

compelling interestin diversity and all the benefits that flow from a diverse college

population . Here, any relative burden on Asian Americans and it is not clear that there is

a disproportionate burden) is not enough to warrant a finding that Harvard s admissions

process fails to survivestrictscrutiny orto require it to moveto an admissionsmodelthat

foregoes diversity in favor of parity based solely on quantifiable metrics.

The testimony of the admissions officers that there was no discrimination against Asian

American applicantswith respectto theadmissionsprocessas a wholeand the personalratings

in particularwasconsistent, unambiguous, and convincing. Notoneofthem had seen orheard

anything disparaging about an Asian American applicant despite the fact thatdecisions were

made collectively and after open discussion about each applicant in the docket and full

committeemeetings. Similarly, there isnocredible evidencethatcorroboratesthe improper
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discrimination suggested by Professor Arcidiacono s statisticalmodel. Asian American

applicants are acceptedatthe samerate as otherapplicants andnow makeupmorethan 20% of

Harvard s admitted classes, up from 3.4 % in 1980. Although Asian Americans can and do bring

important and diverse perspectives to Harvard, because only about 6 % of the United States

population is Asian American compared to nearly a quarter ofHarvard' s class, it is reasonable

for Harvard to determine that students from otherminority backgroundsaremore likely to offer

perspectivesthat are less abundantin its classes and to thereforeprimarily offer race-based tips

to those students. Finally, SFFA did not present a single Asian American applicantwho was

overtly discriminated against or who wasbetter qualified than an admitted white applicantwhen

considering the full range of factors that Harvard values in its admissions process.

The statistics themselves are alone not enough to cause the Court to conclude that

Harvard has engaged in improper intentionaldiscrimination where Harvard has shown that its

admissions policy uses race only in a permissible and narrowly tailored way . Further, although

Professor Arcidiacono s statistics suggest discrimination against certain subsets of Asian

American applicants , Professor Card s analysis ofthis same data suggests the opposite , thereby

leaving the statisticalanalyses inconclusive. Even assuming thatthereis a statistically

significantdifferencebetween how AsianAmericanand white applicantsscore on the personal

rating, the data does not clearly say what accounts for that difference . In other words, although

the statistics perhaps tell“what,” they do not tell“ why, and here the “ ” is critically

important Further, by its very nature, the personalscore includes, andshould include, aspects of

an applicantandhis or herapplicationthatarenot easily quantifiableand therefore cannotbe

fully capturedby the statisticaldata.
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Harvard ' s admissions process survives strict scrutiny . Itserves a compelling, permissible

and substantialinterest, and it isnecessaryandnarrowly tailored to achievediversity and the

academic benefits that flow from diversity . Consistent with the hallmarks of a narrowly tailored

program , applicants are afforded a holistic, individualized review , diversity is understood to

embrace a broad rangeof qualities and experiences, and race is used as a plus factor, in a

flexible, non-mechanicalway. See Fisher, 136 S. Ct. at 2214 ;Grutter, 539 U . S. at 337 – 38. The

Admissions program also satisfiesthe other principlesarticulated in Fisher IIin that itdoes not

have a quota or use a fixed percentage and all applicants compete for allavailable seats. Further,

Harvard hasmet its burden of showing that there are not currently any available or workable

race-neutralalternatives. Finally, there is nothingaboutHarvard s admissionsprocessthat is at

oddswith the reason for subjecting racialclassifications to strict scrutiny — to ensure little orno

possibility that the motive for the classification was illegitimate racialprejudice or stereotype .”

J. A . Croson Co. , 488 U . S . at 493 . The use of race benefits certain racialand ethnic groups that

wouldotherwisebe underrepresentedatHarvardand is thereforeneitheran illegitimateuseof

raceorreflective of racialprejudice. Accordingly, judgment for Harvard shallenter on Count

intentional discrimination.

VIII . CONCLUSION

Notwithstanding the fact that Harvard s admissions program survives strict scrutiny , it is

notperfect. The process would likely benefit from conducting implicit bias trainings for

admissions officers, maintaining clear guidelines on the use of race in the admissions process,

which weredevelopedduringthis litigation, andmonitoring andmakingadmissionsofficers

awareofany significantrace- relatedstatisticaldisparitiesin the ratingprocess. Thatbeing said,

the Court will notdismantle a very fine admissions program thatpasses constitutional muster,

solely because it could dobetter. There isalways the specter of perfection ,butstrict scrutiny
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does not require it and a few identified imperfections, after years of litigating and sifting through

applicationsandmetrics, do notalonerequire a finding that Harvard s admissionsprogram isnot

narrowly tailored.

Further, the Court emphatically repeats what the SupremeCourt said in Fisher II:

The University now has at its disposal valuable data about the manner in

which different approaches to admissionsmay foster diversity or instead

dilute it. The University must continue to use this data to scrutinize the

fairness of its admissionsprogram ; to assesswhether changing demographics

have undermined the need for a race-conscious policy; and to identify the
effects , both positive and negative, of the affirmative-action measures it

deemsnecessary.

The Court s affirmanceof the University ' s admissions policy today does not
necessarily mean the University may rely on that same policy without

refinement. It is the University s ongoing obligation to engage in constant
deliberation and continued reflection regarding its admissions policies.

136 S. Ct. at 2213– 15.

TheCourthere stops well short of requiringan admissions process that is overly data

driven. Usingstatistics to ensure that the distribution ofprofile ratingsorany othermeasure is

exactly even among various groups would potentially run afoul of the prohibition on quotas and ,

more importantly, defeat the purpose ofa comprehensive,holistic review process that allowsthe

admissionofapplicantswith virtues thatarenot alwaysquantifiable. Butnow thatHarvard and

other schools can seehow statistical analyses can revealperhaps otherwise imperceptible

statistical anomalies, these sorts of statistics should beused as a check on the processand as a

way to recognizewhen implicitbiasmightbeaffectingoutcomes.

It wasalways intended that affirmativeaction programsbe limited in duration. In 2003,

the Supreme Court articulated its expectation that in twenty -five years , itwould notbenecessary

to use racial preferences to achieve a diverse student body. Grutter, 539 U . S. at 343. As time

marches on and the effects ofentrenched racism and unequalopportunity remain obvious, this
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goalmight be optimistic andmay need to change, but it remains imperative that Harvard and

other schoolsthatmake useofracialpreferences to achieve a diverse learning environment

ensure, through data and experience, that “ race plays no greater role than is necessary to meet its

compelling interest in diversity and to keep in mind that “ racial classificationsmay sometimes

fail to capture diversity in allof its dimensions.” Fisher II, 136 S . Ct. at 2210.

Thewise and esteemed author ToniMorrison observed, “ Race is the leastreliable

informationyou can have aboutsomeone. It s realinformation, but it tells you nextto nothing.”

Emily Langer, From heart ofblack America , a voice for the voiceless, Boston , Aug. 7 ,

2019, atC11(quoting PaulGray, Books: Paradise Found, Time(Jan . 19, 1998)

http:/ / content time. com / time/subscriber/article/ 0,33009,987690-5,00 .html) . Although this has

been said , itmust becomeaccepted and understood beforewe close the curtain on race conscious

admissionspolicies. The rich diversity at Harvard and other collegesand universitiesand the

benefits that flow from that diversity will foster the tolerance, acceptance and understanding that

will ultimately makerace conscious admissionsobsolete .

AsPresidentRuth Simmonssaid from the witness stand in this case when askedabout

the importance ofdiversity :

s very hard for me to overstate my conviction about the benefits that flow

to all of these areas from a diverse undergraduate studentbody. I know something
about the lack of diversity in one' s education . . . . My father was a janitor , my

mother was a maid. They had been sharecroppers , they had few opportunities. I
lived through that. I remember it. So to me, the benefits that flow to students is

they get a better education, a deeper education , a truer education to deal with what
they're going to have to dealwith in life.

To the institution, it makes for not just an enhanced learning environmentbut for

the opportunity to be unparalleled in their standing because they offer something

that is so indispensable for society .

And for society , my goodness, I ' ve spoken about the conflicts in society , how
deeply they run, how they resurface from time to time. How can we imagine a
world in which we are not creating leaders and citizens who have the capacity to
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mediate those differences? I cannot imagine it. And so it s with great conviction
that I say that we must continue to offer diverse undergraduate education to our

youngpeople to save ournation .

[ Oct. 30 Tr. 54:11– 55: 15] .

That eloquent testimony captures what is important about diversity in education . For

purposes of this case, at least for now , ensuring diversity at Harvard relies, in part, on race

conscious admissions. Harvard ' s admission program passes constitutional muster in that it

satisfies the dictates of strict scrutiny. The students who are admitted to Harvard and choose to

attendwill live and learn surrounded by all sorts of people, with all sorts of experiences, beliefs

and talents. They will have the opportunity to know and understandone another beyond race, as

whole individuals with unique histories and experiences . Itisthis, at Harvard and elsewhere that

willmoveus, oneday, to the pointwhere we see that race is a fact, butnotthedefiningfact and

not the fact that tells uswhat is important, butwe are not yet. Untilwe are, race conscious

admissionsprogramsthat survive strict scrutiny will have an important place in society and help

ensure that colleges and universities can offer a diverse atmosphere that fosters learning ,

improves scholarship , and encourages mutualrespect and understanding.

SO ORDERED

September 30, 2019 / s/ Allison D . Burroughs
ALLISON D . BURROUGHS
U . S . DISTRICT JUDGE
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